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Announcing new Printing Arrangements.

As from this issue Searchlight South Africa is being printed and distributed from
Johannesburg. By this means the editors hope to achieve several things. Firstly, we hope
to avoid the endless inlerference with mail from abroad in South Africa. Secondly, we
hope by this means to keep the sale price of the journal to a minimum in order!O reach
the largest possible readership. This is the only way in which we can cope with the extreme poverty of many potential readers in South Africa. In the process readers who
could afford a higher pricve will benefit. We only hope that they will find their way clear
to send us donations to recover some of our costs. Unfortunately we cannot lower the
price outside South Africa, but at this juncture we are not raising our price to meet
higher postage and other costs.
Otherwise there will be no changes in our policies and the editorial roard will stay, at
least for the present, in London. We also hope to appear more regularly and regret the
long interval since issue No 7.

Notes to Contributors:
Articles and reviews, accompanied by IBM ASCII files on disk-it possible -should be
submitted to the editors, typed or printed out, in one-and-a-halt, or double spacing.
Articles should be between 4,000 and 7,000 words, but we will be flexible and will consider longer pieces. Short articles (other than letters) will only be accepted if they are of
exceptional interest. Letters commenting on recent articles in Searchlight South Africa,
or relating to current events in South Africa, will be printed as soon as possible. These
contributions should not exceed 1,500 words and may be shortened to fit available space.
It substantial alterations would improve an article or review, the editors will communicate with authors before proceeding with publication. The editors reserve the right to
alter grammar, speJling, punctuation, or obvious errors in the text.
Footnotes lind references should follow the practice ot previous issues of the journal..
These should be kept as short as possible, and notes should, where possible, be included
in the text.

THE 'NEW WORLD ORDER' - AND 'OLD WORLD'
DISORDER
Malevolence has been gratified by the errors they have committed, attributing that imperfection to
the theory they adopted which was applicable only to the tolly of their practice.

Muy WoIlstoneaaft·

The Betrayal or a Russian Dream

In the year 1992, when one-time Marxists are busy chasing their tails and
claiming that their Gods have failed them, we must point again to that
profound truth of Mary Wollstonecraft. Those who now repudiate the
theories they once held as erroneous or imperfect, either misunderstood the
Marxism they claimed to follow, or tbey deliberately perverted Marx's teachings. They ahered the meaning of Marx and his close collaborators, they lied
in order [0 justify the crimes of the USSR, and they assisted in preventing the
development of socialism. Now, in an effoct [0 resurrect their claim to honesty
they shift the folly of their practice to the theory itself. It is only because some
sections of the old Communist Party still have a grip on a section of the working class - and this is certainly the case in South Africa - that it is essential
tbat their falsehoods be exposed. Also, it is still necessary to protect those
who follow them unwittingly. In the short space available we offer this sketch
of events over the past seventy years in the belief that there are still people
who can hear and will listen.
Seventy four years ago the Bolshevik Party took power in Russia and set as its
goal the establishment of an international socialist society. But that did not ensure
stability. rIrSt they accepted the most humiliating terms and signed a peace treaty
with Germany in order to extricate the state from a disastrous war. Then they
routed armies financed by the capitalist west and tried to reach the Gennan borders to win the western workers to their dream of a free society. Next they organized a Communist (or Third) International (Comintern) and a Red
international of Labour Unions (Profintern), to unite the workers of the world in a
revolutionary movement. Faced by their need to escape from isolation, and seeking support for their beleaguered state, the Bolsheviks extended the hand of
friendship to the colonial people, to the workers, and to intellectuals everywhere.
Realily did not favour the Bolsheviks. Conditions inside the Soviet Union
deteriorated. There was a cholera epidemic, drought and starvation. The
Kronstadt sailors rose in rebellion and the command economy organized Wlder
war conditions was replaced, under duress, by a free market of fann produce. Nor
did the international mo~ent prosper: the conununist regime in Hungary collapsed (and in this General Smuts bad a role to playas an envoy of the western
powers), and the German revolt of 1923 was misconceived and bungled. The
Comintem never rallied large movements, the Profintem was always peripheral to
the working class movement. Also, within a few years it became obvious that: The
socialism of many Bolsheviks was not unalloyed with corruption; the Red anny
contained many careerists; the Comintem became a centre of intrigue. The Bol-
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shevik party had failed to develop an active tradition of democratic dissent and
after the death of Lenin the already fragile unity of the party was seen to have
depended on me auiliority of one man. Without Lenin the party became increasingly narrow and restrictive; the tenuous practice of debate and discussion came to
an end; and the purges got under way.
There were two distinct faces presented by lhe cabal that ruled Lhe USSR in the
late 19205. The outside world saw a facade of socialism. The men and women of
the 'socialist motherland' were happy and contented, building a new society, estabLishinga new 'proletarian' culture, and still finding time losing lhe praises of the
great father of the nation: Josef Stalin. This picture of great construction and
achievement was accepted by sympathisers in five continents; by intellectuals and
journalists; by uade union officials, by churchmen and by ambassadors.
Inside the USSR the situation was seen differently. Fear stalked the land as millions were uprooted in forced coUectivisation, hounded or killed, arrested and
never seen again. A new elite emerged, took government jobs, monopolised the
scarce resources, and established their family's rights to education, health facilities
or holiday homes. Not a bourgeoisie because the laws of capitalism did not
operate, but a highly privileged set, claiming the legitimacy ofa revolution they had
destroyed. And yet this very elite was constantly shaken by fresh arrests, fresh trials
and executions. While they survived they carried out central commands that
reduced the population to servility: to a system of law that served out unjust sentences; to forced labour in the vast prison camps that became known to the world
as the 'gulag'; to labour on the land and in the factories that paid subsistence
wages; and to a system of deprivation that made a mockery of the word socialism.
This was recorded in documents, histories and novels - but these were sup-pressed inside the USSR and, even when published abroad, ignored by friends of
the Soviet Union and by the liberal establishment.
Yet, it was this gigantic lie that members of the communist parties, and of front
organizations across the world celebrated, as the model of a 'New World' and as
the defender of the rights of all humanity. In its name, men and women, some
honestly, others falsely, claimed to represent socialism. And heaven help those
who disagreed. Dissidents were hunted out, slandered, harassed and even killed.
This is not the place to chronicle seventy long years of increasing tyranny. What
is surprising is not that it collapsed, but that it survived through to 1991. Even as it
approached its end, after years in which it was widely known that the economy was
coUapsing, and that the USSR was unable to match the technological advances of
the more advanced capitalist countries, the system survived. In the thirties and forLies the Soviet state rallied international and local support because of the threat of
fascism; in the fifties it appeared (falsely as we now know) to be the harassed victim
of the 'cold war'; and even when jt was exposed as a force of counter-revolution
(e.g, in Hungary in 1956 and Czechoslovakia in 1968) the myth was maintained
that the USSR was a socialist (or at least a workers' state), and its followers
celebrated its 'great victories'. For those who realised what was happening the
words 'communism', as associated with Stalinism and/or the USSR, was a
degraded word.
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Leon Trotsky, with the assistance of only a small band of followers, was exceptional in keeping alive the original message of the October revolution. His continued exposure of what was happening in the USSR, even when he erred, placed
him high above others who remained silent or even Lied aoout events in the USSR.
The recent spate of oonfessions only help oondemn them the more for their long
silence.
The Calumny or the Capitalist world

Stalinism can only be understood as the collapse of tbe Soviet ideal before the
counter-revolution in Europe in the early 1920s. The success of Bolshevism
in Russia was fragile. This was a country that had been dragged into capitalist
relations by the investment of finance capital in the large scale industries in a
few cities and in the construction of a nalional railway system. But a large part
of Russia was barely touched by the new economic relations. II was that which
made it relatively easy for the Bolsheviks to take power in this state, but harder for it to build socialist society. Then after the shattering civil war of 191820 and the isolation of the USSR, the revolution was usurped by a party cabal.
In condemning Stalin and the people who collaborated with him, we also can·
demn the western bourgeoisie who did their utmost to destroy the new Soviet
Union. That, indeed, was their response to the first revolution that had firmly
rejected capitalist relations.
Although it had struck a near-mortal blow at the young socialist state, ....estern
capitalism also went through its darkest hours in the 19205 and 1930s. While
dominating the world and draining the rcsources of its dependencies, the ruling
class presided over massive inflation; induced mass starvation in the heart of
Europe and elsewhere,leading to the depression that spread across the world in
the late 19205; nurtured and extolled fascism and watched undisturbed over the
rape of Ethiopia, the destruction of republican Spain, the onward march of Japan
in the cast and Naz.ism in Europe, and allowed or encouraged racism and
xenophobia. The working class across five continents suffered mass unemployment and unbearable living conditions, seemingly unable {o find the means (0
smash their oppressors.
Once again it was left to small bands of people to raise the banner of protest against colonial degradation, against fascism and mass genocide, against im·
miseralion and then mindless war. Socialists like Trotsky werc unique in having
warned against fascism in Germany or Italy, against tbe rising miJilarism of Japan,
or against the rragicconsequences ofComintern policy in China and inSpain. Perhaps he should have done even more. He failed to rrain a cadre able to add to the
store of Marxist theory, and his own insights were dulled under the stress of
Stalinist perseclltions. Himself almost penniless, with no apparatus through which
to reach thc world, he and his comrades did enough to put the world to shame. U
they .....e re over optimistic in their predictions they rnustlook partly to their own errors, but it must also be said in tbeir defence that they were execrated and tbat
their voices were dirruned by obstruction oflhe big battalions of Capital and of
Stalinism.
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Then came the war, starting in China in 1931, extending across Africa and
Europe in 1935-38 and then spreading across the earth's surface in 1939-45.
Whatever sins are laid at the feet of Germao,Itaiian and Japanese war lords, and
for that they cannot be forgiven, the cowardice, the perfidy, and the treachery of
the leaders of western Europe. Lbe USA and the USSR, were necessary counterparts to fascist bestiality.1l is doublfu.l whether we will ever know the cost in human
lives. This was a nightmare that surpasses aU previous wars with mass genocide,
mindless destruction and the killing of millions. It was from this war that the world
emerged with new masters: the two 'super-powers' USSR and USA; the satellite
powers of western Europe (Britain and France); and the honorary position given
[0 the China of Chiang Kai-Shek. Yet the war weakened the western victors and
the USSR, sheltered behind the resources of its new satellite slates in eastern
Europe, seemed for a time to be one of the giants. In fact two new economic
goliaths emerged: the two defeated nations - Japan and Gennany. It is now the
three financial giants, Japan. Germany and the USA that dominate the world's
economy.
The balance of economic dominance had shifted but the rest of the world
remained in penury. Even western Europe was on the dole and depended, at least
initially, on US handouts. The one-time colonies, now 'liberated' politically,
regressed economically, making little or no headway in developing their resources.
Only a few centres on the Pacific rim (South Korea, Thiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore) were exceptions. But they were exceptions which thrived under US
protection or because they had open markets to which they could export their
goods. In general the rest of the world stagnated, or was dependent for brief bursts
of economic development on the goodwill of their economic over-masters. That
is, their advancement depended on foreign investment, on the availability of
markets, and on the stability of the stock exchanges ofThkyo, Bonn and New York.

Of course this is not the complete story. There were exceptional regions of
progress for at least some ofthe time, and in a few regions outside the most
favoured regions. However, whatever successes there were - and there was a
prolonged boom that lasted over twenty years after the end of the war capitalism has not, and cannot overcome its inherent instabilities. There have been
crises and recessions, major financial collapses and growing unemployment. The
peace of the world has been shattered in local centres, eventuating in the war on
Iraq, which demonstrated the killing power available to the armed forces. The
world, in this one respect has not changed What has altered has been !.he collapse
of the USSR, now the USS (Union of Sovereign States) but destined to seperate
and become the new SS (Slav States). This is more than the kind of collapse the
world experienced in the past, as national groups raise the old banners of intolerance: of national autarky, of religious sectarianism, ofsquabbles over borders
and the levies of armed men. With modern armaments freely available, the
destruction that can be wrought by the smallest armies can be devastating as is obvious from warring Yugoslavia, that one-time 'communist' state that formerly
won the support of so many communists and trotskyists.
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The greatest misfortune is undoubtedly the collapse of the international socialist
movement and the failure of the working class to build effective organizations with
which to counter the capitalist offensive. It is precisely this paralysis of the working
class that gives the USA, Gennany (and Japan?) a free hand to do as they like in
imposing their will on the rest of the world. It was not only eastern Germany that
was ingested by its richer neighbour. Capital stands by to take its pickings from the
old eastern bloc.
This is the base of the 'New World Order' declared so casually by President
Bush. It is a parody of the 'New World' that the Bolsheviks dreamt of in 1918. They
won the right to this vision through the revolt of the workers and peasants: Bush
drununed up his vision after sending his laser directed bombs against a petry (if
nasry) dictator. Despite its relatively weakened world economic role, the phrase
was his declaration of US hegemony. Its realiry stems from the fact that there is no
obvious rival to US military power. Here is the realization that the US has the force
that can dictate tenns to the recalcitrant or the unmoving. [n the process a kind of
peace can be established in southern Africa, in the Middle East, and also in other
areas where the US needs an end ofbostilities to regenerate trade and investments. Nor is this just griping. The peace that is being imposed is designed to stop
real change in the troubled regions of the world.
The issue that socialists must face is the relative inabiliry of the working class to
oppose these events, even if this is only over the short term. Without a social force
to back their demands, socialists remain impotent. All auempts at change seem to
come from voluntarist groups; all large scale demands remain unanswered because the force that is required to give flesh to such demands remains inert.
If we believed that this was the 'end of history', we would quiel.ly close up shop,
and (for those of us who had the means) would 'eat drink and be merry..Jor
tomorrow, (inevitably), we die'. Yet it must be declared: this is a passing phase. It
might last over several years but cannot endure. The contradictions in capitalism
will force new elements to rise. Perhaps not in the way expected over the past five
decades, but rise they must. Meanwhile there are task for socialists that will
demand all their resolve and energies.
The problem is not to find issues that must be taken up, but to single out the most
important. If socialism has to take on new meaning and find an international
response, there has to be fresh thinking about the tasks we set ourselves, and organizational approaches that reject the guru-Ied hieracrchies of the past. Without
at this stage trying to demarcate the most important tasks facing socialists
evel)Where, the following seem to be more than most small groups can achieve.
But they must consider some of the following tasks:
There is the need to protest against further warfare - whether global, regional
or local. There are human and civil rights that must be protected in the name of a
democratic socialism that must incorporate the needs of the low, the poor, and the
deprived. There is a continual struggle against racism and discrimination at the
work place and in the community - and a renewed mobilisation against the rising
groups of fascist thugs. There must be a struggle against unemployment, against
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low wages and against labour discrimination. Added to these there are struggles in
every country related to education, health, and discrimination of any description.
However, socialists in South Africa and elsewhere canDot conduct such a
programme of demands unless they first set their own houses in order. There has
to be an end to the organizational cenlra1ism that denied the membership the right
to open dissent. There must be both socialist education and the encouragment 01
innovatory ideas. But above all there must be a condemnation of harrasmenl or
witch-hunrs inside socialist groups, whether on grounds of ethnicity or gender,
and an end to dehumanjzjng practices. There cannot be, and must not be, any justification for imprisonment, torture or executions of members - either inside
societies that claim to be socialist or in the movements that claim to be working for
socialism. The violations of common justice that we have recorded in Searchlight
South Africa in Swapo and in Umkhonto we Sizwe, and similar activities in the
PAC that have still tobe disclossed, involving the violation of democracy and of
elementary human rights, are unacceptable. The failure of socialists to condemn
these actions follows in the footsteps of those who remained silent over the crimes
of Stalinism in the USSR.
It is with regret, if not anger, that we must condenm so many of the old organizations for framing grandiose programmes that they were incapable of pursuing.
However, they are not as guilty as the communist parties that set out deliberately
to lead the working class astray. Their programmes were criminal and left three or
more generations without hope. It is now time to start again and prove afresh to
millions of people that socialism is about hwnan rights and transforming society,
and that we have the ability to right the most serious wrongs. From that other matters can follow.
.
• A historical aDd Moral Review or the Origin and Progress of tbe French Revolullon , 1794.

WITHIN THE SECRET STATE:THE DIRECTORATE
OF MILITARY INTELLIGENCE
Paul Trewhela
Enter, Stage Right: Murderers

South Africa continues to produce the speaacle ofthe macabre. With morbid fascination, one observes that lhis is a society which always reveals a skull behind t.be
apparent smOOlh face ofthe ordinary.1bis emerges from the 'lnkathagate' revelations, so-called because they concern stale funding, [raining and arming of the
Zulu-based Inkatha Freedom Party (lnkatha yenKululeJw yeSizwe) and its supporters. The decisive features of 'lnkatbagare', however, lie Dol in Inkatha, nor in
secret police operations, but in the terror arm oflhe South African Defence Force
(SADF) whose crucial body, the Directorate of Military Intelligence (DMl), funclioned through the 19805 as the perpetrator of massacres in nearby African
countries, of individual assassinations and destabilization of whole states. In so far
as the state, in Engels' phrase, consists in the last resort of bodies of armed men,
lhe South African stare in the era of P W Botha and of F W de Klerk operated in
essence through the OMl. Acting with exceptional ruthlessness and operational
freedom., with a vast secret budget, officcred by whites and manned by a multilingual coUeetion of black desperadoes from across the sub--continent, this force of
corsairs was the heart of the South African state.
The OMI in its personnel resembles nothing so much as the punishment battaJioos of the German army in the Soviet Union in World War U. The criminal, the
psychopath, the captured guerrilla faced with the alternative of hanging or becoming a murderer-in-state: this was the material, drawn from a sub--c.ontinent in civil
war, out of which the drafters of South African policy drew their unmentionable
but indispensable executors. For bloody operations in Mozambique, Angola,
Zambia, Namibia and all the front-line states, the OMI was to the South African
government what James Bond was to British fiction in the 1950s.
This moostcr acquired a life of its own. In its special zones of operation, it was
South Africa's arm of government, to which the Foreign Minister, Pik Botha, related as ambassador at large. Whatever appeared in the clauses of agreements between the South African government and neighbouring states had absolutely no
reference to this secret body of armed men, who operate as though specifically excluded from the provisions of intemationallaw, the Geneva Convention and the
rult:s of war. The DMI was in addition the real agent of coercion lying behind the
Crocker diplomacy of the Reagan and Bush administrations in the entire southern
African theatre. Its three ranking officials. including its chief, General Pierer van
der Westhuizen, visited Wtshington for top-level discussions in March 1981,less
than two months after the Reagan administratiou took office. (Leonard, p 129)
The 0 MI was born out of the experience in 1975-76, when the SADF backed by
the CIA cut through Angola to topple the new MPl.A government. Forced to
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relreat after the intervention of Cuban troops and a reversal of US policy, the
SADF generals considered themselves betrayed. This was crucial. An SADF

White Paper of 1m, envisaged a single integrated state command - in acquisition of information, in planning and in execution - under its own dictation. This
was placed under lite control of military intelligence, greatly expanded. It outlasted, and saw out, Soviet generals, Cuban lank gunners and East German secret
police administrators. Soutb of the equator it was, and has remained, the living
representative of western control in Africa and the guarantor of President Bush's
'new world order'.
Not only did the OM! organize massacres, it ran political parties and its own

multifarious press. The insidious arts of'psy-ops', of'winning hearts and minds' allegedly cheaper than filling them with bullets - brought into being the strange
species of the SADF political agent. Out of lhe military trunk grew lhe most intricate political and literary foliage. It is worthwhile to trace at least one line of
development of this reclusive botanical type.
Soulh Africa has a history of more than seven decades of police spying. In the
mid---1960s, the evidence of a Security Police lieutenant and phoney journalist,
Gerard Ludi, who had infLitrated the underground South African Communist
Party (SACP), helped convict members up to the level of the central committee.
Gordon Winter, doyen of the corps of sleaze of the South African press of the
time, later swfaced as a material witness to the murder of a white businessman in
the 1ransvaal by members of a London criminal gang and as the confidential agent
of the head of the Bureau of State Security (BOSS), Major General Hendrik van
den Bergh. Later, in the 1980, it was revealed that Craig Williamson (subsequently,
Major), of the South African secret police had infiltrated the National Union of
South African Students in Johannesburg and then the International University
Exchange Fund, in Geneva. His wife, also in the state security service worked in,
and kept an eye on, the World Health Organization, Geneva.This was preceded by
the 'Infogate' or 'Muldergate' scandal of the late seventies, when it was revealed
that state funds had for years been poured through a secret conduit to manipulate
both local and foreign media, to the greater glory of the South African regime.
These operations, mounted by personnel of the ministry of police and (in the
media scandal of the seventies) the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, were minuscule in
scope and in effect by comparison with what took place when the SADF became
the decisive arm of state, at the time of transition from the police regime of B J
Vorster to the military regime ofP W Botha. l Murders by the state lhen multiplied
in scale from retail to wholesale, while destabilization of organizations gave way to
destabilization of a whole sub--<:ontinent.
With battle honours acquired between 5 and 15 degrees south of the equator in
Angola, drawing on world resources of modern 'counter-insurgency' warfare in
addition to its nuclear and artillery technology, the SADF became a political
power in itself during the 1980s.1b some extent it isthe political power. The trajectory from the Boer commando, as the Afrikaner citizenry in arms, to the juggernaut of the modem security state is the history of the 20th century inscribed on the
tip of Africa. Whatever the changes brought about by the current negotiating
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process, it is a historical resuJt that will not go away. Th imagine that this monster of
aggression is to be 'democratized' is the most fanciful of illusions. Ranked beside
this political army, with its secret budget, its Military Psychological Institute, its
press corps, its foreign and local auxiliaries and ils Civil Co--operation Bureau, the
military-political role of the ANC army Umkhonto we Sizwe was insignificanl.
This is an army that bad foreign politics as its thealre of operations, a
phenomenon nol seen in South Africa since the campaign of General Smuts
against von Leltow- Vorbeck in east Africa in World War I and of the South
African army against Rommel in the northern desert in World War U. The notion
of Clausewitz, that war is the continuation of politics 'by other means', was its first
article of faith. Thus the rhetorical statement (derived from Churchill) by its guiding genius, the former Minister of Defence, General Magnus Malan, shortly after
assuming office in 1980:
You ask what is our aim? I can answer in one word - victory. Victory at all
costs. Victory in spite of[or by means of - PT) all terror. Victory however
long and hard the road may be. For withoul victory there is no survival. (Independent, 12 June 1990)
From this followed war in Angola under the flag ofSoUlh Africa and of Unila on
and off from 1975 to 1989; the sacking of Mozambique, through the proxy terror of
Renamo; the reduction of northern Namibia to a free-fife zone; assassinations
carried oul at will, from the frontline states to France; direct rule by the military of
the South African townships and southern Natal in periodic stales of emergency;
and the making and unmaking of govenunenls. If one sought to study the role of
force in history, in order to comprehend the nature of the beast, it would be well to
focus one's attention here. It is this body of highly politicized armed men that lies
behind the strategy of the so-called Christian Democratic Alliance, aimed to seal
together in an electoral union the ruling National Parry, the Zulu nationalist party
lnkatha, conservative Asian and mixedrace groupings, the leaders of black Bantustan regimes and the conservative black churches, in opposition to the alliance of
the ANC, the SAcp, the Congress of South African 'Trade Unions (Cosaru) and
their newest ally, the Pan Africanist Congress. The figure of Malan in the cabinet,
a career general during the invasion of Angola in 1975, personified this domination by the military.
A Friend of Human Rights

One of the brightest stars in this military-political firmament, and the first to
expose its operations to public gaze, was a former SADF major, Nico Basson.
At the age of 34 already a veteran of the murky realm of South Africa's
defence 'spooks', Basson is the survivor of four assaults on his person, all
probably from his former colleagues in the special services department of the
SADF. When he did his 'national service' (compulsory for white males only)
in 1975 - that year of destiny, in which the SADF invaded Angola - Basson
served as driver to General Malan, then embarking on the fateful step to his
career as the Napoleon of southern Africa. It is in the nature of this species of
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political warfare that after military service Basson obtained a BA in psychol-

ogy and a post-graduate diploma in 'communications', This academic
qualification is interesting, since the political manipulation of arms, of mass

murders, of media and of politics by the OMI was carried out through its
secret Communications Operations department ('Camm Ops').
In 1980, with his military service, his degree and his diploma, Basson became as·
sistant director of the South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) in Johannesburg. Thus did the masters of war, its psychology and communications run the
principal state organ of propaganda. In rapid succession he then acquired experience 'in the business world' as managing director of a marketing company, be-

came a journalist, then news editor on a Pretoria newspaper, and later became
editor of the official newspaper of the SADF, Uniform. Back in uniform in the
SADFfrom 1983 to 1987, Bassonrose to the rank of major and became the public
relations officer and right-hand man of General Jannie Geldenhuys, then chief of
the army and later head of the SADE
In January 1987 he resigned from the SADF 'to enlarge his business interests
and to concentrate on further studies', as he states in a curriculum vitae in a book
edited by him for his work in Comm Ops. Completing a further diploma in Small
Business Management in 1988, he was ready for the call for further active service
when 1realignments of the great powers dictated that Namibia would have elections to a constituent assembly in November 1989. As a volunteer member of the
Citizen Force (the army reserve), he was swnmoned to Namibia in January 1989
and in March he founded African Communication Projects Ltd in Wmdhoek, 'to
establish his business interests on an international level'. (CaJl Them Spies, 'About
the Editors') This international business empire was established with SAOF
funds, giving him a personal income of 64,(0) rand (about £14,00J) a month, on
orders from his superiors in Comm Cps. As a specialist in the arcane lore of communications, Basson now lent his talents and his funds to the venal and the
despairing. Long before the fmal agreements were signed in the chancelleries, the
OMI had its plan to win the peace just as it had aimed to win the war: and by the
same means.
In 1989 the objective of the DMI in Namibia was to preserve for the South
African state maximum freedom of operation. It sought to do so by denying to its
main political rival, the South West Africa People's Organization, (Swapo), which
the SADF had combated in the field for over 20 years, an overwhelming majoriry
in the polls. According to arrangements drawn up under UN Security Council
Resolution 435, which governed transition to independence in Namibia, if Swapo
(recognised by the UN as 'sole and authentic representative' of all Namibians)
were to get a two-thirds majority in elections to the Constituent Assembly, it
would have had the right to produce its own constitution without reference to any
other political body. The fact that Swapo ran a carnivorous one-party state in
exile, in which even potential dissenters were destroyed by its security police, did
not inhibit the architects of UN policy from this drastic possible result. Just as
Swapo aimed to replicate within Namibia the totalitarian regime it had administered over more than 60,(00 Namibians abroad, so it was the principal pur-
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pose of the DMI, as representative of the totalitarian interests of the old order in·
side Namibia, to thwart this.
Between the Elephants
An old Sotho proverb says that when two elephants fight, the grass gets

trampled. In Namibia, the fighting of the elephants in the run-up to the elections to the Constituent Assembly in November 1989 permitted strangely
enough a little grass to grow. In the contest Swapo, funded massively by supporting states and international agencies abroad, faced a wide range of its
electoral opponents funded through the South African state. Having manipulated the anti-Swapo fight within Namibia for many years with a heavy hand,
this was nothing new. What was new was the mission of Basson, the confidential agent, into the realm of human rights, just as his SADF colleagues were
engaged in setting a trap that sprang on 300 or more returning Swapo troops
massacred in northernmost Namibia at the beginning of April 1989: the first
days of the ill-named 'peace process'. The massacre in northern Ovambo
together with the political intrigues of Basson in Wmdhoek were forerunners
to the state-organized massacres alongside the negotiating process now
under way in South Africa. In Basson's words, the Namibian scenario
('Operation Agree') was devised as a 'dress rehearsal' or 'trial run' for the
real thing, the constitutional readjustment DOW taking place in South Africa.
(Independent, 11 June 1991) It followed the well-worn process (initiated by
the Rhodesians) in the fwancing and arming of Renamo in Mozambique
while presidents Samora Machel and P W Botha chatted peace, commerce
and constitutionalism at Nkomati in March 1984.
Through his shell company, African Communication Projects - more com~
munication! - Bassen appears to have funded or assisted a variety of organisations opposed to Swapo during 1989. These were: the Democratic Thrnhalle
Alliance or DTA (the most important political grouping opposed to Swapo, which
had previously administered Namibia on behalf of the South African regime); the
paper most closely identified with the DTA, the Tunes ofNamibia; editing and
publishing with former Swapo detainee, Ben Motinga,of Call Them Spies, a book
of documents concerningSwapo's repressions abroad; some of the activities of the
Political Consultative Committee ofEx-Swapo Detainees (PCC), the general representative body of the retwned victims; the Parents Committee of Namibia (PC),
led by Stella-Maria Boois. one of two groupings which had campaigned within
Namibia since the mid--1980s for the release of Swapo's prisoners; and a small
political party, the Patriotic Unity Movement (PUM), composed largely of a section of returned prisoners. drawn mainly from former senior officials of Swapo.
The PUM was one of four smaJl parties that contested the elections to the Constituent Assembly in November under the umbrella name of the United
Democratic Front, securing the fourth largest number of votes and election of a
formez: Swapo prisoner (and central committee member), Eric Biwa.
The manner ofBasson's operation needs pointing out. Cal/Them Spies, which
he published immediately ahead of the November elections, contains over 200
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pages. Except for a single page introduction, five paragraphs of acknowledgements and asingle page foreword by Basson stating how he 'got involved with
the PC, PCC and PUM', plus two short biographical sketches of himself and
Motinga, the book consists entirely ofdocuments either deposed by formerSwapo
prisoners, or arising out of the campaign to bring about their release, or copies of
press reports concerning the issue. There has been no tampering with primary
source material. Many documents are reproductions from an earlier book,
Namibia: A Stmggle Betrayed, (Rehoboth, 1986). Others can be compared with
photocopies of their originals (a good number in my possession). Former
detainees, and former Swapo members within Namibia who initiated the campaign for their release are satisfied with the authenticity of the material.
The book will continue to serve as an indispensable source for historians, irrespective of the motive of its publisher. 1b suggest, as has been done, that documents published in the book should not be used because Basson's purpose was
'lying disinformation' entirely miss the point. On this issue, in order to advance
their interests, the South African regime and its operative, Basson, had no need of
lies. The truth was damningeoough. They had merely to provide the facility for the
truth to appear. In so far as Swapo was deprived of its two thirds electoral majority
in part through such means, it had principally only itself and its atrocious treatment of loyal members to blame. The situation was not unprecedented. When in
1943 the Nazi propaganda service trumpeted the discovery of the mass graves of
15,000 Polish officers murdered by Stalio's secret police in the woods at Katyn,
near Smolensk in the USSR, it was unfortunately DO 'disinformation', and those
who rejected the information as it became revealed because of its source, or because it was expedient, did so at the expense not only of the truth but also of
humanity. There are times, such as this, when truth served Dr Goebbels better
than the 'Big Lie'. It was as an artist in 'communications' that Major Basson proved
his expertise. In the interest of the South African regime's 'total strategy', he published verifiable documents that would otherwise have remained unknown?
The same applies to reports of statements about and by the recently released
detainees in the Times ofNamibia, by far the most accessible of local newspapers
to them. A study of articles on the subject printed by this newspaper shows once
again that factual reporting on this issue was all that the DM! required. Similarly,
whatever the nature ofBasson's services to the PCC, thisdoes not alter the authenticity of statements and allegations made by former detainees themselves. The integrity of these accounts is not in question. There is no conflict, between
documentation released by the PCC and the report on Namibia by Amnesty International, released in August 1900. As for the PUM and the PC, the most critical
grouping in the campaign in defence ofthe former prisoners, the Workers Revolutionary Party (WRP) of Namibia, received no funds from Basson despite participating in an electoral alliance with the PUM; and its leading members had in
any case severed relations with the PC in 1987, because members of the latter had
co-operated with the International Society for Human Rights, based in Frankfurt.
In so far as ex-detainees fell subject to the objectives of the DMZ's dirty tricks campaign against Swapo, this was principally the outcome ofSwapo's criminal actions.
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A Very Political Beast
Basson first revealed his role in a 'scoop' interview published in a newspaper
close to the leadership ofSwapo. the Namibian, edited by Gwen Lister, on 3
May 1991. This was ostensibly under impact of the accumulating horrors in
South Africa, which he ascribed to the work of his OMI colleagues. He also
spoke of collaboration with advocate Anton Lubowski, the leading Swapo
member killed in a political assassination in Wmdhoek in September 1989. In
an open letter to the editor of the Namibian in June, a group of 'Vexed Exdetainees' noted that in a subsequent radio interview Basson had 'said Swapo
was among his clients and that's why he had intimate links with Anton
Lubowski'. Basson's communicative skills appear to have been spread widely? Having blown his cover in Namibia, he later revealed in South Africa that
he had placed military agents 'in key positions in Namibian newspapers'. At
the same lime be
identified three aspects of Operation Agree which he believed were successful: exploitation of the scandal over the torture by Swapo of its own members
[this torture is no longer questioned as a reality in even what was previously
the most pro-Swapo press]; whipping up of anti-Swapo sentiment over the
incursion into Namibia of Swapo guerrillas in April 1989 [really, a massacre
set up by the OMI, as Basson indicates]; and building up the credibility of the
DTA. (Guantian,11 June 1991)
His revelations concerning Namibia were as nothing, however, compared with
his information concerning South Africa itself, which emerged most fully in interviews during June with the New Nation and theIndependent. Operation Agree, he
said., had been devised at the end of 1988 by the Minister of Defence, Malan, and
the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Pile Botha. Throughout all stages the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs worked hand in glove with the SADF. The aim was to control not
only the electoral process in Namibia, but above all in South Africa itself and also
the elections due in Angola in 1992Basson provided a wealth of detail about Operation Agree, including 'names of
senior military officers, names of alleged SADF front companies in and out of
South Africa, and names of individuals allegedly running those companies'. (Inde·
pendent, 11 June) The moving spirits behind his own manipulation of information
in Namibia were the former head of the SADF, General Jannie Geldenhuys, and
the present head., General A J 'Kat' Liebenberg.4 The strategy of the SADFwas to
ensure that the present P9litical and economic power structure in South Africa
remained 'essentially the same after the apartheid laws have gone, following
democratic elections'. (Independent, U June) Basson's stated that, 'The SADF is
buying AK-47 rifles on a large scale, notably from Mozambique, and supplying
these weapons to Inkatha'. The violence around Johannesburg, in which Inkatha
supporters were centrally involved., and in which some 1.soo people had died in
the previous nine months, had been deliberately orchestrated by the SADE 'They
could stop it immediately if they wished'. (Independent, 11 June)
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The OMI strategy of 'winning hearts and minds' (WHAM),lhrough deliberate
selective violence combined with manipulation of public perceptions, described
by Basson, was designed specifically for 'post-apartheid' conditions, in which the
S

major black organizations are nominally free (0 organize. According (0 the Independent correspondent, John Carlin, Basson said
it was only now, when apartheid was going and 'non-racial' elections were in
the offing, that SADFslralegists were beginning [osee the prospect of a comprehensive WHAM success...
The end of the violence (in the townships, orchestrated by the SADFJ bas
not been to destroy property or [0 kill - that has only been a means. The
political objectives have all been directed towards the eventual goal of securing white control in the post-apartheid set-up...
The end goal is a divided and undermined ANC. and an alliance of
the ruling National Party, Inkatha and other 'moderate' black organizatios, which will sweep
'legitimately'
to power, with the SA OF's
..•
6
own power structure remalnmg mtact.

Intermediary goals were the weakening of the ANC and its capacity to organize,
the strengthening of Inkatha as a political force and the division of blacks along
ethnic lines, especially between Zulus and Xhosas, the twomosl numerous linguistic groups. To this end Comm Ops, the section ofOMl running WHAM operations, had an officer in every SADF unit and had infiltrated the South African
media across the board. Though the SADF was the 'engine' behind the strategy, it
was coordinated between key sectors of the state. 'That's the whole thing about
South Africa', Mr Basson said. 'It's run in secret and in camera', (/ndependelll, 13
June)
What Basson revealed was, in essence, a strategy not utterly unlike that by which
power was retained in the old slave-owning South of the United States after its
defeat in the civil war and the ending of slavery, The means by which the raised
political power of the formerly subordinate blacks, and of white political sympalhisers, was put down successfully for almost a century was the violence of the
Ku Klux Klan. Under its white sheets, the vanquished Confederacy retained
economic and political power in the hands of those who had been threatened to
lose it. Thus too in South Africa the killing ofblacks, both mass and indiscriminate,
as well as individual and selective, by the secret state.
On the Soweto Express
In the month after Basson's revelations came more specific confirmation
came about OM] orchestration of Inkatha violence around Johannesburg. A
former sergeant in the SADF, a Mozambican, Felix Isaias Ndimene - again
in interviews with Carlin of the Independent and with the New Nation provided detailed proof of the exact mechanism, Ndimene's information pinpointed One Commando of Five Reconnaissance Regiment ('Five Reece'),
crack troops of the SADF's 'Special Forces' - the operational arm of the
OMI - as the perpetrators of perhaps the most notorious of these massacres,
the killing of 26 people on board a commuter train heading for Soweto at
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Jeppe Station, Johannesburg, on 13 September 1990. The regime's assassination bureau, the now disbanded Civil Co-operation Bureau (CCB), had pre·
viously also been a unit of the approximately 5,000 strong Special Forces,
falling under the general command of the OMI along with Five Reece, 32
'Buffel' Battalion (used extensively in Angola) and other more covert units?
Ndimene said he had served from 1983 to 31 January 1991 in Five Reece, after
having been kidnapped from Mozambique by an SADF commando in August
1982. Participants in the train massacre, 'my friends', told him what had happened
in the tea room at Five Reece's base at Phalaoorwa in the north-eastern Transvaal,
near the Mozambique border, after returning from their assassins' tour of duty.
The day after the massacre, Nelson Mandela had stated that the attacks were not
the work of amateurs - that is, in this case, not the work ofordinary supporters of
Inkatha - but of highly professional and well-trained killers. Support for this argument came from the manner in which the killers had used their AK-47s; the way
in which one detachment had set an ambush on the platfornl at the sanle time as
another carried out its appalling work on board the moving train; and the strange
phenomenon that all the killers preserved scrupulous silence throughout.
Ndimene's account satisfied all queries. In his own words,
They got on the train with pangas [machetes] and AK-47s and they were
using the name of Inkatha. They shot the people and killed them wilh the
AK-47s. They say they were not allowed to speak during tbat attack because
most of the people were Namibian and could not speak Zulu. (Independent,
19 July)
Numerous reports from township residents had mentioned the presence of
black men speaking non-South African languages, and with non-South African
features, at the scenes of killing.s., as well as in the single men's compounds which
have become strongholds of Inkatha. These were the malignant waste of South
Africa's continental wars; Namibians, Mozambicans, Angolans, Zambians, Zimbabweans, even zaireans, as well as Australians and Irish mercenaries employed
for counter-insurgency operations and for cross-border raids against ANC bases,
now brought home to roost and concentrated against the defenceless population
of the industrial heartland, instruments of a one-sided war lei loose by the state
against its subjects (or in government calculations, objects).
The white commanding officers of Five Reece were quite explicit about this, in
their frank assertion that the ANC was 'still the enemy'. These officers 'used to say
that we are not going to fight the same war we fight in Angola...sa we starled a new
training in urban warfare'. An interesting concept of urban warfare, with seasoned
counter-insurgency troops deployed against commuters. As Carlin pointed out
after a journey on this death railway nearly fourteen months after the Jeppc massacre, South Africa 'must be the only place where people who travel to work by
train worry not about arriving on time, but about arriving alive'. The rush-hour
commuters at Nancefield station, Soweto, where gunmen from a nearby lnkatha
hostel killed eight people two weeks previously, 'conjured up Second World War
images of people about to board a train to a Nazi death camp'. (Independent, 9
November) Given the degree of unemployment in the Johannesburg.. -Soweto
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area, and the pressure on wage-earners to keep their jobs. plus the hegemonic
role of this single line of rail in transport, lhe precision with which the designers of
'psy-ops' pin-pointed this crucial channel in the total social metabolism is obvious.
For this kind of statecraft, the white commanders of Five Reece had the aJr

propriale categories of academic political science. 'They told us we are not bere to
defend the government'. Ndimene explained. 'We are here to defend the state',
His words confirmed information given to the press lwo years ago by a friend in
Five Reece, Mervyn Malan, now living in the Netherlands. Since Ndimene's res·
tiroony, train massacres along the line of rail in the southern 'fransvaal have con·

tinued without pause. That state-organized massacres should focus on the
Soweto-Johannesburg link carries a grim symbolism.
According to Ndimene, !.his trained cadre of homeless political assassins was
used as the organizational backbone ofmass kil!jngs directed against communities
supportive of the ANC across the country. He said about 120 Five Reece soldiers
based at Phalaborwa had been used in attacks in Alexandra, outside Johannesburg, and in the Pietermaritzburg region of Natal, the seed-bed of constant kilJ·
ings involving supporters of Inkatha and the ANC for the last six years. 'People
who went to Natal in March came back in June and told me they were tired ofkilJing children and women'. Added to this, Ndimene provided names of a colonel, a
commandant and a sergeant-major in Five Reece, and the names of six soldiers
who took part in the Jeppe train massacre. It is not surprising that in the course of
weekly political meetings, in wbicb commanders spoke favourably of Inkatha,
these multi-lingual assault troops were instructed to learn Zulu: a provocation
directed as much against Zulu-speakers as against non-Zulu speakers.
The month after Ndimene's evidence, Martin Dolinchek, a former high level
operative of theNIS, revealed that theDMl had provided traininginguerrilla war·
fare to 150 members of the Inkatha Youth Brigade in the Caprivi Strip in northern
Namibia, contrary to President de K1erk's bland assr;ance that this was merely
training in 'VIP protection' (11dependent, 2 August). Much of tbis training was
canied out by Ndimene's unit.
Death-squads and Elections

On the same day as Ndimene's story became public tbe Weekly Mail in South
Africa and the Guardian in Britain provided documentary proof that the
government had funded an Inkatha rally in Durban addressed by the Chief
Minister of KwaZulu and leader of Inkatba, Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi, in
the month after Mandela's release from prison. In the immediate aftermath
of the rally on 25 March, which was funded in cash by the Security Police
through at least one payment ofR150,OOO (£30,000), there followed a week of
strife in which 160 people were killed and more than 20,000 - mainly ANC
supporters - made homeless. At tbe same time, documentary proof showed
that large sums of money, eventually acknowledged to be more than R1.5 million (over a third of a million pounds), had been paid in the same way over a
number of years to help establish and run tbe United Workers Union of South
Africa (Uwusa) the trade union arm ofInkatha, a dummy organisation set up
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to rival Cosatu, which had come into being six months previously in May 1986.
The formation of Uwusa - set up with the help of the security police under
'Project Omega' in the manner of the Zubatov unions in tsarist Russia - was
followed by a horrifbc wave of violence on the shop floor, directed against
members of Cosaru.! The government's auditor-general later acknowledged
that President de Klerk had signed the audit authorising the transfer of these
funds to Inkatha, out of a secret 'slush fund' held by the Department of
Foreign Affairs.
The local and international outcry thal followed these revelations compelled the
demotion to less senior government posts at the end ofJuly of the police minister,
Adriaan Vlok, together with the grandfather of WHAM and 'total strategy', the
Defence Minister, General Malan. A growing weight of evidence, too vast to
document here, reveals the interconnection between the DMl and the security
police. This includes the conunand and funding role of either or both in relation to
Inkatha, sanctioned at the highest level of government, as well as to a series of
other organisations; the direct use of soldiers and security police in massacres and
assassinations; and the existence of a whole battery of bodies of armed men controlled by the state and functioning as licensed killers, ranging from a black
criminal gang (the amaSinyora) to the racist white Orde Boerevolk (Order of the
Boer Nation), responsible for the fatal bombing of blacks at a taxi rank in Pretoria.
This militarization of a whole society, on the principle of the predation of the
state on its subjects, fmds expression in the military command structure of the
police, with its 48 police generals, its direction by present or former security
policemen and the integration of the whole force into structures presided over by
the OM!. (Similarly the military command structure of the prisons). It is most
probable also that the state-run arms company, Armscor - the subject of an indictment in November before a grand jury in Philadelphia, on charges of evading
US sanctions on supply of US weapons and technology to Pretoria - was subject
to the global outreach of the DMl In bearings into the crash of a South African
Airways jumbo jet SA Helderberg in November 1987, and in documents available
to the Guardian (8 and 9 November) and the l*ekl}i Mail, it emerged that SAA
was routinely used to smuggle military materiel to South Africa, including lethal
volatile chemicals. This kind of operation was entirely in the remit of the DMl.
The result of the DM!'s grand strategy, as Carlin wrote, was a 'general
numbness' throughout the whole society, following the killing of over 3,000 blacks
in the previous 15 months, with not one person convicted; and the deliberateassas·
sination of more lhan 60 activists, nearly all members of the ANC, since its unbanDing. (Independent, 15 October) In Carlin's judgement, the violence had
disastrously undermined the ANC's capacity 10 organize, nolleast as it becomes increasingly high-risk to be identified with the ANC; and it has under·
mined the ANC's image among black people as the all-conquering,
all-powerful redeemer.
That is to say, the strategy of the DMl has so far been a considerable success.
This judgement is supported by lhe experience of the most senior organiser of kilI-
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iogs to speak so far, Captain Dirk Coezee, former commander at the farm
'VlakpJaas', near Pretoria, operational base of the OMI selective assassination
corps, the now defunct eCB. On the run from his former coUeagues since he was
panicked into revealing his own role - after a confession on death-row by a subordinate in the CCB, Butana Almond Nofomela - Coetzee has been protected
by his former targets in theANC in a succession ofsafe houses in Lusaka and London, and has survived at least one assassination attempt. l1 Coetzee sees in these
revelations a single strategy that 'falls into one piece, like a puzzle', with overall
direction having been agreed at the top, in the cabinet. In his own words, 'They did
nol unban the ANC without deciding that they would be able to steer the course:
the outcome of the eventual elections, as in Namibia.' (Guardian, 5 August)
As Coetzee argued in this interview with the Guardian correspondent, David
Beresford, the cabinet would not necessarily be party to the 'dirty work' on the
ground - 'they would not say OK, we'll slaughter people on the trains with AK47s' - but they were prisoners of the generals where carrying out the strategy was
concerned. His conclusion was that:

The security clique, the security culture, controls not onJy the South African
police force, they also control the South African cabinet.
The ministers have to depend on their generals. What does Hermanus Kriel [the new Minister of Law and Order, with responsibility
for police] know? He has never been in a charge office in his life, except perhaps to lay a complaint. He has to rely on this clique, this
rotten clique.
Confumation of Coetzee's basilisk eye view of current South African conditions
came in July with an interview with another fanner member of the CCB, Jacques
van der Merwe, who said he had participated in 'taking out' (killing) four people in
Namibia during the election campaign. The officer who had 'handled' him in
Namibia, a colonel in the OMI, working at anny headquarters at Voortrekkerhoogte in Pretoria, had attempted on four occasions - most recently in June - to
recruit rum for similar 'work' in Natal. In an interview with Carlin broadcast on
BBC radio and described in thelndependem, van der Merwe said that the colonel,
whom he named, travelled two or three times a week between Pretoria and Natal
(the main scene of Inkatha-ANC killings) to 'organize (the] disinformation campaign, propaganda campaign and even the hit-squads in Natal'. ('File on Four',
BBC Radio 4, 23 July)
Supposedly closed down after criticism by the (very tame) Harms Commission,
the CCB had merely had its operations redistributed. The mearu; by which the
CCB survived its dissolution suggests comparison with the experience of Namibia,
where strange military personnel surfaced in various positions in the university
(the Academy) in Wmdhoek in early 1990, to the discomfiture of academic staff.
According to van der Merwe,
The CCB has officially been disbanded, but it bas been given a new structure
whereby these people that were in military positions have been infiltrated
into semi-state, parastatal departments such as nature conservation, Escom
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[the Electricity Supply Commission], agricultural unions and that. So in essence the CCB still exists, though in name it has been disbanded. (Carlin,
BBC)
It is as easy to murder a political figure in South Africa as to buy an ice cream.
Shortly before the statement by van der Merwe, Sipho Madlala, in hiding for the
previous two months, said that he had <WOrked for military intelligence in Natal,
that he had been seconded to the security police and that he had taken part in hitsquad killings of senior ANC officials'. (Independent, 23 July) On the day after the
massive two-day political general strike in early November, organised by Cosatu,
the ANC and the SACP against the imposition ofvalue-added tax (VAT) on basic
consumer goods, two ANC members were shot dead while entering ANC offices
in Johannesburg, U hours after a prominent ANC activist, Phwnzile Mbatha, was
shot dead in Tokoza township. The previous Sunday, the chairman of the ANC's
Johannesburg regional branch, Mosima 'lbkyo' Sexwale - a long-term veteran
of Robben Wand and a former Umkhonto commander - survived an attempted
assassination when one of three men in a car aimed a shotgun at him. (Independent, 7 November) Not long previously, a notorious camp commander at
Quatro prison who had recently returned to South Africa, Sizwe Mkhonto (an
Umkhonto 'travelling name'), was also the victim of a violent attack by unknown
men. (Independent, 18 October)12 It would be very surprising if certain former
Umkhonto members in exile, now Askaris, were not an integral part of the OM!
strategy of selective assassination of ANC leaders at middle level and at base.
In the Web of'Psy-ops'
This is an issue which enormously complicates the issue of the gulag penal
system of the ANC in exile, run by individuals such as Sizwe Mkhonto. It is in
the interest ofthose who operated this system to describe the ANC mutineers
who rebelled against this system as 'enemy agents'; more specifically, as
'Askaris'. As in Namibia, in an effort to publicize their cruel experiences it is
probable that a section of the returned victims of the ANC's prison camps has
fallen into the net of DMl 'psy-ops'. A crucial distinction needs to be made
between these people, however misguided, and former Umkhonto members
turned Askaris, such as Nofomela.
The story was told in Searchlight South Africa No 6 of a group of former participants in the mutiny in Umkhonto we Sizwe in 1984 who went through the ordeal of Quatro prison in northern Angola, were released in November 1988,
integrated into ANC political structures at Dakawa Development Centre in Thnzania and again suppressed in late 1989 after two former mutineers were elected to
the highest positions among ANC exiles in Thnzania. In fear of re-arrest by the
ANC security department, this group of eight people fled south through Malawi
where they were imprisoned, interviewed bySouth African security personnel and
transported to South Africa in April 1990. The day after their release three weeks
later, on 15 May, they gave a factual account of their experiences at a press conference in Johannesburg in the presence of a conservative black priest, Reverend
Malamb, and an anti-ANC political commentator from the SABC, Cliff
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Saunders. Within two months, one of their number, Sipho Phungulwa, was shot
dead in a blatant political assassination after leaving the ANC offices in Umtata in
the Transkei. ('Irewhela, 1991) At the time of writing, no one bas yet been arrested
for this murder, despite identification of the killers by a survivor. Former prison
victims of QuatTO are convinced that members of the ANC carried out this murder. Phungulwa had previously been bodyguard in Lesotho to tbe present
Umkhonto chief ofstaff, Chris Hani, a leading figure in the crushing ofthe mutiny
and subsequent repressions, now general secretary of the SACP.
Shortly after Phungulwa's murder, this group - fearful for their lives, and after
considerable harassment - formed the Returned Exiles Coordinating Committee (Recoc) and began to contact parents and relatives of ANC members killed or
imprisoned by the security apparatus, Mbokodo, in exile. Recoc's most important
publicity effort was to provide detailed information to a veteran white South
African journalist, Aida Parker, resulting in publication of an 8-page Fact Sheet
derived from theAida Parker Newsletter No 141, under the title 'ANCHell Camps'.
Parker has a long history as a publicist close to the South African political structure
and hostile to the ANC. The fact sheet includes a brief resume of the history of the
mutiny, of the formation of Recoc and the killing ofPhungulwa. It contains a
'Preliminary List' of over 200 names of members of Umkhonto who had been
killed, tortured, imprisoned or were otherwise believed missing in exile. The most
striking feature, however, is 51 photographs - obviously police mug-shots - of
U mkhonto members, most of whom had died in exile, many at the hands of the
ANC security department. The real names of the people in the photographs is
provided. This is important, because members of Umkhonto received 'travelling
names' (noms de guene) after going into exile. Their real names were unknown to
the main body of ANC exiles, and in most cases would not have been known to
members of the Recoc group from their experience in exile. The photographs and
the accurate identification of names suggests to other participants in the mutiny,
not members ofRecoc, that these must have come from DM! or NIS sources. The
photographs would have been obtained from the state security forces in frontline
states, where South African refugees were registered, photographed and
processed on arrival. Such photographs and biographical information routinely
(and immediately) became available to the 'Securocrats' in Pretoria.
While these briefbiograpbical notes seem generally accurate, at least one of the
individuals whose photograph and name appear in this Fact Sheet is regarded by
ex-mutineers as actually having been a South African government agent (probablyworking for the DMI). He was known in Umkhonto as 'Justice', one of the most
highly regarded trainees of the generation of 1976 and believed responsible for a
mass 'Black September' poisoning of ANC troops at Novo Katenga camp in Angola in 1978, prior to what was later expected to have been an SADF air strike.
(The poisoned troops were saved by Cuban doctors. A Cuban military cordon
around the camp prevented the supposed agent from signalling [0 the SADF to
launch the air strike, according to ex-mutineers. When the
p was bombed, on
14 March 1979, the troops were not prostrate as planned).1
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After the revelations about state funding at the highest level for Inkatha, President de Kierkacknowledged in a television address on 30 Juiythat the government
had funded also two other black groups: a township body called the Eagles, and an
organisation composed largely of (state-appointed) black township officials, the
Federated Independenl Democratic Alliance (Fida). The Recoc group used
Fida's premises as an office. (Independent, 22 Augusl) It would have been uuerly
uncharacteristic for the DMI not lo have promoted the accusations of the prison
victims of the ANC's security department - the truth ofthese accusations is nOl in
question - in a manner similar to its operation in Namibia. This does not at all
mean that the state has used members of the Recoc group as assassins.
None of the authors of the article on the history of the mutiny in Searchlight.
South Africa No 5 has joined Recoc. One of them in fact travelled to Johannesburg
in March to urge leaders of Recoc to disband, because of widespread unease
among returned exiles at its relation to the state. While still in Nairobi as refugees
from the ANC. the authors of the history of the mutiny had helped to establish
another organisation of South African exiles, the South African Returnees Association (Sara). Formed by exiles with a background in different political organisations (including the PAC), the members ofSara drafted a constitution and a
manifesto with a strong emphasis on the right to political differenliation and on
human rights. Lack of funds, the struggle lo exist under conditions of appalling unemployment and tbe dispersal of members across South Africa prevented these
former victims of the ANC security apparatus from keeping Sara in exislence, as a
forum uncontaminated with supposed association with the state.
While other victims of Quatro strongly oppose Recoc's supposed relation to the
state - and have made their views plain to its leading members - the same
criterion applies to former mutineers in Recoc as to the former inmatesofSwapo's
pits in Angola. Primary responsibility for creating conditions so serviceable to
state propaganda lies with the ANC. This applies as much to literature deriving
from Recoc as to a documentary presented on lelevision by the SABC in lhe late
19805, MK, Disgrace ofthe Nation, containing an interview with a former commander of Quatro prison known as MOO, who had been captured in South Africa
following a shoot-out with state forces. In South Africa, too, the organizers of slate
massacres appear also as apostles of human rights.
By now it is clear that despite the evidence of mass support affumed by the twoday general strike in November, the ANC stands in an even weaker position relative to the state than it did two years ago, at the time of its unbanning. Since then
the world has lurched firmly to the right. Racist attacks and anti-immigrant legislation in Europe - barring even seekers of political asylum - are complemented
by the appearance in the United Slates, in election for stale governor, of a former
Grand Wizard of the Ku Klux Klan garbed in the business suit of an ordinary
Republican Party reptile. These adverse world conditions (for the ANC) enor·
mously strengthen the freedom of the DMI, and its sibling, the NIS, to murder at
will in order to carve by force the 'new South Africa' according to the lemplate of
lhe old. President de K1erk, by this interpretation, is merely tbe constitutional
voice of unrestrained violence organized by the state. The monstrous forms of the
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OMI are to continue as the centrepiece of South African political life. like the Ku
Klux: Klan in the post-bellum South, for perhaps decades to come. Apartheid

legislation goes; the apartheid state remains.
In exile, the stifling of political discussion within the ANC over three decades.,
and the police regime instituted over its own members, replicated these conditions, facilitating a profoundly undemocratic political process within South Africa
itself. It is a crucial question whether those who fought the South African state
from exile with the method of the prison camp can adequately lead the battle for
democracy in the 1990s. and beyond. In their open letter to Nelson Mandela of 14
April 1990, the authors of the history of the mutiny in the ANC expressed their
view that the yearning for justice in South Africa could only be compelendy
secured by a 'morally clean leadership'. (Keteloet al, p 67)14 Beyond constitutions.,
and beyond lhe parliamentary fractions of the future, the legacy of the past within
the 'new South Africa' - represented most brutally by the DM! - points to the
need for a new form of politics. 1b expunge this terrible history will take a new
generation suckled on a different milk.

Notes
t. In South Africa the mililary is 'positioned at the centre of state decision-making'. (Cock,
'Intt'Oduetion',p 8) Testimony to this power-Ghift is prc:Mded byColonel 'Mad Mike' Hoare, the mercenary commander of the failed coup carried oul by the South African regime on the SeycheUe islands
in No...ember 1981. Initial ptql8rations were in the hands of the security police, the National intel·
Iigence Service (NIS), renamed from its previous incarnation as Bureau of State Security. In Iale September 1979, Hoare was informed by his controller, J Y Claasens, whom he describes as
second-in-command of NIS: 'By order of the Prime Ministerwe (the NIS] have got to back out of this
and hand everytlling over to the Defence Force'. Hoare adds:
It was common knowledge in [security] circles that the Defence Force and the State Security
department were deadly enemies, had been for yean;, II was one of the wounds which it was
hoped Prime Minister P W Botha, IlimseLf an 'anny' man and previou<;ly Minisler of Defence,
would heal. The order was, in effect, a sort of capitulation. (p 78)
Hoare lestified to lhis in a South African COUrt in 1982. Swillingand Phillips report thatlhe secretariat
of the Slate Security Council (sse) - the super-cabinetthat ran affairs under Bolha - was drawn
70 petcent from the SADF, 20 petcent from the NIS and 10 petcent from Foreign Affairs. (19B9a, p
15) From 1985, the head of the secretariat was General Pieter wn <ler Westhuizen.
2. Even a cun:ory reading of Sasson's biography printed in Call Them Spies, from which details in this
artide are taken, shows the likelihood of SADF funding of the book; and it was for this reason.that
I stated in Seardillghl South Africa No 7 that it was 'probable' Sasson's SADF connections had
'made pUblication possible'.(p 84)
3. On 27 February 1989, General MaI.an described Lubowslci as a paid agent of South African military
intelligence (ie, the DMI). The Hanus Commission, appointed to inquire into assassinations by the
state, Stated later that Lubowski had rece~ two cheques from SADF sou.roes. (UMraUon, 4 July
1991)
4. Wlten a bank of documents was captured at ~namo headquarteN at Gorongosa in Mcrzambique
in August 1985, Uehenberg. then Genentl Officer Commanding Special Forces, was one of a number
of Yery senior SADP figures - mainly in militaIy inteUigence - shown to be in direct liaison, either
through meetings or messages, with ~namo. (Davies, p lOS) Another was General van <ler Westhuizen. then Oiief of Staff (InteUigcncc), now head of the secretariat of the sse (see note 1). The
DMI controlled Renamo from Phalaborwa in eastern TratlMUIi.
S. The strategy of WHAM is examined in Oswin (1989). Purther examination of lhe role of the state
in otganizing massacres can be found in 'The ~ of War, Sean:hli&bISouth AItica No 7, July 1991.
Swilling and Phillips argue that in the South African evolution of the doctrine of WHAM, the
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'idealism' of the French general Andli Beaulie has been 'replaced by the Machiavellian materialism'
of the US colonel, John J McCuen, with its emphasis on counter-guerrilla, counter-terror and
counter-organizational tactics. (1989b, p 144)
6. In !tis anicles on the OMI, as in !tis reponing on the trial ofWuutie Mandela, and before that on
the allegations of the ex-Swapo detainees in Namibia, Carlin was the rt\06t consistent and well infonned correspondent appearing in the press in Britain.
7. Colonel Jan Breyrenbach, the foundingcommanderof32 Battalion, 'US«! the well documented ex·
periences and docfrinesof the US Special Forces' when he beglltl the unit in August 1975, specifically
for intelVention in Angola. He US«! classified US training manuals obtained through 'various contacts
I had nunured overthe years and rrom a course I had attended in the US in my younger days.' (p 13)
After an initial career in tanks in the SADF he joined the Aeet Air Ann of the British Royal Na'o)',
talting pan in the Suez landings in 1956. Prior to forming 32 Battalion he was founding commander
of I Reconnaissance Commando, 'the mother unit of Special Fortes'. (p 12) In the earty 198Q; the
Special Fortes received training in Israel. (Independent, 11 November) The horrors of the past few
years had an international incubation. Genaral Malan - sonof a National Panyspeaker in the House
of Assembly who was also chairman ofYolkskas bank - was attached to the French army in Algeria
in the earlysilrties and took the regular command and General StalT Officers Course at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, in 1963. (Leonanl, P 199)
8. Dolinchek had been seoonded by N1S to Hoare's failed coup attempt in the Seychelles. captured on
the islands, he succumbed to the blandishments of his captors and later gave his seTVices to the ANC
in Zambia.
9. According to Hoare, about half the men in the 5e)dlelles coup attempt (all white) were
members of the Recce Commando, an elite unit which has a reputation in South Africa
equivaJentto the Green Berets in America orthe SAS in Britain. Theywere highly experienced
in combat and manyofthem had Iaken part, they tokl me, in clandestine operations in Mozambique, Zimbabwe and Zambia. But whatswprised me most was their high standard of education. The majority of them were university students or were employed in executive
positions...These men were political.ly aware and anxiOWl to help their country in any way they
could. (pp 95--96)
They are believed 10 have been members of F'J\/C Reece based at Phalaborwa, the same fonnation as
the full-time, mainly black unit to which Ndimene belonged, though the relation between these higlt.ly
trained part-time while oommandosofl981 and black soldiers such as Ndimene ten ~ later is IlOI
dear. There were six Reece regiments. The whole ~helles plot fell under the OM!.
10. For an account of murders of tnlde unionists in 1986 and 1987 by members of Uwusa, dnlwn from
legal affidavits, see Mzala (ch 9). John Bhekuyise Ntshangase, the official for Natal of the National
Union of Mineworkers, was mun1ered in his union office.
11. Nofomela was a former guemua in Umkhonlo. Toprevent defections back to the ANC from captured guerrillas, who joined the forces of the state when faced with the alternative of death, they were
required by the CCB to undergo an initiation: the murder of ANC members or supporters. The
P'»'Chology is quintessential 10 the DML Use of former ANC 'Askaris' in this fashion derives from
British anny use of'pseudo-gang;' against members of the Land and Freedom Anny in Kenya in the
1950s, and before that from methods developed in Malaya. In Namibia, the ferocious Koevoet
likewise had its fraction of 'turned' fonner Swapo guerrillas.
12. Mkhonto's 'travelling name' is given Slightly inalXUrately in the report (by Carlin) as 'Mkhonza'.
Described in the history of the mutinyasa 'GOR-Soviet trained intelligence officer and former polili.
cal student at the Moscow Party Institution', he was camp commander at QuatTO during its worst
period from 1979 to 1982. (Ketelo et ai, p 55) A number of prisoners died under hisstewaIdship.
Despite Mandela's assurance in April 1990 that those responsible for abuses had been disciplined by
the ANC, Mkhonto held a senior security pa;t over ANC members in Britain before returning to
South Africa. He was present at a press conference held by Mandela in London during April. His role
in the ANCsecuritydepartment of course in noway justifies an assassination bid on him byoperatives
of the OMI, or anyone else.
13. The 'Black September' incident is mentioned in a forthcoming book on the relation between the
SACP and the ANC by Stephen Ellis, the fonner editor of the London-based newssheet, Al'rka Con.
tidenUaL In 1988 Ellis published perhaps the earliest acrountof the mutiny in Angola. (Vol 29, NolA)
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14. Al the national consultative oonfereoce of tile ANC in Durl>an in July, the retiring president,
Oliver Tambo, ritualistically abused 'enemy agents' for the mutiny in Umkhonlo in 1984. (Sllllday
Star, 21 July) In August, MandeJa met 17 former prisoners released by the ANC from its prison at
Mbarara in southern Uganda, whom he described by oonttast as 'genuine c:omflldes'. He staled that
the ANC had undertaken to invc$ligalc every complaint made by it!; dissenting former members 'the allegations which were made against them, how they were detained, th<:ir treatment in prison, the
aUegation that they were assaulted, (and) that their properlyW3S taken away from them'. He stated:
'We are going to go into all tho&e issues, and every single ease is going to be thoroughly investigated'.
(Natal WItness, ~ August) Within a fOI1nighl he announced the formation of a commission of inquiry to investipte these matters, made up of IIu'ee jurists; Thembile Louis Skwcyiya, sc, Bridget
Mabandla and Charles Nupen. (Buo;lness Day, 11 September) Al the lime ofwriting the commission
appears not to have functioned. Its terms of reference are not known. Political observel$ and victims
of the ANC security apparatus alike expect nothing to come of it
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DOCUMENTS OF THE EXILE

ANC support for the Invasion of Czechoslovakia, 1968.
It is weD known lbal the invasion of CzechosloYakia in August 1968 by WlU$llw Pact forces was lauded
by lhe SACP as displaying 'superb planning and $laff\1oCrk', in thaI so huge a force was l1'IOYed 'with
such speed, efficiency and securily' in so short a rime. (Atrkan Commwml No 36, fourth quarter
1968) What is less weD knc:r.vn is that this invasion, expressing for the SACP the internationalist duty
of the 'forces ofsocialism and human liberation', was endorsed bylbe ANC, in a statement signed by
its then secretar:y-general in exile, Duma~. (Atrkan Conununlst, No 36, reprinted below» AI
the same lime the ANC prison camps, had already come into being in TallUlnia to cope with
democratic dissent.

Statement by the AfNC on the situation in Czechoslovakia.
The Socialist countries are great supportelS of the liberation struggle throughout the world and we
are confident thai their unity and joint might will remain unimpaired by recent events in Czechoslovakia.
TIle recent statement by Mr Cemic, Prime Minister of CzechosJowkia, on the dangerous situation
which developed in the country and which was deliberately engineeted by right-wing counlertevolutionaries with the support of imperialism, throws funher light and justirLCation for the steps
taken by the WalUW Pact countries.
The gravity of the situation Ilr'hich faced the Socialist RepUblic of CzecOO.slovakia and the other
socialist states is revealed in the followingextraet from the Prime Minister's speech to the Prague Par·
liament teported in the Dar Es Salaam Standard of September 14th, 196&
We did not manage to ana¥e trends affecting both the internal political arrangement of the
count!}' and its consequences for our international position.
...the serious danger from the right led to the conclusion that there was an actual
danger to the interests of all socialist countries.
The nonnalization of the situation in Czechoslovakia is the concern of the family of socialist
countr'ie$ and the peoples or the world.
The fraternal negotiations between the USSR and the Czechoslovak government, and the implementation of the agreements reached, we believe, wiU so~ the problem and thus maintain their
unity which will protect and consolidate the achievements of their revolutions and make them con·
tinue to march ann-in-ann to fulm the objectives of international socialism.
September 19th, 1968
D. NOKWE - Secretary-General.

Two letters to Nelson Mandela from the former Umkhonto soldier
Olefile Samuel Mngqlbisa
written in Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania,I991.

Sean::l1/ight SouthAfn'ca No7 (July 1991) published a letter of resignation from the
ANC by Samuel Mngqibisa (travelling name: Elty W1Iekazi), explaining the character of his imprisonment by the ANCsecurity department in Thnzania in January
1991. Further letters give a picture of the political climate in the ANC camps
during the exile. The second, in particular, with its revelation about the prison at
Nampundwe in Zambia run by the ZimbabweAfrican Peoples Union (zapu, then
in alliance with the ANC), indicates the. manner in which loyal guerrilla fIghters
such as Mngqibisa were abused.
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Mngqibisa's colleague Barney Molokoam; who narrowly avoided sharing the
same fate in Zambia, is remembered as a respected guerrilla commanders in
Umkhonto. Coming from SowelO, Molokoane was aged 18 in 1976, the year of the
Soweto school students revolt. He took a leading part in the sabotage strike at the
Sasolburg oil-from--eoal plant in 1980, participated in the bombing of the SADF
headquarters at Voortrekkerhoogte, Pretoria, and was killed in an auack,
launched from Mozambique, on the fuel depot and military base at Secunda in the
eastern Transvaal. His other colleague, Krustchev (also known in Umkhonto as
Jeremiah Mlonzj), was killed in a skinnish with South African state forces in the
western Transvaal, in an operation mounted from Botswana.
Deputy Presldenl,
ANC or South ArnclL
2nd Mlln:h £991.
Re: OLEI'ILE SAMUEL MNGQIBlSA
I, the above mentioned, wish to infonn the leadership of the ANC of the problem which led to my
sudden resignation from the ANC on 07ft)2/199\. I took this decision in order to save my life from the
twO thugs in our $el:urity Department, namely Daffier and aiIT. I am still regarding mYO;Clr as a full
member of the ANC.
1 must point out that I didn't really resign, but was sidestepping thugs who wanted to swallow me
alive" 1 am ready and prepared to explain my problem to the ANC, in the near future inside the
country, where I will be free from physical and psychological harassment. I would like the tWO thugs
in my presence to prove to the ANC, aoout their allegations and malicious propaganda against me.
I mUSt highlight to you. Baba Mandela, that there has nt:Vt:r been 'Freedom of Speech' inside the
I\.i~C for all the years we spent in exile. We have been living under a state of emergency throughout,
because of these thugs. For instance, during my interrogation I was told to explain what was the reaction of the Dakawa community when 1 allegedly addressed them, telling them that the leaders were
'Sell-Quts'. "Ibis was one of the nve questions I was told to write on what they termed 'my own
confession'. 1wrote anything near because 1 was afraid of torture.
If we were in our country, I was going to lake legal steps against them. I doubt thaI some of the
Security members are really serving the ANC. lbe moment of listening to the rank and file is fast approochingand one duy the trulh will break through. Every memberof the ANC who was in exile mUSl
be ready for accolJntabilily. Our pan:nts love \15 and our people in general would like us to lellthem
more aboul what is lhe ANC.
I must also infoml you, Daba, that I never forwarded my resignalion copy to the British,Embassy as
shO\Vl1. on paper. t devised this tactic sv thaI these lhugs must neV<:r think of kidnapping me when I
move around Dar Es Salailm. Anyway, if I had giVl:n that embassy a copy. thaI was the only way to
secure my life from lhose barbarians. I am aware that they are going 10 shoot me inside the country
to suppress infonnalion I will be bringing forward to the people. BUll will rest in peace because my
parents will know who took away my life.
We all have a task to scrutinize every member of the Security to prove if they are for the ANC.
Some four~five years back. a Tanzanian governmenl representative in Mazimbu disrovered one com"
rade being tortured to death by three Security thugs named Stalin, Vusi and Lancaster. The court of
law sentenced them to four years imprisonment Stalin used to be boastful. saying they do this to
defend the ANC.
Some Security members cfO&SCd the floor over to the regime after victimizing lots of comrades
here. I can quote one named Miki, who was a waroer in our notorious prison [Quatm] in Angola. [
was with Miki in Lusaka in 1984 before he left for Lesothoon a mission. Laterwt: learned thaI he surrendered to the regime JUSI after entering the country. Now, can we say thai such people are defending
the ANC'l NO!

Documents o} the t:xIJe

.1

The two thugs in Dabwa have pul me in a very bad positKln. I am fonunate because J married a
Tanzanian ~ Her two sisters have offered me a nxm to sleep in. They feed me and help me
financially.
Thank )'OIl so mud!.
Yows in the uruggle.
Forward to the National Conference.
OS ....._

Maude'"

s.blI Nelson
Republk or South Africa.
ApriIIlIh, 199L

Dear Father,

I hope: and belic:Ye that you =ived a letter I Wl'Ole to)Oll on 02iU3I1991, rooceming my resignation
from the ANC J also copied)<lU my resignation letter I Wl'Ole to the ANCs chief representative in
Dar Es Salaam, plus a copyof the letter I wrote to the young devil in Oakawa, named Jackie Morale,
who is a coordinator there.
I want to categorically stress that I took this extreme decision because my life was in a serious
danger. I was shot passpon photos a week after my detention at Oakawa prison. 1l\Q>C Security
hooligans wanted 10 smuggle me 'officially' to the ANCs second-most notorious prison in Mbarara,
Uganda, for rnrirOOon. Unfonullately for Ihem, I could not give IJl)$elf up like Jesus ga~ himself up
to the: J~ I am an MK cadre, know" my Ma.tement and ha~ had a bitter experieoce in the ANC
I was fifSl detained in the ANC in Lusaka in December 1978 after a hoi: debate with four ANOMK
5O-<'aJled commanders in our residenee (Yellow House) in Lusaka.1ltis took place in a meeting we
cadres had requested with those civilian, but maybe educated, commanders. I refer to Ktith Mokoope
and Snooky. They reinforced themselYe5 with the late Mfundisi and Solly Simclane, because they
could nClI argue with us militarily. The meeting was held in Yellow House and the aim was to rome
and iron OUt problems we faced by then.
You will rec:alIthat we were just ftUIt from a very tough militarysuMva.l course in one of Zapu's
camp' outside Lusaka. Some comrades amongst us were SUrvM:Irs cllan Snllth's military raids on a
Zapu camp named FC(a former Fretimocamp). Therewerecomradeswith serious injUries from that
raid. Yellow HOUK wa.s a tral\$it for lrained cadres in I las! prcpal3tion for infilU8t)on IntO the
country, to carty OUt urban guerrilla warfare auacb. As uated, the cadres requested lhe meeling to
SOM: problems, being lack ot medical treatment for the injured comrada and also shonage of

r_1f<

1be tOUl$e we underwent explains itself: 'SUNivaI tOUIWC'. Zapu camps had insuJT..sent food supplies, and the tOUlWC rations)'OUr meal or)'OU somerimes don'l eat at all. So the policy in MK is thaI
after that training. you Irt: well fed to~rstrt:ngttL Ouroomplaint was for enough food and medical cart: for the conuades. I was one of the speakel$ in the meeting and spoIte like a soldier. I ~haked,
sheeked the desk commanders with my heavy ~.1bey saw me to be anogllnt and called me sons
of names.
The following moming Solly lied and said I am wanted at the office. We d~ to town and lIlter to
Zimbabwe House, which SCIVW 8!; 7..apu olfl«S. He parked the car inside the yard and 1\lShed to the
offices. Whilst wailing for him, two wrongly infonnciJ Zipra cadres [troops of the Zimbabwe Peoplcs
ReYolutionary Army, Zapu's military wing] approached and ordered me out of the car. Om; anned
with an AK41, the OIherwith a light mltChine gun (LMG), they sandwiched and escorted me to the offlCC$. Later Solly said, 'You will stay here until further nO/ice'. Further notice meant fourteen months
behind bars. 1 was kepi in isoIalion ('Kulukudu') for two da~ at the backyard.
Zimbabwe House served two purposes, an ofra and a police station. After tWO aa~ I was transferred to a biggcrc:eU where Zipra cadres were pecked like sardine fIShes. E'YCrybodyslept on hisside
and there Wb no brt:alhing spiIe:t. A week later J was transferred to Nampundwe, an art:a situated
about 30-40 tiIomeues II>UI of I...usa.ta. The place seemed an old [arm with a dilapidated house. It
had a squart: high tenee and baJbed wire on lop. I was in a state cl panic. because lhal was a period
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when Ian Smith was &u&ckingZambia almost weekly. I was interrogated by three heavily armed Zipra
Forces officers in a tent and two others standing guard at the door.
I tasted prison for the fm! time in the ANC Back home I n~r even entered a police station cell.
My parents are also shocked and surprised at the state of affairs I find myself in. Many parents in
South Africa will be disappointed to flIld OUI that their loved ones were and are still detained by the
OJgllnisation they support so much. I also support the idea thai an independent commission of inquUy
be set up, although I was in Zambia when the mutiny 'Mkatashingo' look place in Angola in 1984. If
the soldiers were wrong. as aUeged by the miliuuy officials, the inYeSligation will pI'OYe thaI.
In February 1979 at about 2.00 pm Nampu~ camp was raided by three Rhodesian Air Force
jets. The prisoners' house was the fmt target, as the camp commander had dispersed other soldiers
except the prisoners. It was traditional for Rhodesian Broadcasting Corpoflltion to announce whenever Smith was to attack. So, when everybody dispersed, Zipra cadres informed us about the raid
which was about to take place that day. Before the raid, the camp commander passed by and said to
us, 'Today you are going 10 die, you Selous Scouts' (meaning traitors).
We were "'f} in number, and I was the only MK member in there. ThaI day the gate was tightened
with a thick electrical cable and to our surprise, for the first time a man wasSlanding guard at the gate
with an LMG. Three jets bombarded the house. Fortunately the pilot of the jet canying bombs mis·
calculated and the bomb landed outside lhe yard. Another jet had a machine gun and the other one
was canying napalm. There was confusion and screaming in the yard and I managed to escape wilh
some light injuries. Lots of Zapu cadres were badly injured, some with serious napalm bums.
I was one of the fust to jump into an oncoming ambulance. Two Cuban medical officers armed with
AK47s were escorting the ambulance. We were rushed to University Teaching Hospital (UTI-I) in
Lusaka. Some commdes died the following morning al the hospital. I was discharged the following
morning and discharged to Zapu's Makeni Oinic for further treatment. After a few days I went to
Yellow House and spent one night there.
The follCPNing morning Keith Mokoape came and dl'OYe me to Zimbabwe House again. There he
said to me, °1 don't have powers to release you, Ihe only person wOO can release you is Joe Modi.se'.
Anyway, the day they attended our meeting at Yellow House, they told us they were delegated by Joe
Modi.se to come and listen to our complaints. So it was clear that Joe Modise authorised my detenlion. He is known as the mastermind of ANC prisons. I was not his favourite and I was not easily
manipUlated.
I was later transferred to Zapu's main prison in Mboroma No.2 in the north pan of Zambia. My
th ree comrades who were also vocal in our meeting at Yellow House - the late comrndes Barney
Molokoane and Krnstchev, and Ace (who is studying in one of the Scandinavian countries) - were
all sent to Angola for punishment. Mind you, we were labelled enemy agents because of our talking
tOO much. But we proved them wrong by continuously canying out taSks of the ANC I was released
in Februa!)' 1980 and my two comrades fell in battle inside the count!)'.
Joe Modise later .sent me to Tanzania in 1984 because I was a nuisance in front of him. My crime
in the ANC was: (1) To point out wron~ I see; (2) I was acru.sed of being friendly to comrades who
took part in the mutiny in 1984. After their arrival in Dakawa in 1988 from prison in Angola, Alfred
Nzo addressed the community and said his wolds: 'The comrades should be integrated and have a
right to participate in aU ANCstructures, includingpoliticaJ ones'. (3) My thin;! crime was tobe friendly to white volunteers/expatriates wilhin our community.
For example I had two British friends who were instructors at our Vocational Training Centre in
Dakawa. One of them was my plumbing instructor, and during my interrogation I was asked why was
I too dose to them. I failed to answer that stupid question. In the ANCwe were discouraged to study
in western countries, because it was said the CIA would swallow us. But leaders' sons and daughters
studied and are studying there. Our Security Department has tarnished the name of the ANC.
I conclude bysaying. Tyranny is tyranny, we must expose it to the international community.1llanks.
Yours in the SINggle.
O.s. Mngqlblsa

ce. Walter Sisulu, SA.
ce. To my Father, SA.
ce. Otief Rep~ntalive. ANC of South Africa, Dar Es Salaam.
NB I shonened my bitter story.
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Chauvinistic harassment or Zulu-speakers in ANC camps in Tanzania in
1991, rollowing the township slaughters on the Witwatersrand.
Ascarly as the 196Cl!; there were repomof ethnic conflicts in the ANCcamps in Tanzania. During the
19'iUsand 1980s misgivings were frequently expressed among exiles that pm.ileges tended to accrue to

Xhoslr9peakers.1n this respect, the fearedsecuritychiefMzwandile Piliso was regarded as particularly culpable. A major theme in the mutiny in UmkhonlO in Angola in 1984, however, was the
prominent place among the mutineers ofyoung Xhosa-speaking soldiers wtIo were strongly critical of
all foons of corruption, induding ethnic favouritism. (Four of the five authors of the histol)' of the
mUliny in Sean:hlight South Africa No 5 are ~kers). The foUeming pres5 release from the
British-tlased pressure group Justice for Southern Africa indicates /low far ethnic hostilities had
deteriorated in the camps by mid--.year. Ten Zulu---speaking members of Umkhonto were imprisoned
in June, apparently folla.ving the non-fatal stabbing of an ANC member, Martin, at Mazimbu at
niglu-time. Although subjected to brutal abuse byTanzanian forces. they were not charged byTan.
zanian courts. Eventually, after an intensive campaign led by Mrs Linda Ntshangase, her husband
Songani Ntshangase and four others were released at the Tanzanian Prime Minister's office on 1
August, wtIere they Wl:re also informed that they had been expelled from the ANC The demand
thl'O\lghOlit of Mrs Ntshangase was that her husband be charged or released.
Bangani and Linda Ntshangase later fled to Kenya, folleming threats from Tanzanian officials that
Mrs Ntshangase had embanassed the state. AI the request of MIs Ntshangase, the campaign Justice
for Southern Africa had appealed on behalf of the arrested men 10 the British Foreign Office, the
Tanzanian High Conunission, Amnesty International and the ANC secretaI)' general. An account of
the arrests was broadcast on the BBC World SeMce on 17 August As late as the end of September,
however - long after statements by ANC leaders Nelson Mandela, Pallo Jordan and others that all
ANCprisoners in exile had been released - there was infonnation that the followingANC members
remained in prison at Ruth First prison (plot 18), Dakawa, in Tanzania: Justice Gumbi (Monde
Masike), Albert Bhengu (Yuma Mbhele), Tenor Wonder (Shabalala Bra Bhengu), Schaft Lwane
Khoza, George Kitseng and Vusi.
By October, it appeared that ethnic-related violence in the camps had sharply increased, leading to
real tenor and one death. It was also suspected that prisonel"li continued to be held at a Ugandan Air
force base in the Luwero region of Uganda.

JUSTICE FOR SOUTHERN AFRICA
Pretl. Release 22 August 1991

A Purge or Zulu-speakers in ANC Camps in Tanzania'!

A purge appears to be taking place in the ANC refugee camps at Mazimbu and
Dakawa, south of Dar Es Salaam, organised by the ANC security department
'Mbokodo' with the assistance of the Thnzanian govenunent. This involves the arrest, and detention without trial, in June of ten Zulu-speaking members of the
ANC at the Ruth FlTSt prison at Plot 18 in Dakawa.
Following representations by the pressure gJoupJllsrice for Southern Afn·ca to
the British Foreign Office, the Thnzanian High Commission, the ANC chief representative in Thnzania and the ANC leadership in South Africa. five of the ten were
released in the office of the Prime Minister in Dar Es Salaam on 1 August. One of
them, Bekezela Lungisani Mabaso, bad reportedly been beaten while in detention
with a steel rod by a member of the ANC securiry department, assisted by Thozanian security guards (letter from Thnzania, 12 August 1991).
A letter of protest has been sent by Mr Mabaso and another of the prisoners, Mr
Bongani Ntshangase, to Nelson Mandela. In the letterthey state:
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We, Zulu-speaking members of the ANC, have all along been called funny
names like S'qhaze, Drum 10, Manpower and worst of all lnkatha bandits.
When the young lions came back from the [Umkbonto we Sizwe military
training] camps [at lringa in Thnzania], they got furious because lhey had left
the country because of Inkatha.
In a further lctter (dated 15 August), the two men state that Zulu-speaking
members of the ANC were especially angry at being called Inkatha bandits 'be·
cause they had left South Africa as a result of lnkatha harassing and killing in-

nocenl people' .
Dismissals at Somafco
The purge has extended to onc of the best known ANC educators abroad, the
Zulu-speaker Mr zakahle Zindela, known to hundreds of ANC exiles (now
both inside and outside South Africa) as 'Uncle Slim'. Mr Zindela was dis-

missed from his job as deputy principal at the Solomon Mahlangu Freedom
College (Somafco) at Mazimbu - the main ANC secondary school in exile
- together with the head of the department of English, Mr Mandla Khuzwayo, also a Zulu-speaker. In the letter to Mr Mandela, Mr Ntshangase and
Mr Mabaso state that the dismissals of Messrs Zindela and Khuzwayo took
place 'because they are allegedly Zulu instigators' and in order for the
'authorities to justify their false allegations against Zulus'.
Mr Zindela a founder of Somafco in 1979, negotiated an agreement with Unesco in 1990,by which it undertook to pay the salaries of teachers at Somafco. News
of his dismissal and the alleged charges against him shocked ANC members in
Britain who had known him in Thnzania. In his letter to Mr Mandela, Mr Ntshangase, a former teacher in South Africa and a teacher at Somafco, accused four
ANCofficials in Thnzania as well as the 'ANC security of East Africa' of being
responsible for 'degrading malpractices' against him.
One of the four he accused of malpractice is Mr Don Ngakane, the principal of
Somafco, who worked there as a teacher under the direction of Mr Zindela from
1980 to 1987. Mr Ngakane was promoted as principal over the head ofMr Zindela
in 1989 when the previous bead of Somafco, Mr Andrew Masondo - accused of
serious human rights abuses by ANC members in exile - was appointed ANC
chief representative in Uganda in 1989. ANC members state that Ngakane is close
to Masondo and the security apparatus.
Disturbing Questions

Disturbing questions are raised by the arrest of the ten Zulu-speaking members of the ANC and the dismissals of Mr Zindela and Mr Khuzwayo. Somafco is funded by semi-official agencies responsible to the governments of
countries such as Sweden, Denmark, Finland and Germany. Thachers'
salaries are funded by Unesco.
To what extent were the dismissals ofMr Zindela (as well as those of Mr Khuzwayo and Mr Ntshangase) made on the base of non-educational criteria? What
implications could such an act have for political manipulation of teachers in South
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Africa in the future? In a letter dated 14August, Mrs Linda Ntshangase states that
her husband's salary cheques for May and June (paid by Unesco) had been seized
by the ANC authorities at Mazimbu. Her husband and the other ex-detainees are
now destitute. What kind of responsibility is exercised by semi-governmental
donor agencies for ensuring that funds going to ANC educational projects at
Mazimbu and Dakawa are not abused?
Further questions are raised concerning the apparent connivance of Tanzanian
authorities in malpractices by the ANC security department. In their letter to Mr
Mandela, Mr Ntshangase and Mr Mabaso state thatlhey are 'now living under
fear both from Tanzanians as well as ANC security in East Africa'.
In her letter, Mrs Linda Ntshangase calls for 'fast action' to assist her and her
husband and Mr Mabaso because 'the Thnzanian governmenl...is barrassing us' as
well as lhe ANC aulhorities. She writes lhat fellow Zulu-speakers in exile in Thnzania, who assisted her, are also 'in peril concerning this case both [rom the ANC
and the Th.nzanian government'. She states that she feels 'absolutely insecure' and
fears returning to Mazimbu at the end of the month, in order to collect her and her
husband's belongings, 'because I might be assassinated'.
The Role of the Thnzanian Government

First reports oftbe arrests indicated that the ten Zulu-speakers had been arrested on 10 June by the Tanzanian Field Force Unit (FFU), a para-military
unit, following the non-fatal stabbing of an ANC member at Dakawa. In a letter to the British Foreign Office of7 July, a representative of the campaign
Justice for Southern Africa stated that the ten men had reportedly been arrested and locked up by the FFU, and beaten up. The men had later been
released by the Tanzanian military authorities into the hands of the ANC
security department.
Mr Mabaso was then allegedly beaten by Tanzanian securityguards, as well as by
ANC security officials, while beld in tbe ANC prison at Dakawa. According to
Mrs Ntshangase, her husband and a colleague were released at the Prime
Minister's office in Dar Es Salaam on 1August. In the presence of a member ofthe
ANC security department ('Comrade George'), her husband was lold by an official of the Thnzanian government ('Comrade Alex') that he was 'no more a member of the ANC, from now he will be a normal refugee'. When Mrs Ntshangase
asked for an official expulsion letter, she was told by Comrade Alex that it was at
the Home Affairs ministry.
Mrs Ntshangase writes that she and her husband were then told by this Tanzanian official that she had 'provoked the Tanzanian government because I've exposed secrets and I'm helping an enemy by so doing'. She continues:
The Prime Minister's Office is a mouthpiece. Presently they [her husband
and his friends] have nowhere to stay and no money for food after being
detained without trial for 51 days, being tortured by the FFU and the ANC.
Now we do not know what to do. We are absolutely dissatisfied
about this decision since they [the ANC and the Tanzanian government] have refused to take thiS case to the Tanzanian courts and get
a fair trial.
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From the time that her husband and others were arrested. Mrs Ntshangase consistently called on the ThnVlnian government to place the case under its own judicial authority. AsJustiafor SoulhmlAfrico staled mits letter to the British Fo<cign
Office of7 July, Mrs Ntsbangast: 'called for the matter to go before the ThnVlnia n
courts in the normal way. This request has not been met. rrve of the original ten
Zulu-speakers who 'Nel'e arrested in June are still held by unknown people at an
unknown place - almost certainly, by the ANC securily department - in an arbitrary fasbion, with the apparent connivance of the Thnzanian Prime Minister's
Office.
The ANC and its Constitution

A further disturbing element in this matter concerns apparent violation by the
ANC authorities in Thnzania ofthe organization's own constitution. In his letter to Mr Mandela. Mr Ntshangase states:
Presently I am staying with Thnzanians because I have been expelled from the
ANC. together with Lungisani Mabaso. We were expelled by the Chief Rep
[Manala Manzini, since moved to Britain for study] and his depuly [Henry
Chiliza]. The Chief Rep refused to show me or give us the expulsion letters. I
am therefore dissatis6ed because the ANC security had detained and tortured us for two months without trial Ac.cocding to the ANC code of CODduct, I ought to have been cIuuged and tried for what I had allegedly done.
According to the code of condua. I was expec:t:ina the tribunal to have tried
us and recommended to the Secret~ General fOr our ~uJsion. The SG
should have suspended us pen~ the searing of the National Confereoce
which bas PQ.WeCS to ~I a ~r from the movement. It is therefore my
sincere belief that the President (M!: Mandelal and the NEC will make an impartial investigation to our case and see to it that justice is done in the ANC.
Manzini and CbiliVi are among the four ANC officials accused by Mr Ntshangase of being responsible for 'degrading malpractices' against him. The third is the
principal of SomaIco, Mr Ngakane. The fourth, Mr Moffat Monakgolha, is
described by ANC members as an official of the ANC security department
(Mbokodo) wodcing mthe 0lIi<e of the director of Somafoo.
Apart from the anomaly ofthe ANC having apparently violated its own constitution while preparing to negotiate a new constitution for South Africa, the interconnection between education and political police in the school system of the
ANC in exile must be brought to an end, along with its prisons for political critics.
Up till the time of the letter by Mr Ntshangase and Mr Mabaso of 15 August, it
seems likely that five Zulu-speakers continue to be detained by the ANC without
trial. The recent statement by the ANC that the release of all its prisoners was
oomple<e (Fuuuu:iaJ Tunes, 19 Angust) appears less than candid.

RETURN OF AN EXILE: SEPTEMBER 1991
Baruch Hirson
lin December 19731 left South Africa on an exit permit after completing a prison sentence of
nine yearn. Return was nOf penniUed, but following announcements that e.xiles would be al·
lowed to teturn, a visa was requested. This was granted but only for two months, with no righl
to reentry. In September 1991 I visited South Africa. There Ilalked to academics, students.,

trade unionists and political activists, to friends and chance contacts, and [ollowed the local
press, lVand radio programmes. I have nOi named my infonnants or prcNided delailsofsome
of these discussions least the persons concerned are embarrassed by such discl06ures, bUI I use
the information they kindly provided in writing this ll«ount. Without claiming 10 have seen
more than a small part of Ille counlly, this essay (written in November 1991) is an account of
what events two year-; after the unbanning of proscribed organizationsj.

A Changed Society?

I was asked what I thought about the changes occurring in South Africa after I had
been in the country for six hours. The same question was asked repeatedly during
my six weeks stay. Some used this approach as a step towards starting a conversation, but in many cases there was a desire to probe below the surface, to seek an
answer to what was happening. There was a mixture of optimism and also of fear;
of hope that at last there might be meaningfuJ change, but also doubt whether the
political organizations had the will or the desire to [ransform the country.
r could not answer the questions posed so starkly at first but as the days passed I
grew more confident of my replies. 1was asked to talk on the subject on several of
the campuses I visited: there was change, I said, but there was certainly no transfonnation. But, as obvious as that observation was, 1was not yet able to get to grips
with past theories about the process of change in South Africa, so many of which
had been nullified by the events of the past two years. Gone at a stroke was the
Stalinist claim that South Africa was an example of'Colonialism of a Special1Ype'
(or CST as its advocates called it. Equally obvious was the demise of the interpretation the South African Trotskyists had given to the theory of 'permanent
revolution,.l The contention that only the working class, in its struggle against
capitalism, would sweep away segregation (or apartheid) was obviously Wltenable:
equally untenable, in view of recent events, was the contention thai the central
issue in the country was the land question. Theory, as interprctcd and espoused by
several political groups, had been held up to the harsh reality of events and had
been found wanting. What then was the socialist answer to be?
Change without Transformation

In his novelll1e Leopard, set in Sicily when Garibaldi's troops seemed about to
sweep away the feudal past and unify Italy, Giuseppe di Lampedusa had the local
feudal lord advise his retinue that: 'For things to remain the same, things must
change'. This piece of political wisdom has still to be absorbed by political analysts
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who fail to understand the adaptability ofrhe ruling classes when they can fmd no
other way out of their difficulties. Changes might not be welcome to the governments of the day - smug in their belief that 'there is no alternative' - but ultimately they do fmd a way out when faced with the collapse of the system they
control. Then change becomes the order of the day, provided only that the basic
elements of the society they control can be preserved.
There are obvious changes in South Africa, some of them quite radical. The external signs of apartheid have gone - and the forced separation of peoples has
vanished. The separate queues at official institutions, the exclusion of blacks (and
this means people once classified as Indians or Asians, Coloureds and Africans)
from places of leisure or entertaimnent, the tight residential exclusiveness, have
gone or been altered significantly. Many practices, once illegal and subject to imprisonment, are now tolerated if not approved. People ofdifferent colour and ethnicity can now walk together unhindered, frequent cafes and theatres, bathe on
the same seafront; sit together at lecture benches in the universities. Couples of
mixed ethnicity live together legally. Black security guards, rifles over shoulder, or
guns in holster, are everywhere - in the army, the police force or privately
employed. Occupations, once confined to whites under job reservation, are now
open to all - from telephonists to air hostesses, shop assistants, factory operatives, and even foremen and some managers. In fact, from one vantage point, the
country is almost 'normal'. Almost, but not quite.
The open colour bar has gone, but has been replaced by a poverty tine that is not
very distant from the colour line that once controlled South African life. Beaches
are no longer officially segregated, but patrons at some resorts must now pay an
entrance fee - and that keeps out most 'uppity' blacks; some schools, particularly
the private schools, are open, but formerly white government schools have quotas
for black enrolment. However, most schools are simated in the townships, and
those are segregated in line with the overall housing in the country. In fact, except
for the privileged few, and that includes some professional men, business men and
politicians, blacks still live in the old townships - if they are fortunate. Some
people do have amenities like electricity, or even water-borne sewage..Most still
use candle-light and outdoor bucket latrines. Others live in shantytowns that
proliferate in the towns. It is said that there are some six million without houses in
the towns and several housing schemes that are underway are in fact replications
of the old segregated locations with site-and-service structures. That is, shacks
built in districts in which standpipe water and bucket latrines are provided. And
they still pack into overcrowded trains to get to and from work, if they can fmd jobs
Finding employment is ajob in itself. Few blacks have qualifications for skilled or
even semiskilled work, most are entirely unskilled. In a country in which the number of unemployed is anything from 5.5-8 million (and there are no accurate statistics), this leaves large numbers destitute. The unemployed obviously fiJI the
shantytowns, but many with work remain without houses.
The traveller who dares wander out of the white suburbs in Johannesburg those fortressed areas where houses have high walls, burglar-proofed windows
and doors, and electronic alarms - will soon come across custombuilt slum areas.
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Yet, let it be repeated This is a great cbange from the regime of yesteryear. Even
the grimmest remains ofsegregation have softened at the edges. And for the richer
blacks there are new privileges and new comforts. One report has it that the
highest concentration of black servants is no longer in the white suburbs. but in the
wealthier regions ofblack townships. Without the new black petty bourgeoisie, the
unemployment among servants would be truly alarming.
This is cbangt; and the change is noticeable. The former lily-white centres ofbig
towns, and Johannesburg is probably the biggest, are now filled with black staU
bolders, black vendors and black customers, wbere once tbe whites swept all
before them. S~pt, that is, aU but the plastic and paper rubbish before them. Now
the dirt piles up to show that there are new occupants and that there is little money
for tbe cleaners who once kept the streets clean for the whites who patronised
those shops. Furthermore the buses that once plied between the town centre and
the townships have disappeared. In their place stands rows of taxis, each one of
which takes ten or more commuters, each competing for custom. Big business has
moved in and the intense rivalry has produced open warfare: with taxis being put
to the torch or, ifless lucky, destroyed in a hail ofgunshot. But !.hen, as champions
ofthe free market should note: progress through the market does have its 'ups and
downs'.
The roots of despair - and of fury

The sights, smells and sounds are lhe first indications of change in South Africa.
But obviously lhc.se changes are relative and many of lhe most obnoxious features
of the 'old regime' still survive. The shantytowns are the worst. The townships, the
wealthier regions notwithstanding, are next. And in gradations, the suburbs get
cleaner as the wealthier areas are reached. In Zimbabwe, where the word
township is no longer acceptable under Robert Mugabe, the word is no longer
used: these slum areas are now designated 'high density' as distinct from 'low
density' (for the select white subwbs). South Africa has nol yet altered sufficiently
for the verbal upgrading of townships to 'high density areas'.
Amenities in the townships are sparse or non--existenl. HOllsing has improved
only marginally, only a few main roads are tarred; electricity where provided, is
often disconnected because payments are behindhand. The schools in the
townships, where they operate at aI1, are as disreputable as the areas in which lhey
stand. The buildings are unsuitable for teaching, the toilet facilities are barely
usable, and the classrooms are grossly overcrowded. However the people have in
some regions spilt out of the townships into areas that are described as 'grey'. That
is, some of the once white suburbs have now been taken over by peoples of aU eth·
nic groups. For some, this has led to a share of the facilities once available only to
whites: for others it has only meant a move to new degrading conditions, to overaowded buildings and outhouses, vacated by those whites who would no longer
live in such dilapidated areas. Etboicityis no longer the sole aiterian for privilege.
The country is approaching the Brazilian model where colour is less si.gni6cant
that the size of the purse. As is said in that country: the rich, no matter what the
colour of the skin, are obviously 'white', the poor are even more obviously 'black'.
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However, even this is only part of the story and does not reflect conditions in the
rural areas. Large parts of the country have DOW suffered several years of drought
Many white farmers have been driven to bankruplcy andsome have been forced to
sell their land. They usually find the means to survive: their onetime black
farmhands are destitute and starving. Some white farmers even get loans - if they
belong to the rightwing political groups. In the black rural 'homelands' of the
Transkei and Ciske~ the fields are parched. the livestock decimated and the crops
destroyed. These people get no loans and have no obvious means of sUf'livaJ. Furthermore, where once the black rural population could offer some shelter or support for the townsfolk, however limited. that buffer has disappeared. Neither rural
nor urban poor can hope for succour from their kinsmen.
Despite all the changes, the Bantustans still exist. They still have a nominal inde·
pendence, with a homemade officialdom and bureaucracy, police force and army.
These employees still draw their fat salaries, and in most cases, act as satraps of the
central govenunent. In a few exceptional cases the governments of the day seem to
exercise some care for their populations. In general, however, the Bantustan
leaders form the ancillary force behind which the government still manipulates
power. As every observer is fully aware, after the disclosure ofgovenunent funding
to the KwaZulu lnkatha Freedom Party, the Bantustans provide launching-pads
for the destabilisation of the country.
Crime, Murder and Gang-Warfare
The daily (English medium) press in South Africa is both parochial and trivialising. It offers its readers a diet ofsex, scandal and crime - and tucked away, usually
in its inner pages, there are some references to affairs abroad The neVt'Spapers are
also proWicially focused, refleding the historical differences in a country where
unity has been honoured in the breach. Events in Natal, say. important as they
might be for nOling trends in the country, are nOl necessarily reported in other
provinces. However, this does not seem to bother the average reader. The sports
news, and all the juicier bits of scandal, receive national coverage.
At first glance it is possible to believe, in the same way as the yellow press
everywhere, that sex and crime get Ihe main headlines because it is these slories
that are the mainstay ofthe commercial press. In fact, much of the criminal activity
in the country is underreported. The activities of marauding vigilante gangs, the
warring taxi--eompanies, the arson and murder in the townships, the hijacking of
cars (which requires passengers in moving cars to keep their doors locked), the
burglaries, muggings and rapes, are only covered when they are more than usually
sensational.
Some of these nefarious activilies are ascribable to criminal gangs, and social
conditions in the townships makes some of this explicable. The misery of people
who drifted into the towns without any hope of homes or jobs, the wide-spread unemployment and the social dislocation in the townships, must be added to the
climate of lawlessness after years of revolt. and of contempt for the police and the
army. This is the road to nihilism What else can be expected of a generation, with
little formal education after years of school boycotts, with no hope of securing
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employment or of occupying houses by legal means, Youth with this background
have terrorised whole communities (including the necklacing of opponents), or
been guilty of mindless gang activity.
Yet this is a smaller part of the terror that bas spread through the black com·
munities. The mayhem that dominates so many of the townships is mastenninded
by the state, It repeats the terror uoleashed previously on the populations of
Namibia and the states bordering South Africa and, more particularly, of the
gangsters who lead Renamo in Mozambique. The deliberate destabilisation
progranune that the South African state orchestrated for so many years beyond its
Dorders has turned inwards. The armed thugs who rampage through the trains
killing at random, the sharpshooters who pick out political leaders, or the men who
toss grenades into political gatherings, are part of a vast plot to deflect political
energy and bring the political parties into disrepute. These acts are also the fruits
of dehumanizing segregation: the blacks who were reclUited in/a the annedforces of
the state have proved 10 be the most lUthless Ja'Hers in the cOUflfry.
The actions of the groups that perpetrate these terrorist acts, whether C(}--{)r·
dinated or not, have been perfected by the internal security apparatus of the state.
There are times when it manipulates the antagonism between political groups to
its own end, using. for example, the Inkatha Freedom Party, in its attacks on the
ANC, while not hesitating, when convenient, to mount attacks on Inkatha mem·
bers in acts of political provocation. Using the divisions inside the communities,
the state has revived its former 'Total Strategy' (described in Searchlight South
Africa, No 2), using its institutions of control and destruction to undermine its
political opponents. Just prior to my arrival in South Africa it was estimated that in
the 12 months till the end ofJune 1991 3,180 people clied, 6,855 were in~ured (some
seriously), and 8,211 persons arrested in politically motivated clashes, There was
no inclication throughout my stay that the level of violence had abated,
Mingled with the stories of township brutality, and of marauding killers on com·
muter trains, the newspapers reported clashes t between members of the ANC
and Inkatha. There were photographs of hostel dwellers carrying so-called
'cultural' weapons as they marched down the township streets, and counter pic·
tures of ANC gatherings. But there was nothing to suggest that either party was in·
volved in the shoot-ups, or in fact with the random killing:>: ofgrenades tossed into
gatherings, or of the shooting of leaders of Civic Associations, or indeed of the
crowd that gathered at funerals of those shot down. There were also disclosures of
koevoet troops ('crowbar troops - trained by the South African army to shoot
down members of Swapo in Namibia before it achieved political independence)
encamped in the Northern Transvaal, and there were disclosures of covert action
by special squads attached to the police or the army. It was these men, it was suggested, who were behind the spate of township killings. Although this was not
defInitclyestablished, for lack of direct proof, this was the view accepted in movemcnts opposed to de K1erk's government, and responsibility was laid at the door of
the security apparatus for the killings,
It was against this background of township mayhem that a meeting to sign a
'Peace Accord' was announced, After three days of meetings an accord was
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signed. From the outset there appeared to be problems. Members of Inkatha, aD
clutching their 'cultural' weapons, filled the street outside the meeting and gave no
appearance of wanting peace or the accord. Then it was leaked to the press thai
Chief Buthelezi, the head of the KwaZulu government and leader of Inkatha, had
to be cajoled to appear at the signing ceremony. Cars were rushed to Natal to persuade the leader to come - and he was obviously a reluctant signatory. Several
days later an 'explanation'; was offered: Chief Buthelezi had mislaid his g1as~
and had first to acquire new ones. I was told that what was not leaked was the faa
that Me Mandela also was a reluctant signatory. He said iliat he had a previous
engagement and had to be persuaded that signing the accord required that this be
given priority. Or did he know thaI the accord was meaningless and sought a wa~
out?
The question of Inkatha members carrying 'cultural' weapons was also discussed
at the meeting. Frrst the government spokesmen claimed that the weapons could
not be banned by regulation but had to wait for the next parliamentary session
when legislation could be tabled. Only investigation by Cosatu delegates showed
that this was not true - after which, it appears, the government declared that they
could not ban lnkatha foUowers carrying weapons while the ANC refused to dis·
band its armed force: Umkhonto we Sizwe. On that issue the discussion on
weaponry was blocked.
In terms of the Accord a set ofsupervisory bodies were to be established to bring
peace to the townships. This would be a slow process and in the interim period
there were appeals for peace in the townships. Few people with whom I talked
believed this would work, and indeed the killings continued as before. There were
no obvious calls for political work in the townships to stop the violence, no signs of
work by the political groups to persuade the communities to end the conflicts, and
no evidence that people in the communities were being taught how to protect each
other. Little could be expected from Inkatha, but the ANC and wilh it Cosatu and
the SACP have not been conspicuous in organizing action in the communities. All
initiative seems to have been surrendered after a miserable piece of paper was
signed.
The meeting to draft a Peace Accord is significant, not in what it achieved, but in
the pattern that has emerged over the months. The leadership has set itselCthe task
of negotiating (on which, more below). In the process it has failed to consult with
the membership, has ignored the need to explain what is happening to the people
who support the 0J?,anisation, and have continued with a process that it has appropriated to itself. Nor have any of the other organizations taken up the issue, instructed its members on what to do when confronted by killers (or henuned in by
police). While the leadership directs itself to talks and negotiations it has elected
to ignore its constituency. And when, ultimately,just before I returned to London,
commuters on a train disarmed two members of a gang that was killing passengers
indiscriminately, their action was spontaneous and surprised the ANC as much as
it surprised the public at large.
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The Conrerence on Marxism

A conference on Marxism in Soulh Africa was mOOied over a year ago by the convenors of the Marxist Theory Seminar that was inaugurated in August 1988 at the
University of the Western Cape. Originally conducted by a small group of lecturers and students, the meetings had grown ill size and were attended at times by
audiences of200-3O). The response to the seminar led to a suggestion that a Conference on Marxism be convened in September 1991. Trade unions, socialist
groups (including the Communist Party), university departments and all interested persons were invited to attend. It was the prospect of anending this conference that decided the date of my visil to South Africa.
The granting of a visa was delayed and I had almost given up hope of making the
trip when it fmally arrived. With less than a fortnight to arrange my departure and
write a paper, I was asked to open the proceedings. because Angela Davis, leading
member of the US Communisl Party, who had agreed to speak, suddenly found
that she would nOt be in Cape Town on the day of the opening. There was no satisfactory explanation for her non-attendance, nor was any excuse provided for the
absence of the entire leadership of the SACP' The executive of the SACP had ignored all notifications about the convening of the conference, despite the fact that
the venue (the University of the Western Cape) was said to be a stronghold of the
ANC and ofthe SACP. Perhaps it was also not accidental that no leading members
of the ANC (many of whom are known to be in the SACP), or the PAC and Azapo,
(many ofwhorn also claim to be Marxists) attended the conference. Pallo Jordan,
who writes as a Marxist, and is a leading member of the ANC, did submit the draft
outline of a paper but, he too, claimed that illness in his family demanded that he
be elsewhere.
The absence of the SACP leadership was no loss. Their claims to Marxism were
never creditable and, in the light of the confusion over events in Moscow, it is
doubtful whether they could have answered any of the criticism that was levelled
against the communists in the USSR, or contributed to the discussions in any
meaningful way. What was significant was not their absence but the fact lhat such
a conference could be convened: both because it would have been inconceivable
before February 1990, and because so many people were prepared to attend.
It was at the conference lhat J obtained my first direct meeting with persons who
were prepared to state openly that they were interested in Marxism. Furthermore,
among the 300 (or more) who attended there were rank-und-ftle members of the
ANC, of the SACp, of Cosatu, and also ofsmaller political groups of the left. It was
this conference that I addressed in the opening session.
By coincidence the conference met just after the failed coup in Moscow. It
would have been absurd to speak without commenting on the events in Moscow,
of the banning of the Russian Communist Party, on the loppling of statues of Lenin
and f other Bolsheviks throughout the USSR and eastern Europe. I spoke of the
importance of the collapse of Stalinism in allowing Marxists to rescue the theory
that had been bowdlerized over the past seven decades. I did this in part by tracing
the impact of Russia on the progress of the left in South Africa - from inspiration
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through to degradation as the CPSA (as it was known before 1950) uncritically ac'
cepted whatever happened in the USSR.4
I felt an antipathy in the hall. The university was a stronghold of the ANC and t.hl
SACP and, despite the disquiet over what had been happening in the USSR, (J
perhaps because of what had been happening in eastern Europe since the fall a
the Berlin wall in 1989, such public declamations were not welcome. But I had na
yet ftnished. I proceeded to discuss the use of Stalinist methods in the ANC, refer·
ring specifically to the tortures and executions of mutineers in Umkhonto we 5izwt
in the Angolan camps in 1984. There could be no democracy in South Africa,l
said, if such methods were used against critics.
Some delegates were delighted others were discomforted and others again wen
angry. Among the latter were members ofthe ANC and also of the small Trotskyist
factions, particularly as I had said that they were irrelevant in the current situation
It was an acerbic address, reflecting what I saw as the crisis in the world working
class movement. The incubus of Stalinism that had all but overwhelmed the
socialist movement had to be excised and to have kept silent would have been in·
excusable. Nonetheless delegates were reportedly saying, as similar audiences had
said over decades when confronted by the crimes done in the name of socialism in
the USSR: 'that now was not Lhe time to speak of such matters'. This is a view with
which I could not agree. Over tbe decades socialists had been urged to stay silent
over the crimes in the USSR, in eastern Europe, in China and in South East Asia
Critics had even been urged to remain silent about events in Cambodia, where Pol
Pot's Khmer Rouge had murdered millions ofinnoeent victims. This had not saved
the left from universal condemnation but had left the socialist movement without
the moral base to condemn what was obviously indefensible.
It was apparent that I was probably Lhe onJy one present who would have raise<!
the issue of the ANC mutiny and linked it with Stalinist influences. Yet, in view of
Lhe massive cover up of those events it was crucial that the issue be raised - both
for the sake of the victims of that repression, and for the protection of future
generations whose right to dissent has to be protected. FUrthermore, the entire
question of democracy within socialism, posed so urgently by the events in eastern
Europe, needed discussion. Contrary to what was said, there was in my opinion,
'no other alternative'. For that I had no need to recant or apologise.5
This is nOi the place for a detailed discussion of the topics presented over the
weekend. Like all conferences tbe papers reflected the preoccupations of the
authors and this produced a number of contributions that reflected a headlong
flight from Marxism. The Goo in Moscow had failed, eastern Europe had fallen
apart and territories in Africa that had been upheld as foci of socialism had all but
collapsed. Instead of subjecting this brand of 'socialism' to scrutiny - with all the
problems tbat would be encountered by former protagonists of Soviet policy there was a retreat to the panacea of the 'free market'. Much that had once appeared in Marxist texts, including Lhe centrality of tbe working class in restructuringsociety, was expunged.
The arguments were a rehash of old ideas, set in a new world situation. We were
informed that there would be no investment coming from the major powers and
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the old eastern bloc. itself in great difficulty, would Dot be able to supply any aid.
Therefore the ANC (as the presumed next government) would have to enlarge the
field oftrade and commerce by embracing all ofsouthern Africa. This was the only
way forward: for the enlargement ofcapital, and of capital accumulation. This was
the path to restructuring South Africa through the good offices of the ANC (and
its partners, the communists). All this in the name ofbringing Marxism up todate.6
The paper by HillelTIcktin was uniqu~in setting out the problems that had confronted the USSR and eastern Europe. It was even more exceptional in view of
the poverty of theory displayed in so many of those who spoke over the weekend.
Yet, the history of socialism during the 20th century has been dominated by the
October revolution, and knowledge of what happened in Russia should be mandatory for all who speak as Marxists.
Perhaps it is better to skip over the papers offered up to an audience that had
come to learn, but went away disappointed in the fare. However it is necessary to
comment on the activities of small groups who came to harangue and to win members. It is standard practice for leftwinggroups to use conferences to fmd possible
sympathizers. On that score there can be no complaint. But it is painful to be subjected to soapbox hectoring at session after session. Many of these small factions
had little to contribute by way of theory. They seemed to believe that by proclaiming again and again the truth that capitalism was in crisis, that they had said something real or significant. Or so it seemed when I listened to one lengthy
presentation from a member of the Marxist Workers Thndency (MWT) proclaiming his fraction's position that the ANC would be transformed [0 become the instrumen[ of socialist reconstruction. This was a point of view that nOl even the most
ardent follower of the ANC (the MWf excluded) would have endorsed. But they
were indefatigable - and capable of boring any audience to tears. What the
audience did not know was that the mother body of the MWT in Britain, the
Militant tendency, had just resolved to drop the entryist tactic after spending forty
fruitless years in the Labour Party having failed to transform it into an instrument
for 'socialist reconstruction'.
The Political Opposition in South Africa

There can be no prescription OD what should or should not be discussed at a
conference on Marxism. However, it is less than strange that there were no
papers defending the theory of 'colonialism of a special type' and no papers
on the theory of permanent revolution. It was even more remarkable that
were no papers on the nature of socialist democracy, and no serious discussion of the relationship between Marxism and nationalism. Given the obvious
appeal to large sections of the population of the ANC, of lnkatha, and of
several smaller organizations like the Pan Africanist Congress, the Azanian
People's Organization, the New Unity Movement - aU of them nationalist or
sympathetic to nationalism - [his was a major problem that should needed
discussion. It was not on the agenda, although it is this that divided many
socialist groups and needed appraisal. The history of left groups has been littered with attempts to deal with this problem, and most have been shown by
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events to be empty of contenl. The editors of this journal have consistently
claimed that Marxists have an obligation to protect the national movements
from persecution by the government, and can, on specific issues, co-operate
with such bodies. However, we have said, Marxist organizations have to
proclaim their independence from such bodies, and oppose them when their
actions are detrimental to the interests of the working class. The subject
needs airing and continued debate. To ignore it, particularly in the South
African arena, is to be blind to what is happening in the country.
Wherever I went in the country it was quite obvious that most persons who
wanted change looked to the ANC as the next govenunenl. Some might have said
so regretfully, but the majority believed that the ANCwould be the governing body
by right. As so many said: 'there is noaltemative'. Togcthcrwith this view, most expressed the view that the ANC (together with the SACP) would usher in a
democratic regime, based on the magic formula of one person one vote. The
franchise and a democratic assembly were thereby elevated to a social ideal that
was divorced from the material base of the society that was to be formed: as if
democratic forms under capitalism have been anything else than a cover for ruthless exploitation.
Surveying the political field, the only force able to stop the ANC (by fair or foul
methods) is the present government. Short of de Klerk manipulating events to
achieve that end, there is no obvious alternative to the ANC dominating, or having
sufficient strength, to form an electorally backed government Yet, despite this one
obvious fact, stories about the ANC did not show that the confidence of its supporters was backed by either political adroitness or by organizational efficiency.
It is not possible to provide a comprehensive account of the state of the ANC,
both because conditions across the counlry varied so much, and also because information was so uneven and even contradictory. Membership of the ANC is
stated to be just above or below half a million: much less than targeted, bUllarge by
any standard. This does not provide any more than a bare statistic of recruitment
it says nothing about lhe functioning of the movement, nor of the membership. My
information was mainly anecdotal, and that is not sufficient for analysis. But what
I heard was not very impressive. In Soweto, I was told, the Congress Youth League
had nol been able 10 meel over the past five months because it could nol get a
quorum. On the other hand, the white dominated Braamfontein and Houghton
branches functioned well. In the eastern Cape, I was informed by an ANC official,
the organization had the support of every African. They were not necessarily
politically educated, but they trusted the leadership and were completely loyal.
But another informant said that the membership in GrahamslOwn had lillIe faith
in the ability of the leadership to achieve anything and they had been contemplating alternative organisational methods. In Durban, where many referred to a
'cabal' which dominated the organization, there was liule doubt that the SACP
played a significant backroom role in directing activity. But even they differed with
Harry Gwala, hard-line Stalinist, who publicly supported the coup in August, and
who controlled the activities of local Umkhollto we Sizwe activists to the north of
Durban. The stories I heard were contradictory, and even when my informant did
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admit that there were serious internal weaknesses in the organization of the ANC,
this was excused on Lhe grounds of past harassment.
There were many stories about the ANC that obviously needed more probing.
The ANC has bought and occupied the former headquarters of Shell. This
provided it with a central office with all the space it couJd need. However, this has
not converted the ANC into an efficient, or indeed, an effective organization. It
has nOlled to a body able to organize effectively or campaign around !.he many
serious problems facing local communities, nor produce guidelines for future social construction. Instead, it seems, the leaders react to issues on an ad hoc basis,
without seriously considering the effects of what they say. In October there were
two major statements on economics: one by Mandela, who apparently stated that
the mines and finance houses would be nationalised by the ANC, and one by
Ramaphosa who said that loans made to the exisLinggovernment wouJd not necessarily be honoured by a future (ANe) government. BoLh statements were made
without consulting the National Executive CounciL boLh were repudiated, restated, and then disappeared into oblivion.
It was also not possible to find out more about theANCfinances. It was reported
to the July conference that over six hundred million Rand had been collected from
foreign powers.S But it appears that some of the money has disappeared. Land,
bought in the name of private persons in Zimbabwe or Zambia (for security
reasons) is no longer available. There is little accounting for assets in theANC. For
example, the printing presses purchased in Europe are said to have 'disappeared'
and the ANC does not have a local press at its disposal.
Despite the report on assets, there were contradictory reports emanating from
ANC quarters. During September it was announced that recruiting by Umkhoflto
we Sizwe was to cease because there were no further funds. During the following
week two events followed in rapid succession; first WlOOie Mandela declared that
Umkhonto was being built up to become the future army of South Africa, and
then, in Durban, returned members of Umkhoflto we Sizwe took control of the
ANC offices, demanding their promised but still unpaid allowances ofR2OOJ. Unconfirmed reports in Durban said that the men had taken hostages in the offices in
order 10 secure the money. They were persuaded 10 leave. It was reported that no
monies had been paid since the middle ofJune because funds were exhausted, but
it was hoped 10 secure additional money with which to honour the promise.
The other nationalist organizations (Inkatha excepted) have meagre resources,
small premises, and little organizational presence outside a few localities. I was unable to obtain membership figures, and stories of their meetings did not inspire
confidence. If correct, the account of the chanting at PAC meetings was bizarre
and absurd. The members met the call of the meeting's leader with the chant
One settler, one bu//e~
One bullet, Ofle settler.
Ten settlers, one mochine gun,
One mochine gun, ten settlers.
A hundred settlers, one bazooka,
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One bazooka, a hundredsettlers.
... and soon.
There are variations on this theme at different meetings and in PAC publications.
But they are all of the same standard Yet. in popular parlance, the PAC is to the
left of the ANC! Perhaps if: is fortunate lhat those who chanted had never held a
rifle in their hands.
The SACP is different. It too has few resoWttS, its office space is mOOest - and
the collapse of the eastern European repes has left them in serious difficulty. It
claims 15--20,lXX> members., but it is not certain whether this is a nominal, or a real,
taUy. The party is no longer the monolilhic movement that it used to be. It is split on
several issues., including its appraisal of the coup; it no longer had a clear external
policy; and it is not unanimous on the decision to remain wedded to the ANC. In
one Cape Thwn branch those who supported the coup tended to be Africans,
while the anti-coup group was keenly aware of the ethnic division. The chairper·
son apparently declared that she had no intention of being hound bywhar was said
at the meeting. The more the party changes, the more it remains the same.
According to its pre-conference claims the SACP believes in a multi-party state,
does not claim to be the exclusive representative of the working class and is
prepared to debate issues. This does not stand up to scrutiny and was negated by
non-appearance at the Conference on Marxism where its democratic pretensions
could have been tested. Furthermore there were several reports of the SACP's
determination to gain controlling positiOrui inside the ANC - either through the
omnipresent 'cabal', or by manipulating positions inside the National Executive
Committee ofthe ANC. Whatever the current position, there is little evidence thai
the SACP bas learnt how to conduct affairs openly and democratically. Precisely
what turns will be decide at its conference in December is uncertain, but tum it will
if it seems likely to win it more converts.
Finally, only when the SACP openly declares its membership, acts as an independent organization and enters into open public debate can its claims to openness be accepted. I had no reason to believe that it had altered its character, nor
that individuals hardened inside its Stalinist shell could be transformed. Their
new tactics and methods showed no transformation, no real rejection of, and in
fact no ability to understand, what had happened in the past.
Meeting New Challenges

Again and again it was apparent that the major political groups had no
programme with which to lead the majority of the population. Other bodies
are equally inflexible. They hold on to old formulae and speak the language
of the 195Os. They mistake faith in old slogans for principles, and offer no new
analyses to meet current problems. This has led them into sectarian politics
with little to offer the population. Most bodies had spent decades fighting
against apartheid as a thing-in-itself, and they were unable to alter course.
Their ideologies bad become encrusted with old generalisatiorui and tbey
could not meet new demands. The ANC was torn between becoming a politi·
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cal organization, and acting (as it has claimed) of being 'a government in
waiting'. If it is to become a party it has still to demonstrate its ability to campaign on behalf of its constituents.
The ANC is further torn between its natural inclination to work in the African
townships and the need to satisfy the aspirations of other sections of the population. This has led it in contradictory directions: calling for ethnic leadership in the
western Cape (where Mandelacalled for greater representation of Coloureds in
the Congress leadership)and spending excessive energy trying to assure whites of
its good intentions. In turning to the rural areas the ANC has adopted the easiest
line ofworking alongside Homelands leader's, or of encouraging Chiefs to believe
that their position 'Will be secure inside an ANC led country. Perhaps that is the
ANC policy, but it provides little confidence of social change under its leadership.
.Yet part of the problem lies in the failure to change the nature of the movement.
Instead of becoming a party and campaigning on behalf of its constituents, there is
the continued insistence that it is really the govemment-to-he, and that excuses it
from taking up the many problems that must be confronted if change is even to
seem meaningful.

Workers and Workers' Organization
The one body that I have not discussed thus far are the trade union federations that claims a membership of nearly three quarters of a million, mainly
black, workers. By far the most important of these is Cosatu, although no
doubt attention should be paid to the smaller body known as Nactu and those
smaller unaffiliated unions. However, because I only saw members of Cosatu,
I will restrict my comments to this one body.
Firstly, it became obvious that in the absence of a socialist movement, the only
organization that could claim to speak for the workers was the trade union movement. This was problematical. The trade unions only represented a portion of the
working class, excluded important sections of the labour force, and had little
presence in the rural areas (despite new attempts at such organisation). Furthermore the unions had not organized the unemployed, had no strategy for approaching that important element of the workforce and no means of knowing
whether they could succeedwhere so many had tried, and failed, before.
The problem was exacerbated by the high rate of redundancies as businesses
either went out of existence, or trimmed their workforce to survive. It is said that
over 1,300 workers are being made redundant every day of the year. In the one industry that once employed over 600,000 workers, the mines, the number of
workers has been drastically reduced and is likely to drop even further. The number of workers in this once strategic industry is now nearer 350,0CXl and must go
down even more drastically unless the price ofgold goes up appreciably. There is
now one full time official whose sole task is to find employment, or some occupa·
tion, for the tens of thousands of workers who have been dismissed. The situation
in other industries, although not so severe, indicates that the trade unions will lose
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a considerable section of their membership in I.he coming months. An economic
revival will lead to a reversal of CUlTent trends. but that is still some way off.
Given the very best of conditions. in which lhe trade unions could spread to
areas in which they had DOl yet contacted their potential membership, it is not certain lhat the unions could act as tbe vanguard of the working class. The task of the
trade unions, no matter how earnestly lheytry, remains rcfomUst. The unions have
to improve wages, improve work conditions, and also stop unwarranted dismissals. Given the high rate of inflation (running at about 15%) the unions have to
achieve the near impossible just to SlOP the conditions of the workers from
deteriorating.

In so far as the unions are fighting to maintain their members at work, and keeping their wages intact, they perfonn an invaluable task. Also,lhese unions offer a
lraining ground for organization for Lheir members, and help instil a sense of purpose and confidence in lhe workplace. This is not the same as acting as fXJlitical organizers. Cosatu has followed the ANC (usually uncritically) in tactics and in
programme ever since it adopted the Freedom Charter in 1985, and that has led to
innumerable difficulties. The trade unions have enroled workers at the workplace
irrespective oftheir political affiliation.lnitiallythis was nOl. a problem bw it seems
to have led to the alienation of hoslel dwellers (among others) who owed allegiance to lnkatha. Cosaru has also provided the ANC with a radical cloak - one
which has only helped conceal the supine narure of the national movement. I have
referred above 10 the role of Cosatu in gelling the Peace Accord signed. Its
leadersl, trained in bargaining, will become the instrument for achieving concessions in Ihe pre-negotiating talks and in the actual negotialions. In t.hal case il is
most likely that all credit will go to the ANC and its political allies - and failures
will be laid at the door of the trade union movement.
The trade union movement has other more urgent tasks. Nationally it has to
prepare a programme to maintain its independence in whatever new system is installed. II has to build workers' councils to allow the workers a direci say in
whatever is decided in the talks with the government. It has to act, nOl. as a cover for
the natiooalisl. movements, but as the organizer of the working class in Ihe struggle
against capitalism, and it has to build internalional contacts with radical trade
union movements in Latin America, Asia and other regions of the world.
Just before I left Soutb Africa the new VAT was implemented. For months
Cosatu, together with the ANC, had demanded the withdrawal of some of the new
taxes: in particular to those on basic foods, medicines and medical services.
Despite all protests, the government only made minimal amendments to its list of
taxable goods and services. On the day that the taxes were introduced there were
demonstrations across Ihe country and some towns were reduced to a near
slandstill. A commiuee against the lax, led by the ANC and Cosatu called a two
day general strike (later renamed a stay at home) for the 4-5th of November. As I
write it is obvious that there was massive support for the demonstration. As an act
ofsupport for the ANC and Cosatu the action was obviously significant. Yet there
seems to have been a waste of energy in the event. After the two days, in which
some workers were vidimised, it was back to nonnal with little or nothinggained.
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Further details of what happened in the country, and information about individual communities, is only now becoming available: but one matter was clear
from the outset - the stayaway was conceived as a backing to the coming negotiations with the govenunent. The action did nOlhing to assert working class rights or
advance their struggle. Once again the workers were taken up the hill and then
marched down again.
I left the country convinced oftbe need: fIrstly, for a civil rights movement to
protect people from the present securi£y apparatus, and also from an unrepentant
ANC that refuses to acknowledge the enormity of its crimes in the mutiny of 1984.
Secondly, the need for a revolutionary socialist movement, associated with the
trade union movement, able to take its place as an independent force in advancing
the cause of democratic socialism and as the guarantor of civil liberties. Taking
cognizance of the absolute weakness and disunity of socialist forces, the way forward will probably be through Lhe linking of existing groups to foster informed discussion: both of theory and of practical problems. Only through such
ro-operation, which must avoid any suspicion of poaching or of forced unity, can
a socialist movemenl be launched. To wail any longer, when the way seems open
for a working class movement with a clear socialist progranuneseems absurd. This
places a severe burden on those many small groups Lhat all declared the need for
a nation wide movement, but it is a burden they must assume.
Notes
J. See appendix on CST and the pennanent revolution
2. This is dc:sctibed in pIIrt by Ihe lIumon Righls Commission (SA), in its special 1'ClX'rt of August
199I.
3. A si mi la rpoi n I is made by a me mberoft h eANC, Y lin us Carri m, in Ubemtlon Moo'ernelll and
Beyond: CbaUe:ngt$ for the ANC (1991), Catholic Institute: for International Relations, london. in his
discussion olthe nc:goriations between the goyemment and the ANC
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COLONIALISM OF A SPECIAL TYPE AND THE PERMANENT
REVOLUTION

A Theory or a Very Speclal1Ype?

During the 1950s and 19605 theoreticians of the South African Communist Party
(SACP) described the social formation of South Africa as being one of 'internal
colonialism'. This has always remained a description. or perhaps a rationalisation,
rather than a theory, because it provided no base for understanding rhe relations
o[production in South Africa. yet it persisted, at least until recently, in the canons
of the SACP. As time went on the description was rechristened 'colonialism of a
special type' and that in turn was shortened to 'CST'. The description was not
universally accepted inside the party and some preferred not to use it or, not
having realized its significance in party theory, gave it little prominence. Among
the latter was Francis Meli, who paid little attention to the concept in his book,
South A/rico Belongs to Us, which purports to tell the story of the ANC. Harold
Wolpe, on the other hand, examined the concept and found that it was only ofsignificance in highlighting the cheap reproduction of black workers in the reserves.
For this he was roundly condemned by party apparatchiks. But in all the heat of
polemic little was done to provide flesh to the concept. I do not know where that
description has advanced since February 1990. Perhaps it lurks in parry literature,
waiting to be revived if conditions make it necessary.
The 'theory', if it can be elevated to the realm of theory, was imposed on the
CPSA at the Sixth Congress of the Communist International (Comintern) in 1928.
Although I dealt with this in ~me detail in past copies of this journal, I sununarize
the salient points made there. In 1928 the cabal that ruled in Moscow announced
that the global class struggle was to be intensified. The workers were about to confront capitalism in a final set ofbattles, leading to the victory of socialism. The factors that led to that conslusion were complex, but were not connected with the
situation in South Africa Nonetheless, the CPSA was instructed to drop its stress
on the class struggle and work under the banner of an 'Independent Native
Republic'. To justify the decision South Africa was defined as a country that stood
midway between advanced capitalism and semi-colonial status. The African
people, whose land had been seized by settlers, existed under conditions of semislavery. The (ask of the communists was to organize the 'native toiling masses' and
participate in 'the embryonic national organizations, such as the ANC' which
should be transformed 'into a fighting nationalist revolutionary organ'.
The adoption of this policy was a step backward into the debates in Russia
before 1917. The s(age theory that had once been the hallmark of the reformist
wing of the Social Democratic movement was restored in its pristine glory in South
Africa. The class struggle was jettisoned in favour of a bourgeois democratic or
'liberation' struggle and the 'two-stage' theory of revolution became the hallmark
of Stalinism in South Africa. The CPSA was tom apart. Leading members were
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denigrated, maligned, expelled and driven into isolation. The rank and fde, dispirited and exhausted by the internal struggle., dropped out of politics.
In CPSA was almost extinguisbed: in other regions ofthe world the policies pursued by communists led to disaster. In Germany it led directly to the Nazis seizing
power. This led to another violent U-turn. Every communist party was instructed
to call for a 'Popular Front' against fascism. In South Africa the 'Independent Native Republic' was pigeonholed. The CPSA now sought allies among liberal or
even right wing politicians. These were all white and, even though few if any would
campaign with the communists, the party ceased talking about a Black Republic.
It was only in 1940 when the CPSA turned again to 'revolutionary' politics in its
brief anti-war period. This time the fullblown 'Native Republic' slogan was not
employed, but tbe old analysis was resurrected. South Africa it was said 'is at one
time an exploiting imperialism and a semi--colony'.4 Under these condition, qui~e
obviously, the CPSA opposed the war. Forgettingall about the Popular Front, and
its previous anti-fascist slogans, the party saw merit in the Molotov-Ribbentrop
peace accord, and called for the end of the war.
Perhaps the CPSA was not altogether convinced by its own propaganda, although its members managed to say remarkable thin&" at its 1940 conference. Sam
Kahn, a leading member, suggested that
Those Afrikaners whose sympathies seemed to lie with Nazi Germany, must
view more sympathetically the communists: if it is possible for Hitler to c0operate with Russia, so it must affect the people here whose sympathies were
with Hitler. We will be able to get more readily the ear of the Afrikaners to
the line of the Cp'5
This was political venality, born of opportunism if not ignorance. The Jewish
lawyer, Kahn, wanting to put out his hand to rabid home--grown Nazis. Did he not
know what Hitler was about? And how did this fit with a so-called Black
Republic? Were the South African stormtroopers about 10 be convinced that a
Black Republic was a desirable goal?
It did not maUer. In August 1941 Germany invaded the USSR and everything
was overturned again. The government, so recently lambasted for its participation
in 'a terrible and disastrous imperialist war, was now to be supported.6 The party
journals carried articles calling on the workers 'to become the driving force behind
the wholehearted war effort, and its most vigilant guarantors'? Despite the indifference of the African people the CPSA backed the government, being critical
only of the its failure to arm black volunteers. Leading party members spoke confidently of great changes that would be introduced when the war ended. When the
war was coming to a close a section that followed the US party leader, Earl Brow·
der, called for the dissolution of the CPSA. In terms not very different from that of
Kahn, Browder argued that if Stalin could sil down with Roosevelt at Yalta. then
communists could sit down with capitalists in the US and plan a better society. In
South Africa, no doubt, communists could also play the game of musical chairs.
Yesterday they spoke of sitting down with the pro-Nazi Nationalists: tomorrow,
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they would sit down with Smuts and Oppenheimer. The Independent Native
Republic was a thing of the past, best buried and forgotten.
Policy took another (urn when Churchill, in a declaration of war on communism, raised the spectre of the Iron Curtain descending on Europe. Also, in
South Africa, with the victory of the National Party at the polls in 1948, there were
fears of a govenunent offensive against the CPSA At the National Conference in
1950, party members returned to the notion of'intemal colonialism' in staling that:
The distinguishing feature of South Africa is lhat it combines the characteristic of both an imperialist state and a colony within a single, indivisible,
geographical, political and economic entity. To the British, French, Belgian
and Dutch imperialists, the colony is a territory some thousands of miles

away, inhabited by an alien, non-white people of a different culture, who can
be subjected to a system of exploitation and governed by autocratic methods
that would not be tolerated in the home countries (sic). In South Africa, the
Non-European population, while reduced to the status of a colonial people,
has no territory of its own, no independent existence, but is almost wholly integrated in the political and economic institutions of the ruling c1ass.8
The Black Republic was once again a convenient slogan to hold aloft. There is
little purpose in recording successive statements on 'internal colonial.ism' in the
speeches and writings of members of the CPSA (or the resurrected SACP), and its
evolution into 'Colonialism of a special type'. The pattern is clear. When the occasion demanded it, the dual nature of South Africa was trotted out and from this,
the two stage theory of change in South Africa was justified. However there was
also an urgency in the way the slogan was formulated. After the parry was banned
in 1950 the formula provided a convenient justification for entering and working
within the Congress movemenr9
Yet, after all these years the CPSA had not been able to encapsulate the notion of
'internal colonial.ism' in any theoretical statement. Nor had it been able to resurrect the 'Independent Native Republic' slogan in full. In fact, when its former
members participated in the Congress of the People in 1956, they balked at an
'Africa for the Africans' type approach, and that cleared the ground for the
Afrieanists to adopt the slogan as their own. The compromise progranune, called
the Freedom Charter, was couched in the mildest of liberal terms - and stood as
a second plank in the armoury of the SACP. For the eXternal world, and particularly the Anti-Apartheid Movement, the Freedom Charter was displayed as the objective of the 'liberation movement'. The reborn SACP had a reborn policy, now to
be known as 'Colonialism of a Special'JYpe', carrying with it the added, if un·
spoken, connotation of a Black Republic. These implications have never been
spelt out - but that will undoubtedly happen if the SACP survives the current
crisis in the Stalinist movement and requires a revamped programme.
The Theory of Permanent Revolution

The distinguishing feature of the Trotskyist groups in South Africa has been
their adherence to the theory of 'permanent revolution', fIrst enuDciated by
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Leon lrotsky in 1904-1906. From his analysis of capitalist investment in Russia by foreign finance capital, and tbe highly concentrated working class in
large--scale industrial plants, lrotsky maintained tbat tbe workers would provide the leadership in the forthcoming revolution that would topple the Tsar,
fulfilling the task that tbe bourgeoisie was incapable of completing. The
revolution would be made continuous (or 'permanent') by the workers who
would take power in alliance with the peasants. Crudely called the one-stage
theory, this conception of the revolution was always associated with Trotsky's
name.
There was two additional points tbat are seemingly less well known. Firstly,
Trotsky believed tbat the workers would have to transform themselves after the
seizure of IXlwer, if asocialist society was to become a reality. Secondly, as an internationalist, Trotsky never conceived of socialism being established in one counlry,
and most certainly not in a backward country like Russia. The workers of RusSia
could seize IXlwer but, for a socialist society to come into being, the revolution had
to be extended to the more advanced countries of Europe. It was this appraisal of
the revolution in Russia that led to a convergence of interests between Lenin and
'llotsky in 1917. They worked together to seize IXlwer in the name of the working
class, and they proclaimed their belief in the international solidarity of the
proletariat.
It was only in later formulations of the permanent revolution that its scope was
extended to cover the struggles in the colonial countries. Unlike his earlier work, in
which he provided an analysis of the impact of foreign capital on the Russian social
formation, 'llotsky never gave much attention to the political economy, or to the
class forces, in the individual colonies. He maintained that only a working class
revolution could lead those countries to freedom, and in the process they, and they
alone would solve the social problems left by a parasitic imperialism.
TIlls was not borne out in practice. Nonetheless large sections of the left, without
ever adhering to the lrotskyist position, believed that the communists in China,
Viet Nam, Laos and Cambodia had moved in one continuous process to the establishment of socialist societies. They never queried the claims that Mao, Ho Chi
Minh and even Pol Pot were building socialist countries. They had moved so far
from Marxism that they failed to ask why the proletariat took no part in establishing the new societies, nor why the workers took no part in controlling lhese socalled socialist states. Quite obviously they never raised the question of
internationalism. Consequently, the belief that socialism could be established
through guerilla armies, and that the working class could be bypassed in the
process, exercised a powerful grip on many socialist groups.
The Trotskyists went through paroxysms of anguish in trying to determine what
had happened. They got it wrong all too often, but failed to ask why 1\'otsky had
erred in his writings on the colonial question. What indeed came ofhis predictions,
for example, that India could not achie~ independence but would be subjected to
ever greater exploitation after the war?1 Like automatons they either tried to justify his statements, or to reinterpret them. In the process critical judgment became
impossible.
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The Theory in South Africa

It is nol certain wheLber the many fractions within Lhe lrOtskyisl movement had or
have a consistent line

00

the Black Republic. The first left oppositionists in the

country, in Johannesburg and in Cape Town, opposed the Comintern's resolutions
of 1928 vigorously. The 'Independent Native Republic' sJogan was condemned,
and Lhe theses drawn up in Cape Town by tbe group that became the Worker's
Party of South Africa (WPSA) rejected it out of hand. However Trotsky, whose
approval had been sought, declared in his rteply that it was wrong to reject the
Black Republic. He said that the blacks might wish to form their own separate
slate and that revolutionaries had to support the right ofoppressed nationalities of
self-determination, including the right of separation. Also, in his letter his formulations were close to that of the Comintem. For example when he claimed that
The South African possessions of Great Britain form a dominion only from
the point of a view of the white minority. From the point of view of the black
majority South Africa is a Slave Co[ony.l1
Trotsky had said that be knew little about the local situation and was incorrect in
his analysis. He was equally wrong when, in a parallel discussion, he approved of
theComintem's proposal that the blacks in the USA should be granted the right to
form a republic of their own. However his position differed from that of the Comintern: firstly in saying that the struggle against national subordination could only
be consummated through a proletarian revolution, and secondly that the support
given to oppressed nationalities was the only effective way in which the revolution
in South Africa could be brought to fruition. Looking back at Comintem policy he
was of the opinion that:
The historical weapon of national liberation can be only the class struggle.
The Comintern, beginning in 1924, transformed the programme of national
liberation of colonial people into an empty democratic abstraction which it
elevated above the reality of the class relations. 12
The WPSA accepted Trotsky's criticism, agreeing that they had been overpolemical in rejecting the Black Republic, but they never used the slogan in their
publication. Despite this a sigr&ficant section of the group inclined increasingly to
nationalist politics and they assumed the leadership of the Non-European Unity
Movement at its inception in 1943. They never spoke of blacks forming a separate
state, ignored the slogan calling for the right of self-determination, but nevertheless acted in the spirit of Trotsky's position paper. They put their emphasis on the
land question (as had the Workers Party in its main thesis), ignored the working
class, and their pronouncements were little different from those of the CPSA
during the height of the 'third period'. The only exception before 1940 was the
small section working in Johannesburg, and Max Gordon in particular, who set
out to organize the African working class.I) Gordon gave lip service to the WPSA
thesis but in effect he ignored its implications. He concentrated on work in the
trade unions and could be criticized only in being over immersed in economistic
activity.
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The Fowth International Organization of South Africa (FIOSA), while accept-

ing lI'otsky's arguments, rejected the Black Republic slogan. They said of the
WPSA that the logical development of their stress on the land question should
have led them to an acceptance of that slogan. They ascribed lI'otsky's position to
the misleading facts provided by tbe WPSA in their thesis. The problems raised by
this polemic were never resolved, partly because such discussions did not seem
relevant during the war years. The Workers International League (WIL) in the
Transvaal, after 1944, was involved in trade union and black conununity struggles.
It affilialed with the Non-European Unity Movement (NEUM), bUI this was of
little consequence because that movemenl never established itself in the
nansvaal.
In so far as policies can be discerned, members of the WIL followed the fIrst formulation of the permanent revolution, as stated by notsky in 1904-06. That is, in
the absence of a black bourgeoisie, the democratic struggle could only be concluded by the black working class. This, they said, had to be in alliance with tbe
white workers, who would ultimately place class allegiance above ethnic domination. 14 The Worker's Party chose to work underground and DO more was beard
about it as an organization after 1939. Its members only appeared openly as
founders of the NEUM, and there they acted as leaders ofa nationalist movement.
They claimed to be more revolutionary, at least in policy, than the ANC, but they
stayed aloof from active campaigns. In their propaganda there was no [race of
Trotsky's policies, either in respect to the permanent revolution or the Black
Republic. Only fIOSA operated openly in Cape Town, mainly as a propaganda
group: they affiliated with the NEUM and, although they put work in the national
movement as central to their activities, that involved liltle more than attendance at
annual conferences.
The WIL in Johannesburg imploded in early 1946, and FIOSA dissolved itself in
1948 or 1949. Thereafler, outside the Unity Movement, which vigorously denied
its 'Iforskyist connection, the tradition of the old left opposition was carried by
small groups in Cape Thwn and Johaonesburg 15
It is no longer clear who ~ or claims to be. Trotskyists in South Africa. In line
with events in Europe and the US, the followers of'frotsky have splintered. Most
tendencies adhere to tbe theory of 'permanent revolution', although interpretaions vary from group to group. The Marxist Workers Thndency (MWT),
whose members claim to work inside the ANC, although it was expelled from that
body many years ago, has a position that is nOI very different from that of thirdperiod Stalinism. As quoted above, the CPSA claimed that the ANC would be
transformed 'into a fighting nationalist revolutionary organ'. The MWf advances
the same notion loday. Other tendencies are more circumspect although most
operate inside the ANC, overtly or covertly.
However, the facts contradict, or call for the modification of, almost all the old
theories, whether emanating from Stalinist or Thotskyist groups. The current situation is one in which legislative apartheid is all but dead, and the ANC/SACP/pAC
alliance intends negotiating with the government over the constitution of a bourgeois democratic state. This implies: inside a state that all recognize as being
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unitary, Colonialism of a Special1}'pe has no further currency; that the establishment of an Independent Native Republic will not take place; and that the
removal of formal colour discrimination has not been brought about by a
proletarian revolution.
Yet the situation is still explosive. and the basic transformation of South Africa
has not taken place. Apartheid is dead, but colour differences still divide the
country as solidly as ever before. Except that now the division is more obviously a
class division, even though aspects of ethnic domination are still in place. If the
permanent revolution has any meaning today it rests not on an analysis of the forces capable of transforming South Africa. That task clearly rests with the working
class. Nor is it a matter of stages: that argument is dead. The one factor that asserts
itself even more than ever, and divides notskyism from Stalinism is the understanding that socialism cannot be built in one country. Only through the spreading
of the revolution to the advanced countries is there any hope for socialism in South
Africa.
The internationalisation of socialism is a necessary condition: only that will ensure that there are enough goods available to satisfy the needs of the population.
And only by that means will it be po5SJble to stop the spread of subversion by the
forces of counter-revolution. But it will not be sufficient The socialist movement,
if it is to be involved in building a world in which new values prevail will have to be
the guardian of a socialist democracy in which the methods ofStalinism are finally
rooted out. There can be no ooo-party S[ate, no secret 'security department', no
police or armed force that is the exclusive property of the government that takes
power, no central control that denies small groups the right to self direction. That
has never been achieved under capitalism Methods of working class control will
have to be cl.i.sro.'ered which will offer the producers ways through which they can
innovate while providing the basic needs of the society of which they are an integral part. f"'tnally, as long as government continues, and until methods of central
control can be abolished, ways will have to be found to protect the rights of every
individual from the tyranny of cabals, sects, groups and parties.
These were problems to which the Conference on Marxism should have given
more time. The fact that so little attention was paid to them indicates that MarxislS
bave DO( come to grips with the theoretical and practical problems thal need understanding before there can be any thought ef transfonning society.
Noles
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THE CONFERENCE ON MARXISM: SEPTEMBER 1991

Opening Address by Baruch Hlrson·
First of all let me say how appropriate this conference is, and how two years
ago it would have been unthinkable. Changes which have taken place, and
tbere have been changes if there bas been no transformation, have allowed
this conference [to convene]. Secondly I suspect that the organisers of this

conference could not have realized how appropriate [it would bel to call this
particular gathering together within a fortnight of the banning of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. It seems 10 me appropriate that I should try
to trace, partly as an historian, and partly as an activist, the relationship of
what I call the Russian connection with South Africa. I can bardly call it a
Soviet link because I do not know where the Soviets are any more.

In trying to decide bow to approach the subject it seemed to me appropriate to
recall that over the last five decades at which I bave spoken to various audiences
about Marxism, ranging from the City Hall steps of JohannesbUrg to [students] at
many universities, I have told my audiences 'please separate out what I am saying
about Marxism and what you have heard about the Soviet Union'. At long last I no
longer have to say that, it is absolutely obvious. In talking about Marxism I am not
talking about the experience of the Soviet Union, I am talking about the ideas of
Karl Marx. and I am talking about working class struggles.
That ~ only one of many threads that I thought I should mention, but there are so
many threads that I am not certain that I know how to weave them together to
make a whole cloth.
The Russian CODnection
Looking at the local connections with Russia...the very first of tbe socialist
groups I know of in South Africa were those of Russian exiles long before the
revolution [of 1917], who believed devoutly that the struggle in Russia against
the Tsarist regime was one of the most important of the struggles in which
they could help and participate. They met in smaD little conclaves, they spoke
Yiddish, and in that they paralleled little groups who spoke in German or in
Italian. They were groups of exiles, people who had fled from Europe who
brought with them their conception of socialism and the hope that tyranny in
Europe would be at last overthrown. The Voice of Labour, one of the very
first of the socialist organs in this country, brought out by a semi-syndicalist
group around (Archie] Crawford and Pickhandle Mary Fitzgerald, took up
the matter of this Russian oppression, wrote about the secret police (the
Okhrana]. displayed their antagonism to the bastion of corruption, and
prayed for the day...wben that oppressive state would be destroyed. And that
is why Benny Sachs, in his reminiscences. speaking of the events of February
1917, said that the Jews of Johannesburg danced in the streets. They were not
all Jews and many of them did not dance for long, but some continued to
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dance and they danced through October, and unfortunately they continued to
dance to whatever tune came out [of Moscow) thereafter.
However, that aside, they did dance. It was a great event. This was something
they had been looking forward to all their lives and to which they continued to look
foTWatd in exile. The fact that the revolution came first in Russia deserves serious
discussion and serious investigation...but that is not my particular concern now.
The point is that when that revolution did come, it did have people in the streets,
and also in serious discussions, to determine what was happening and what its impact on South Africa might be.
In looking at the events of February 1917, one figure [in South Africa] stands out
above all others in his understanding of events. It was a most peculiar understanding, because it came not from a deep knowledge of Marxism, but from a gut
reaction as he observed what was happening in the world around him. I refer to
that almost unknown person, David lvon Jones, a Welshman who had come to
South Africa in 1910 as a bible puncher and ended up as a Bolshevik...He was a
devoutly religious person, looking for justice and he believed he had found it in the
demands for peace, for better living conditions and in socialism. The new religion
as he described it, seemed to have arisen in Russia and he devoted the rest of his
life to that cause. I do not want to impinge on my conference paper on Jones., but
it must be said of him that, having moved to a radical position because of the actions of the white workers [of South Africa) in the [general strikes) of 1913 and
1914, and having seen how they were mown down by Smuts, he adopted the most
radical solution he could find: complete opposition to the government, complete
opposition to the first World War, complete opposition to the collapse of the
Second International. He wrote to the secretary of the International Socialist
Bureau in London [in 1915] saying that the Second International had collapsed. In
that leiter he called for a new international, suggesting that it be led by [the German social democrat] Karl Liebknecht, to oppose the war...When the Russian
revolution started in February, Jones responded with an amalgam of ideas that approximated to the permanent revolution, before most of the Bolsheviks came to
that position. He greeted the revolution in March 1917 having only the accounts in
the [local) newspapers. If I ask you to look at the Star or Cape TImes, or Cape
AJgrIS, you will see what I mean when I say that he didn't have very much information to work on. Nonetheless he could say, within two weeks of the events being
reported in the local press that, in this period of advanced capitalism, the Russian
workers could not stop [after] the first hurdle, they would have to move on to a
second revolutionary phase, and would have to take power. And please note: this
was before Lenin had arrived back at St Petersburg; when the Bolsheviks were in
disarray and not sure whether they should support Kerensky or not; and when
Trotsky had not yet returned to Russia. At this time Ivon Jones was already
proclaiming the need for the Russian workers to conrinue their revolution. In
some sense he advanced South African socialist ideas to the very centre of world
events.
In looking at what was happening, Ivon Jones had no concept of one-stage or
two-stage revolutions: that is a later invention of the Comintem (Third Intema-
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tional), as copied by many who should know better. He saw revolulion as a continuous process in which the workers having moved, would move again, because
they would not stop before Lhey took power. His concept of the permanent revolution, as I understand it, was absolutely accurate. He believed from the beginning
that the Russian workers had entered into Ute world socialist movement, and lhey
would help to liberate all mankind Eram...capitalism. He was an internationalist to
the core. Not for onc moment did he think of socialism in one country, never mind
in South Africa. Except for one lhing, that having seen the possibility of revolution
in Europe, he then said that lheSouth African workers could obviously take power
because he believed they could link up with socialists elsewhere and that was es·
sential to his entire understanding of socialism.
That was the message of Jones, and it was not accidental therefore that hI: was
involved in the first anti-communist trial in this country, in 1919, in Pietermaritzburg, something that tends to be forgotten. Jones [and L H H Green] were
tried after they issued a leaflet entitled 'The Bolsheviks are Coming'. Not coming
from Russia, but from within South Africa. Dragged out of a sanalOrium,
desperately ill, Jones was given a jail sentence. [The case was based on a technicality - on whether the censorship laws had been broken, but the trial cenlred
on the ideas of communism]. Only the appeal court saved him from going to
prison, and that probably saved his life. Jones, desperately ill as he was, did
manage to get to Europe. He had gone home to die in his native town,
Aberystwyth. But, persuaded to go to Moscow, had a new lease of life: as a
propagandist for the Comintern; as a translator of Lenin into English; as an ad·
mirer of Lenin and Trotsky - and he did not separate them, because they were
working together to create a socialist society in Russia. What would have happened to him ifhc had not died in 1924, and he was seriously ill and died naturally,
is hard to say. I did speak with the Russian historian, Professor Davidson, and he
agreed with me thal had Jones lived, he would not have lived for very long. He
would have fallen in the purges, because internationalist thal he was, there was no
way that he would have been toleratcd in the Moscow regime that followed.
In talking about the Russian connection, I want to repeat the complaint of S P
Bunting, in Moscow, in 1928: that is. that the Commtern and fellow communist
parties gave no advice to the SACP. When the British seamen's strike took place in
1925, and it took place mainly in South Africa,Austraiia and New Zealand...members of the SACP formed the core of the support committees in South Africa.
They waited for some kind of message from Moscow, on how they might proceed.
No message ever came. Was this because South Africa was thought of as an outpost, not recognized for what it was - a centre of world capital because it was the
producer of gold?
There was no support for the communists. and no advancement of theory for the
South Africans from the Communist International. It was not necessary in most
cases for the South African party to get instructions from Moscow, the Russians
had only to wink and the local party members blinked furiously. Whatever happened in Russia - understandably at the beginning - was followed so automatically when news came through that instructions were not needed. That is, until it
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came to a political situation when our comrades of that time did not know how to
proceed.
Bunting complained bitterly in 1928, but in fact it came too late: the Comintem
was about to instruct. When the line was class struggle before 1928 the local party
foUowed, because they were in tune with Moscow. When that was reversed and the
new line called for a 'Black Republic', then, come what may, object as they may,
the new line was 'Black Republic'. When it was 'popular front', whether they objected or not - and by this time they had stopped objecting - it was 'popular
front'. When Moscow said 'anti-war', it was anti-war; when that was reversed and
became 'pro-war', it was pro-war, and when it was pro-war again, need I say, it
was pro-war again, the conununists in South Africa [knew the time had come to
change tack). They did their patriotic duty: I remember how they sat playing poker
every Sunday night with a kitty for Medical Aidfor Russia. It was a patriotic effort
on their part...Whatever was demanded of the party followed suit.
Let me say that I am sorry that I have to talk in this way. I should be the impartial
opener of the conference, and I am sure that many people might be uncomfortable. I hope that we might discuss some ofthese things as the conference proceeds
and we will see how some of these issues will emerge, but whatever might be said of
the communists or the left opposition, they always followed a Russian model.
Those who were expeUed from the party because ofgenuine distress at the way the
Soviet Union conducted its policies, if they stayed in politics, still foUowed the Russian model. This time it was Trotsky's model. There was hardly anything these
people would do unless they got the support of Leon Trotsky. I I.hink that Trotsky
was a great man, but I do not I.hink that any group can dare to say thal will foUow a
policy because one man somewhere lays down the line. Trotsky made a really disastrous mistake in the way he advised the left opposition in South Africa in his letter of 1935. I think that by agreeing with them that they centre their work on the
land question, and urging them to accept the Black Republic slogan, Trotsky was
horribly wrong. I I.hink that in this he did a real disfavour to the left opposition in
South Africa. Please note the way he dominated the left opposition in those days:
whether it was by writing the forward to the Afrikaans edition of the Communist
Manifesto to conunemorate ninety years of that pamphlet, or whether it was to advise on the programme of the party that was formed. He did a further disservice by
calling that monslrOus state a 'deformed worker's state'...Yes it was degenerate but it is doubtful whether it was a worker's state. Many continued to accept
'frotsky's description of the USSR as a deformed or degenerate state. Hopefully
recent events will persuade people that such a description is no longer valid.
The War, the USSR and the Communist Party
The view taken towards the USSR affected the entire attitude towards the
war. The CPSA was confused, some Trotskyist groups resolved the problem
by dissolving themselves. It is not possible to understand how they could have
done that: it was inexcusable. Only two small groups, one in the Cape, and the
other in Johannesburg functioned openly: and they adopted an anti-war position. Whether that attitude was correct needs serious discussion and serious
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debate. But it was not central to the politics of tbe time. The black working
class did not give a damn about the war: they were interested in day-la-day
issues. That emerged clearly from the documents I found when I came to
write my last book. The Africans were concerned about their working and
living conditions; about the right to form trade unions and to strike, and
whether their community problems could be solved. That is why they
boycotted the buses or demanded morc houses. [Their actions ignored appeals by communists and the nationalist movements, among others, that they
do not strike, or do not disrupt production].

The Post-war Era
It was after the war that the situation seemed to take a different turn. The

Soviet Union was now the first among equals of those who had defeated Hiller. The reason for that victory (and that defeat) f still find unanalyzed in most
of the books I read. But whatever the reasons for those events, the CPSA altered course after the war, both because of events overseas and locally. The
party members were devastated by Churchill's speech at Fulton in 1946 where
he said that an 'iron curtain' was descending on Europe, and this was followed by the Truman doctrine, which heralded the start of the cold war. However, just when they were about to alter course they were banned. The
members of the CPSA went into the ANC and, whether they did this for good
or bad reasons, they were able to establish themselves inside the nationalist
movement in South Africa. They imported into the ANC a sense of organization, a certain backbone that must not be denied for one moment, and they
also imported Stalinist methods.
After the banning of the ANC in 1960, its exile body became increasingly indistinguishable in form from Stalinism.. A process of transformation that was helped
on by support from eastern Europe with money, with publishing, with scholarships
and with arms for struggle. The members of the ANC - and I do not know which
were members of the SACP and which were nOI - they were indistinguishable picked up the methods of the secret police; in East Germany, Cuba and the Soviet
Union. In this way they conducted themselves in ways little different from the communist parties, so called, throughout Europe. It is this which laid its stamp on the
High Command's actions in the mutiny in Umkhonto we Sizwe in 1984: to the
forms of interrogation, torture and killings. I am not concerned here with whether
the people who conducted that mutiny were right or wrong in their appraisal of the
military situation in Angola. I do know that most of them were nOl spies. I do know
that most of them were not agents ofthe govenunent, and I do know that they were
brutaUy murdered by the security department of the ANC. And I do know that
those methods have continued and still continue despite denials by the ANC.
There are still members of the ANC in prison in 'Thnzania, who are being beaten
with iron rods and mutilated. I do know that people are being accused falsely and
being excluded for false reasons inside the Co.ogress movement.
This is not, [1 repeat), nOlthe fight for democracy that we were told would come
out of the ANC. This is a fight for the establishment of a kind of control which is
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fmally being buried in Lhe Soviet Union - or hopefully it is being buried - but is
still alive in Lhe ranks of the ANC and Lhe SACP:
Please do note, that whether you accept what t say or not, there are a whole
series of questions Lhat have to emerge from your deliberations. which must take
these events into account. We have to understand the meaning of the Soviet
Union's impact on South Africa, the way in which it affected our politics, yesterday, today and unfortunately still tomorrow. The way in which Lhese ideas have
been imported into the political movements of this country, the way in which they
affect both those who were in the Communist Party, in the ANC, Azapo, the PAC,
and in the little groups of the Trotskyist tendencies...llie Marxist Workers Thndency, the Swp' the WRP, and so on - they too have to confront this issue and decide
where they are in terms of the problems of what was represented not only by the
Soviet Union, but the concept of revolution, the concept of socialism, the internationalizing of our struggle, so that Marxism can be revived and flourish, and play
a reaUy active part in the transformation of this country.
By that I do not mean through a market economy. I do nOI mean it through a
mixed economy, or a social welfare state. I mean through the control of sociery, by
the producers of that sociery, in an international movement wroch will transform
not only SouLh Africa but the world.
This is not going to take place immediately. It might only take place over ten,
twenry or thirty years. We still have time to learnt what tbe problems are so tbat we
can play our real part when the time comes. I can only say that I hope that your
deliberations, which might not be as partisan as mine has been, will at least be fruitfuI and that some ideas will come out of them.
•

Although there was a prepared paper, the outline of which I foUowed, I did
not read from it and preferred to ad lib. This allowed for spontaneiry but also
led to repetition and some slips of Lhe tongue. The address has been shortened and corrected. Readers of Searchlight SOUlhAfrica will recognize ideas
elaborated in previous issues that had to be shortened to fit the time available
for the address. Additions, inserted in the interest of clarification, are in
square brackets - BH.

Review

A LITERATURE OF WOLVES
Paul Trewhela

IDEe Runge and Uwe Stelbrink (1990), Markus Woll 'Ieh bill keill Spioll',
Dietz, Berlin.
Markus Wolf (1989), Die Troika, Claassen, Dusseldorf.
I saw Ihe infliction of pain broken ilway from the willlhal creates it...the Sibcrias of snow and
gun...
- Nadine Gordimer, Burger's Dllughkr (1979).1

The Spy-Cllier as Author

Runge's and Stelbrink's book is the record of a series of interviews with
Markus Wolf conducted in Ihe summer of 1990, and published by a former
East German state publishing house. This book directs an interesting light on
the past and prescnt orthe South African Communisl ParlY, and in particular
on the training of the security apparatus of the ANC. Markus Wolf was, until
1987, a director of the security apparatus of Ihe former German Democratic
Republic, the Stasi (Miuisterium fur Staatssicherheit).
Before what Wolf calls 'die Wende' or turning-point of late 1989, the GDR was
a crucial link in the international logistical network that upheld the exile operations of the ANe. East Germany was the base from which the SACP publication
The African Communist and the ANC monlhly Sechaba were published. It was
also a major training base of cadres for Umkbonto we Sizwe. There, recruits in the
June 16 Detachment, formed from thcyouth that went into exile after the ]976
school sludents rebellion, received political training from ANC luminaries such as
PaUo Jordan (SecretfY for Information and Publiciry), Ronnie Kasrils (head of
Military [nleUigcnce) and Alan Brooks. It was also a primary centre for training
of the ANC security department, responsible for replicating the apparatus of
totalitarian political control within the ANC in exile. Through nearly all the
countries in Africa in which it had a base in exile, the ANC had alongside its political office...a prison. It is this institution of modern South African political life that
the interview with Wolf helps illuminate.
Wolf's cwriculum vitae are given as follows on the back of Die TI"Oika (The
Troika), an autobiographical account published by him in 1989:
bom 1923 as san oflhe wriler Friedrich Wolf. From 1933 to 1945, in exile in
Moscow. From May 1945, editor and conunentator with Berlin Radio. After
that, special correspondent at the Nuremberg Trials. From 1949 to 1951, first
counseUor in the diplomatic mission of the GDR in Moscow. From 1951 to
1987, worked in the Ministry for State Security llhe Stasi], fmaUyas director
of the Intelligence Department [Hauptverwaltung AufkHirungJ and as
deputy Minisler. Retired in 1987. (Translated)
Wolf's ]1-year youthful exile in the Soviet Union under Stalin foUowed thc route
of the German stalinist emigration. His father was both a member of lhe German
Communist Party and a Jew. When Wolf retired in 1987 as one of the most impor-
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tanl.security functionaries of the entire bloc of stalinist states, his life was an
epitome of two generations ofstalinist politics. Lasting well over three decades, his
career in the East German secret police began under Stalin and concluded under
Gorbachev.
The agency he headed is credited with having penetrated !.he German Federal
Republic wi!.h hundreds of agents, and probably several thousand more informants, so that 'at virtually every level ofgovernment, someonc worked for the Stasi'.
(Independent on Sunday, 19 May 1991) In the GDR itself'Big Brother listened and
watched in every factory, office and church...Stasi agents were present in every opposition group - in some cases, they formed a majority of founder members. The
Stasi's role in training and sheltering Palestinian guerrillas and West German RAF
(Red Army Fraction] terrorists was equally spectacular'.
In his extended interview with Runge and Stelbrink, Wolf acknowledges !.he role
ofthe Stasi in training the security apparatus of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO). He remarks that PLO officers received training from !.he Slasi
fundamentally in the same way as contacts from Syria, Iraq, Egypt and South
Yemen, where we had the strongest presence as an intelligence service, along
with several African countries...These people came here and were trained. I
think this consisted of training at the party political level, in the military field
lhroUgh the army, in the area of the Interior Ministry for 'internal' personnel
and in the area of slate security in the various departments. (pp 77-78 Translated)
He adds lhat individuals were trained in the general principles of inlelligence
work, in various sectors. Referring to Iraq in the early stages of the conflict over
Kuwait, he notes that previously Iraq had been what he describes as 'a position in
the Soviet foreign policy' ('dann war ja Irak eine Position in der sowjetischen
Aussenpolitik').
Consequently it was given military support, delivery of weapons and so on. In
this confrontational division of the world and through the existing collection
of allies, the ruling principle was that each one which goes along with me is
my ally and to it I give everything, and thus it is automatically the enemy of the
other side. (p 81)
The same logic obtained in Stasi support for the;\NC. The security apparatus ofthe
ANCfunctionednolessas'a position in Soviet foreign policy' ,alongwithlhe
regimes of Mozambique, Angola and Ethiopia. According 10 Christopher Andrew
and Oleg Gordievsky, it was the Stasi Lhat built up the security apparatus in Angola
and Mozambique, where it also set up a system of labour camps for 're-education'.
(KGB, The Inside Storyofits Foreign Organisation/rom Lenin to Goroachev, Hodder
andSIoughton,1990,p464) Ryszard Kapuscinski has not edthe cru cial roleofthe
StasiinBrezhneviteElbiopia,astheforcethatguardedthediclatorMengistuand
'managed his political militia'. (Independent on Sunday, 1September 1991)
It is most probable that this experience was brought directly to bear on the setting up of the;\NC prison camp, 'Quatro', in northern Angola in 1979, and of the
ANC security deparlment itself. The Stasi played a crucial role in Africa's ex-
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perience with Stalinism, and it is essential for the future ofsouthern Africa that the
exact nature of this relationship, especially in the formation of an apparatus of
coercion, becomes public knowledge.
With the Stasi in Africa

In 1990 Samir AI-Khalil noted that the 'methods, instruments and structures
needed for effective torturing institutions in the Third World normally get imported from the outside', and that in Iraq these were provided by the Soviet
Union and the GDR. (Republic of Fear: Saddam's Iraq, Hutchinson, p 66)
A first-hand account of the ANC prison camp Quatro was published in
Searchlight South Africa No 5, July 1990. Procedure in the camp, according to a
former prisoner, followed the same principles as in a security prison in East Germany, as shown in a recent TV documentary. The prison in the GDR had a system
of red and green lights in the corridors to control the movement of prisoners, to
prevent inmates whose identity was to be kept secret from being recognized by
other inmates. At every corner in Quatro, inmates were strictly required to ask
'Permission to pass'. On the order 'Cover', ANC prisoners were required inunediately to crouch close to the ground with their arms over their heads. (personal
communication) Differences in procedure were mainly those appropriate to the
different technical levels of East Germany and the north Angolan bush.
The stalinist states bad a system of general training centres for 'third world'
states and nationalist movements. Iraqi security officials and personnel from other
countries were trained in the GDR at aStasi school at Massow, near Berlin. (Independent, 30 January 1991) ANC security personnel studied in the GDR at Dieterhof. Thwards the end of the 198Os, ANC security and prison staff were trained in
Cuba (the last redoubt to which SACP political and military personnel continue to
be scnt). Training of military personnel above the rank of captain included the
methodology of intelligence, and here all roads led to the KGB, which kept files on
its pupils so as to monitor their careers.
In the Soviet Union, individuals from the military wing of the South West Africa
Peoples Organization (Swapo) were trained in military intelligence at Simferopol
in the Crimea - at 45 degrees north of the equator, one of the warmest areas of
the Soviet Union - where they were taught melhods of torture used by the partisans in the forests in the western areas of the Soviet Union in world war two.
These were unsophisticated methods which did not require modern technical apparatus, and appear quite similar in character to those used by Swapo security in
its purges in southern Angola from 1984 to 1989. The methods taught at Simferopol included:
'" suspension of a prisoner by his arms;
'" suffocation, by means of a plastic bag tied around the Deck;
'" tightening of a rope tied around the prisoDer's head, by means of a stick
twisted in a tourniquet;
'" burning the body with live coals.
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While Swapo military personnel at Simferopol were kept segregated from
trainees from other parts of the world, they were aware that the base was being
used at the same time for training of military personnel from other countries such
as Nicaragua. (communication from former Swapo soldiers)
Wolf of course does not reveal such arcane secrets ofhis craft. Nevertheless, the
interview is interesting, and not only for the implied relation of the Stasi to [he
training of the ANC security apparatus. Wolf reveals how little exceptional is the
'new thinking' of the SACp, summed up in the article by the party's former
secretary--general, Joe Siovo, 'Has Socialism Failed?' The new turn by Siovo, chief
of staff ofUmkhonto we Sizwe at the time ofthe mutiny in 1984 and during the torture and imprisonment of dissidents at Quatro, is shown to be essentially the same
as that of Wolf, the Stasi-chief over the same period. SIovo's generation of SACP
leaders is steeped in the same process ofcultural, political and historical formation
as their German colleague, and in the changed currents of the 19905 follows the
same route towards political self-preservation.
The old Stalinist Wolf cries mea culpa over the state system in which individuals
such as he held the leading strings. Concerning that which 'wrecked our system' ,
he pins the blame on: 'what one now - I long rejected this concept - describes as
Stalinism or the consequences of Stalinism'. (p 12) Sir William Harcourt, one of
the venerables ofthe old Liberal Party in Britain, was supposed to have staled that
'we are all socialists now', but it is left to the old apparatchiks Wolf and Siovo to infonn us that we are all anti-Stalinists now.
Wolf adds flesh to these bare bones. He states that the 20th Congress of the
Soviet Communist Party in 1956, at which Khrushchev delivered his secret speech
denouncing Stalin, was 'naturally a point of intersection (Schniltpunkt) for me.
From then on Stalin as a person was fmisbed for me...Since the 20th Party congress, the question of crimes was clear cut for me, and also: that one had to do
everything so that such things could not be repeated'. (p 41) This did Dot prevent
the GDR from presiding, two decades later, over construction of a prison system
in Africa borrowed by the ANC and the SACP from the crimes denounced by
Khrushchev.
Wolf is nothing if not self-effacing. For a spy--chief this is doubtless a matter of
habit. Reflecting on the changes of 1989, this life-long native son of the apparatus
declares: 'I Oltly know...that one must get rid of the apparatus'. (p 92)
Thirty years' opposition to the crimes of Stalin, at the head of the apparatus, do
not prevent Wolf however from presenting only minimal information in his
autobiography about the demise ofWdhelm Wloch, a German Cominlern militant
and father of his close friend Lothar Wlach (one of the 'troika' ofWolfs autobiograpby). Wilhelm Wloch perished in the Soviet Union in Stalin's purges of the
19305, after which the Wloch family, long-standing socialists, returned...to Hitler's
Gennany. Wolf states only that Wloch, like others, was a victim of 'arbitrary, unprovable accusations'.1b this (in words written before the downfall of his Slate) he
adds the callous routine chorus:
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His companions of fate, who swvived, continued undiverted in the struggle
against fascism, for the liberation of their fatherland and thereafter for the
building of socialism. I am convinced that if WJ.1helm Wloch were still alive,
be would be among them and with us. (Die Troika, P36)
Thus the Stasi--generallays claim to lhe memory ofthe victims ofSlalinism, while
at the same time training the modem Berias and Poskrebyshevs ofsouthern Africa
and the Middle East. This sickening literature, by death-bed converts from
Stalinism, has a whole school of scribes busy with their word processors in South
Africa. The lone of this literature is characterized by romantic schmaltz in the
manner ofWolPs 'liberation of the fatherland', a liberal hand in the revising of history, sticky passages concerning tbe unfortunate Wilhelm Wlochs, dishonest
protestations concerning democracy, and serene faith in the stupidity of the
reader.
A Little Matter of Torture

At present our knowledge of who taught what to whom, and how, in the apparatus of torture is slight. Investigation into this sump of modern southern
African history is at its merest beginnings. Outside the various intelligence
agencies (not least, that of the ANC), which generally already know all there
is to know, the present account - imperfect, allusive and tendential - is so
far the most complete tbat exists. However, with a nationalist Ukrainian
government having taken control over the training base at Simferopol in the
Crimea, and as investigators plough through the relics of the Stasi training
centres in the former GDR, a more complete picture relevant to southern
Africa must emerge. Piece by piece, more will be learnt about the obscure
past of many of the returned heroes of South Africa's political destiny.
In the 3O-year history of the ANC in exile, it was the military discipline of the
SACP that held the whole show together, especially in the leanest years. In this
relation, the greatest strength of the SACP was its position in the military high
command - in Umkhonto we Sizwe - crucially through its arterial role through
which was pumped Soviet and East European military hardware, funds and train~
ing. In the military high command, it was ultimately the security department that
had the decisive say, and in the security department, it was the apparatus of torture
and imprisonment of dissent that assured the place of the SACp, and thus also the
ANC, in present and future South African political life, in particular against the
thought-currents of black consciousness and democratic debate that migrated
north to the Angolan camps along with the generation of 1976.
In so far as its war against this unreliable climate of opinion (from the viewpoint
of the SACP) was won in exile - and not for instance through the man-hunt of
Azapo in the townships of South Africa, after the demonstrations against Senator
Edward KeIUledy in January 1985 - it must be understood that each and every
member of the ANC abroad was prisoner of this security apparatus. Even in parliamentary and judicial Britain, with a free press and open political debate, ANC
members had their passports kept under lock and key by the security department,
operating out of the Chief Representative's office in London. This served as a war-
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rant not only against defections (0 the South African state police, but still more as
a means of thought--control. ANC members studying in Britain were under continuous threat of transfer of residence from a university or college to the university
of pain at Quatro. A command system, with its local station chief from the security
department, extended to every centre of ANC exiles abroad, no different in its internal distribution ofauthority from a Soviet or East German embassy. It still does.
All this while the ANC, through the left and the liberals active in the AntiApartheid Movement, was upheld within British intellectual life as an altar of
democracy. A systemic corruption of concepts thus continued for decades,
colouring southern African political life in an unwholesome dy, and with it the
moral climate of political thinking in Britain and other countries, as well as the entire context of black politics internationally. It is a world where the major
categories derive straight from Orwell's 1984 (incidentally, the year of rebellion
against the rule of double-speak, in the mutiny among ANC troops in Angola).
Here is where torture, the gulag and the omnipotent rule of lies were in effect
classified internationally as good, acceptable,justified, the lesser evil ~ as in Spain
in lhe 19305. A major corruption of discourse, continuing the worst of the 19305,
was thus preserved as an international norm of great obduracy through the late
20th century, mainly among the intelligentsia and trade union officialdom, but also
in the churches, the political parties, the press and the schools. The effectiveness of
this internal regimen of the ANC may be measured by the fact that almost total
silence was preserved about it internationally until early 1990.
Markus Wolf was one of its most accomplished practitioners and educators.
Thus his significance for southern Africa. This review has nothing to say about his
personal fate after publication ofhis extended interview with Runge and Stelbrink,
his journey to Canossa via Moscow and Austria and wherever else. The spy-chief
will no doubt take care of himself. But how does one begin of take care of the
heritage of Stasi and KGB thought--control in what is now the most important
political organization in the sub-continent of Africa, in the principal industrial
base of the continent as a whole? What kind of training for democracy was there,
with the brutalism of the racist state confronted abroad by the more accomplished
and hypocritical brutalism of the ANC security department? On this issue, in
South Africa and abroad, the tongues are locked. Except a few marginalised
pariahs, it is an issue on which no-one is prepared to speak. Wolf and his colleagues did their work well.
Notes
I. Nadine Gordimer (1980), Burger's Daughter, Penguin, p 200. The characteraround whom the novel

revolves, a leader of the SACPwhodies in prison inSouth Africa, is derived from the life and death of
Bram FISCher, fonnerchainnan of the party and one of the founders of UmkhontoM: Sizwe.
2. Inaddition toindigestibJe JX'lUtical poetl)'of 193Qsvintage, wnnen under the name 'M'e Kumalo', the
inteHigencechiefKasrilsperformedan interestingservice toacademic knowledgethrough hisediting
(with a feUow South African, Bany Feinberg.laterdirectoroflntemational Defence and Aid) ofvarious
coliectionsoftriviafromlhearchivesofthephiJosopher,BertrandRusse1l.Thefirstvolume,Dear
Ikrtrand Russell, appeared in 1969. Given RusseU's relation to the movement against the war in Viet·
nam at this time (he died in 1m), this was an extraordinary relationslt.ip.
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TROTSKY'S POLITICAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF
THE USSR:1929-1940
H. H. Ticktln
Trotsky's political economy of the USSR remained incomplete. He provided
an analysis which could be extended to provide a fuller political economy of
Stalinism but, although this evolved over the period 1928-40, it remained incomplete. Furthermore it was inlernally inconsistent: always less than a
Lbeory and more a series of obsetvations and insights. He saw the Stalinist
elite as parasitic, but he also viewed it as a socioeconomic entity. Nonetheless, 1rolsky (whose crucial concept was not lhat ofa workers' state but of the
transition period), did not theorize his own perception although logically he
could have argued that the transition period had incorporated the effects of
the October Revolution irrevocably. Yet, in 1940, his argument for the
defence of the USSR no longer relied on lhat point.

lrotsky's Method
Trotsky's discussion on the nature of the USSR, unlike his political economy of
capitalism or his history of Russia, was impressionistic. In particular Revolution
Betrayed was originally written as a journalistic piece. To piece together his discussion of the political economy is difficult because his view was nol consistent over
time. Nonetheless, in his various writings he did capture the essence of the movement of the Soviet economy.
It was Preobrazheosky who described the laws of the political economy of the
USSR in the twenties, and formulated the laws of the transition period, stressing
the conflict between planning and the market 1. He was the most profound and
courageous political economist of the Bolshevik Party and the left opposition but
he lacked the subtlety of'frotsky, the historical understanding and the dialectical
skill necessary to grasp the full nature of Stalinism. Trotsky, probably the most
dialectical of all Marxist writers since Marx, also failed in this respect. In examining the interaction of socialist planning and market forces at work, he saw the forces of socialism fighting those of capitalism, that is, that there were two conl1icting
laws operating under the New Economic Policy (NEP). Yet, in referring 10 the
contradiction between the forces of production and the bureaucratic relations, he
failed to uncover the operation of the fundamental laws by not unravelling the
political economy of the Soviet Union.
Consequently, neither Trotsky nor Preobrazheosky grasped the full nature of
Stalinism. The problem is that the two laws of which Preobrazhensky speaks, that
of planning and the market, did indeed interpenetrate and contradict each other,
providing two poles of a new entity. Planning and the market stand in conflict, with
the one necessarily squeezing the other out. In this Preobrazhensky provided an
understanding of the dynamic of a genuine transition period 2. Despite this, these
two theoreticians saw Stalin and the bureaucratic elite as centrist, standing be-
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tween Bukharin, whose views led to capitalist restoration, and a proletarian
revolution as propounded by tbe left opposition. T.hey failed to see that thr
Stalinist road carved a path of its own: that is, it did not establish a mode ofproduc·
tion bUI only a temporary system which had its own life and laws. It is thaI
specificity and historical role which 1rotsky did not understand.
On the other hand, Thotsky's work is full of insights, impressions and profound
categorizations of the movement of Soviet reality. When be characterized
Stalinism as worse politically than fascism it was an insight which was as profound
as any. Only now are we beginning to learn of the depths of the brutality of
Stalinism. But Trotsky's characterization was political, nol social and economic.
There are three reasons for Trotsky's relatively limited understanding of the
USSR. Firstly, when all information was so heavily controlled and, in exile, he lack·
ed knowledge of the changes occurring in the USSR at the time. Secondly, a1.
though Trotsky saw that the USSR was unformed, he did not realise that it was the
nature of the USSR to be unformed. He never understood that a society could
come into being which never lruly fonns, that is, never establishes itself as a mode
of production and swallows up its own population in the process?
Thirdly, Trotsky's greatness derived from his presence in the specific political
economic process in Russia. When exiled, and deprived of people with whom to
discuss and interact, his abilities could only decline. Despite the profundity of his
thoughts in his last years, they were below his previous best.

lrotsky's Problem
The overall outline of the USSR was already clear in theoretical terms by 1929. A
new bureaucratic elite had taken power and wasestablishingitsown system ofcon·
tr 01. A numberofq uestion sthen arose. Where did this newgr 0 upcome from?
What was the objective basis of this bureaucratic elite in Soviet society? What laws
governed the operation ofSoviet society and what was its nature? The answer tothe
la tte r q ues tio nprovided thebasis ror the determinationoft he Jongevityofthe
regime. Trotsky's answers were opaque. While pointing out that 'there still remains
thecharacteroftheSovietState, which does not remain atall unchangeable
throughout the whole transitional epoch', 4he argued that the social democrats had
rescued the bo~geoisie and consequently the period 'stretched out to a whole his·
toricalepoch'. Heappea red to regardthe bureaucracyas asubjective phe nom·
enon bar nofobj ective circumstancessaying: 'ThegistoricaJ crisis ofmankindis
reduced to the crisis of the revolutionary leadership The problem is that the subjective/objective dialectic has to be formulated.
As Trotsky correctly saw, the epoch was one of transition in which the movement
from capitalism to socialism involved a change towards a socialist form of planning. In the intermediate period the organization and administration of the
economy and political life were bound to come to the fore. Hence. the subjective
factor would play an increasing role in political life. But what role? Since there was
neither planning nor the pristine spontaneous market. it was not at all clear.
Trotsky had asked in the late 19205 where the bureaucracy came from and his
answer was two-fold. It was tile organ of the world bourgeoisie. or. in other words,
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the expression of the victory of the world bolll8eoisie within the USSR, within the
limits that were possible to the bourgeoisie? II was also the immediate expression
of the interests of the apparatus which bad come into being. under conditions of
both scarcity and the marker. Obviously, the combination of relatively well-paid
non-Marxist specialists and party and state offi~ who emerged in positions of
privilege and authority, even if un-corrupred, was a conservative force. That is, as
he saw it
The Soviet bureaucracy, which reprcscnls an amalgam of the upper slralum
of the victorious proletariat with broad strata of the overthrown classes, includes within itself a mighty agency of world capital"
This view, if pursued, should have led him to continue his analysis on an objective plane.
Rakovsky's Leuer to Valentinov of2 August 1928, which Trolsky found 'exceptionally interesting and significant', marked a new slage in the discussion and led
logical1y to an analysis of the origin of the bureaucracy in terms of the market.9 ln
his analysis of the bureaucracy, which was nove~ he claimed that Lhis was a newsociaI group. Rakovsky argued, firstly, that in taking power a section of the workers
that ruled were corrupted, by the accession of material privileges (via the market),
by the nobility, and by the corruption of power in itself. This Trotsky spccifical1y
termed 'superstructural,.10 Rakovsky then stressed the importance of educating
the working class. The degeneration, said Rakovsky, could be mitigaled through
Ihe correct leadership of the Communist Parry, which was nOl. forthcoming at the
time. On the other hand he specifically argued that 'we should have been
prepared for the nefarious influence of the NEp, against the lemptalions and
ideology of the bourgeoisie'. I I
At the time the question of the source of the degeneration seemed unnecessary.
since il was obvious that if the bureaucracy was the organ ofthe world bourgeoisie,
it arose from the market. U Today, however, the question must be clearly posed.
Even if Trotsky's view is clear, it has not been spelled out. What is needed is a discussion of the interaction between NEP and the origins of the bureaucratic eule.
Trotsky does make it clear that the bureaucratic apparatus merged with the 'bourgeois elemenls'P Why then did it nOl. introduce the market al the time? Trotsky
said thaI it would have preferred to, but could nOl. 14 That is, the conditions of the
time acted as a constraint on the bureaucracy that prevented it introducing the
market.
Trotsky's Critique
Trotsky's crilique was composed of several elements. With respect to labour,
he argued that [he framework of the USSR remained nationalized property.
This gave those who controlled the bureaucratic apparatus enormous
strength based on their ability to direct labour in the economy. This insight
has unfortunately been largely forgotten in the literature outside of the journal Cn"tique. The slress on the control of an amorphous labour force goes
straight to the heart of the matter.
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Methodologically this went back to Marxist political economy and its start~
point in human social labour and the specific form of that labour. 1fotsky argued
implicitly that human social labour in the USSR was not free but was controlled,
and therefore the regime had enormous economic and social power. What he did
not foresee was that the contradictions involved in such control would lead (0 the
purges, tbe gulag and a grossly inefficient economy. He saw the advantages in
terms of growth, and the disadvantages of lack of democracy in terms of waste
('bureaucratism as a system became the worst brake on the technical and cultural
development of the country') 15, but he did Dol perceive the scale of the killing and
the enormity of the waste. The fundamental problem was that he anticipated the
rapid end of the bureaucracy and so had no need to theorize the nature of its
economy,l6 The question of the contradictions of the system is discussed below.
In any social system labour has to have a form. Under feudalism it is subsistence
labour combined with a direct ~action of the surplus product, under capita.lism
it is abslractlabour, under socialism it is directly social labour. What is it undel
Stalinism? Implicitly I have already answered the question: it is the fonn of no
form. Put differently, the question is one of extraction of the surplus product and
the form under which it is taking place. It was clearly unique since it was neither
capitalist nor socialist. In fact, it is because the extraction of the surplus product
conflicts with the control over the labour process that the system malfunctions, is
inefficient and gives rise to massive waste. This only states that there is no historical
form of social labour but a stalemate between the sociaJgroups in the USSR and a
historical stalemate between the classes in the world. Trotsky insisted on the crucial role of labour productivity, pointing out ceaselessly that as long ~productivity
was lower than the rest of the world, the USSR remained unstable. 1
Trotsky's strength lay in his statements that the nature of the USSR was undetermined and his perception that it was the centralized conlrol over labour which
pennitled the bureaucracy to rule. He specifically argued thtt 'The control of the
surplus product opened Ihe bureaucracy's road to power,.l His weakness lay in
his inability to take these points to their natural conclusion.
Trotsky's second point rose from his discussion of the gains of the October
Revolution. Misled by optimism and poor information, he still placed hopes on (he
preservation of aspects of the revolution, leading to his fonnulation of the COnfliCl
in the USSR as lying between 'the social revolution still exist(ing) in property
relations', and bourgeois norrnsofdistribution. 19 That such a conflici existed in the
early days of the Lenin period was obvious but that a bureaucratic apparatus
would necessarily appropriate as much control as possible to itself over the means
of production did not enter Trotsky's discussion. To appropriate the surplus
product the bureaucracy had to have control over the means of production and
consequently over labour and its product. Then there is no longer a conflict between production and distribution. If, as lrotslcy argued, the working class in some
sense remained in power and the elite were confined by the structure itself he
would have been correct. He maintained that:. 'in spite of mo~trollS bureaucratic
distortions, the class basis of the USSR remains proletarian', but no elite could
accept such structural control and would be bound to find ways of removing it.
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The essence of the discussion, since the thirties, is about the nature of the structural control and how the elite liberated itself from the original form of tbe
nationalized property. From one angle a division between production and appropriation is a nonsense but looked at historically it bas its own justification. If the
proletariat were in power but, lacking the skills and the experience, could not run
its own economy, it would have to delegate authority to a bureaucratic apparatus.
This is what Trotsky argued starting from the general principle that any transitional period involved a bourg:-gis state enforcing bourgeois norms of distribution on
socialist property relations' I However, was tbe working class still in power, in
however attenuated a sense, in tbe thirties? Here Trotsky's political view of
Stalinism as centrist (that is, standing between the left and capitalist restoration)
was crucial. In that case Stalin still embodied, in however distorted a form, the
spirit of the October Revolution. But, if Stalin represented a temporary but nonetheless systemic change in control, which completely dispossessed the working
class then it could not be said that there was a difference between the form ofcontrol over the means of production and the form of distribution. They seemed, indeed, exactly suited.
The discussion on the nature of the USSR was derailed by the primitivism of the
arguments of Bruno Rizzi, Max Shachtman and James Burnham. They simply asserted that the USSR was a new mode of production with classes. But they had no
theory and could not provide the laws of motion of this new mode of production.
Whereas Trotsky at least had some understanding of the society they only had a
label. Today it is obvious that if it were a mode of production it ought to have at
least lasted longer than six decades. '!Totsky, however, took their contention
seriously, specifically stating that there was no new class in the USSR or no new
mode of production. His arguments are in fact irrefutable in Marxist terms. A class
must have a specific form of control over the surplus product and Trotsky argued
that the Soviet bureaucracy was too constrained to have developed that new
method of pumping out surplus product. The privileges were hidden, they were
forced to use planning and to industrialize the country.
Planning
The major underpinning of Trotsky's view of the USSR was that it was
planned and the whole debate hinges around that question. Shachtman, el aI,
argued that planning was possible in a new social formation. However, Marxists had argued effectively that planning, as the basis of socialism, was the antithesis of the market. Trotsky remained convinced of that, arguing that
planning was only possible on the basis of democracy: 'The plan is only a
working hypothesis. The fulfllment of the plan inevitably means its radical alteration by the masses whose vital interests are reflected in the plan,.22
Both sides of that debate were then locked into arguments which were incoherent. Had Trotsky completely abandoned the view that tbe USSR was
planned he would have been forced to conclude that the it was not a worker's state
and that there was no contradiction between production and distribution, despite
his having written in 1933 that: 'The Soviet economy today is neither a monetary
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nor a planned one. It is an almost purely bureaucratic economy.23 Trotsky then
embraced the contradiction in himself that the USSR is planned and not planned,
while not recognizing that fact.
On the other band, the bureaucratic collectivists produced a mecha.o.ical statement which was not dialectical in that they did not lry to perceive the contradictions operating in the society. Nonetheless, the underlying point that Shachtman
and others were trying to make is that lhe USSR cannot be understood as socialis~
or proto-socialist, which a worker's state viewpoint must assert. Nationalization of
the means ofproduction can give rise to a form which is exploitative. The problem
was nol that Trotsky disagreed. He explicitly states that a social revolution would
be required.
say, the distribution of productive forces among the various
branches of the economy and generally the entire content aCthe plan will be
Needless

(0

drastically changed when lh.is plan is determined by the interests not of the
bureaucracy but of the producers themselves...Certain of our critics (Ciliga,
Bruno and others) want, come what may, to call the future revolution social.
Let us grant this definition. What does it alter in essence?'24
He went from critical support based on the view that the USSR was a worker's
state and had to be defended against imperialist auack to an uncompromisinghostility to all the institutions of the USSR. It really is not clear why tbe USSR, if exploitative, has [0 be defended unless it is argued thal nationalization in itself has to
be defended. Yet, no-one calls for the defence ofa conservative collnrrysimply because it has nationalized institutions. No-one would need to: nations are entitled to
support in order to control their own destiny. Indeed notsky did argue in precisely
this manner in 1940, when he said:
When Italy attacked Ethiopia, I was fully on the side of the lalter, despite the
Ethiopian negus for whom I have no sympathy. What mattered was to oppose imperialism's seizure of this new territory. In the same way now r
decisively oppose the imperialist camp and support independence for the
USSR, despite the negus in the Kremlin'.2S
While such a view is consistent with a defence of the USSR as a workers'
state, it actually makes the workers' state defence otiose.
It would seem that for li'otsky the political economy of the USSR would need to
rest on the question of planning and the abililyto direct labour centrally. Logically
when these two elements were removed the regime would cease to have any historical justification and would cease to exist. Since 'ITotsky did not foresee tbe
regime lasting he could not develop such a political economy. Instead, following
Preobrazhensky, he saw the contradiction in terms of the market versus planning.
This was transfonned into bourgeois norms of distribution, a capitalist state with a
bourgeois bureaucracy versus the continuation in some form of the October
Revolution. As early as 1933 he wrote: 'The Stalinist system is exhausted to the end
and is doomed. Its breakup is approaching with the same inevitability with which
the victory of Fascism approached in Germany'. He then argued that Stalinism is
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like a parasite which has wound itself around the tree of the October Revolution,
which 'will yet know how to fend for itself.26
If planning versus market had been transformed in this manner, Trotsky was left
with the question of the nature of the new laws. What was the new political
economy? Here Trotskywas left with a description of the abolition of the market in
market tenns. His fundamental error was not to understand that the period of the
form of no form could be the nature of the epoch itself. In his chapter in the
Revolution Betrayed on the nature of inflation he argued that the market is needed
simply in order to have a measure of value and therefore a measure of costs. The
argument, however, reflects a critique from the angle of NEP but fails to under·
stand the nature of the economy ofthe time. The point is that the Stalinist economy
did evolve a non-market system and it was the task of Marxists to analyze it.
As I remarked, Trotsky did not realize that Stalinism could last for so long. II
could be said that the mistake is understandable and only recognized as such with
hindsight. Nonetheless, Trotsky admitted that he
made a mistake when he had
earlier argued that Thermidor had not occurred. Logically, he was on the way to
admitting that an indeterminate system was being formed.
Indeed, 'Irotsky could have taken an alternative and more logical path. The crucial concept was the epoch itself, of which the unformed nature of the USSR was
itself part. Proceeding from that point it would follow that it is the world which is in
transition, caused by the movement of the laws of capitalism and the decline of
value itself. 'Irotsky had this to say

frd

The sharpness of the social crisis arises from this, that with today's concentration of the means of production, i.e. the monopoly of trusts, the law of value
- the market - is already incapable of regl,l;lating economic relations. State
intervention becomes an absolute neeessity.28
In addition to its objective decline, capitalism had been overthrown at least once.
Whatever happened to the USSR could not alter the fact that capitalism was overthrown, placing conscious transition on the agenda throughout the world. This was
a transition, said lfotsky, that had been prolonged because of social democracy. It
followed then that the prolongation of the transition gave birth to Stalinism, which,
in its tum, delayed the onset of socialism still further.
What Trotsky overlooked was the consciousness of the bourgeoisie of its own
decline. II could and did take counter measures to ensure that it remained in
power. Delay is today the essence of the epoch and the bourgeoisie has taken on
board the lessons of the October revolution. It realized that it would have to make
concessions to the working class to stabilize the situation. Nationalization, growth,
full employment have now become standard aims of reformist and Christian
democratic governments. Even Conservative governments have nationalized
property and introduced forms of proto--planning. France, Germany and Japan
are examples.
The socialization of the means of production has already enshrined the gains of
the October Revolution, and the epoch now expresses its spirit. Only complete
reaction could return the world to a pre- October Revolution position and that,
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only if the working class the world over was prepared to feturn to mass unemployment and a low and static standard of living. The USSR in this sense is no longer
important. Even the US has maintained growth and relatively low unemployment
levels largely because the nature of the modem capitalist class depends on it. Arms
production, the centrepiece of modern industrial production, cannot be
eliminated without enonnous disruption to capital itself: yet it is a needs based industry funded by the slate and organjzed and planned over a long period of time.
Plan periods, predictability, organjzation. are DOW watchwords of industry, which
would nol exist if growth had nol become a feature of modem capitalism. That is,
1fotsky saw the objective character of the epoch in terms of the decline of the law
of value and the increased economic role of the state but he did not foresee its exlenl nor that the bourgeoisie would use what instruments it could to relain power,
even if they were the very tools required for lhe transition to socialism.
TINsley did not argue this point although the concept of the transitional epoch is
his own. It is not a question ofautomatic movement anywhere, but a simple understanding of the laws of motion underlying not one country but the epoch. Yet, by
continuing to maintain that Stalin was a centrist, Stalinism became a subjective
phenomenon rather than having its own political economy. Furthermore it appeared to be a largely Russian rather than an epochal phenomenon.
The Process at Work in the USSR

The market had really been abolished in the USSR and the conflict between
the laws of which he and Preobramensky had spoken had left out the actual
result of such a conflict. In principle either planning defeats the market or the
market wins. If neither wins there would be only degenerate forms of both,
temporarily united in a society which has no historical form but has an historical existence.At one level Trotsky was struggling towards such a statement
when he spoke of the historical nature of the USSR being open.
But let us bear in mind that the unwinding process has not yet been completed, and the future of Europe and the world during the next few decades
has not yet been decided. 29
At another level, he was still bound to the previous history of NEP seeing the
USSR in terms of plan and market.
It was the common currency of the early twenties that primitive socialist accumulation was required. Later, some identified the Stalinist process of industrialization with primitive socialist accumulation. While 'Itotsky hailed the
industrialization ofthe USSR as a result of the elements ofOctober, he did not call
it primitive socialist accumulation. Indeed any identification would have implied
that the USSR was building socialism When notskycriticized Preobrazheosky he
had referred to the possibility of using his analysis for purposes of building a na~
tional socialism.~ Hence Stalin's industrialization could not even be called primi·
tive socialist accumulation. Indeed, its highly contradictory nature, gross
inefficiency and high levels of repression were perhaps reminiscent of primitive
capitalist accumuiation.Yet it is not at all clear if there was an extraction of surplus
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product from tbe countryside: tbere was a shift of population but even that is
questionable given the numbers killed in collectivization and perished in the
famines. Would there really have been a shortage of labour, in the absence of collectivization? In that case, the process served no historical purpose, except to
maintain the elite in power.
Trotsky saw the contradictions of the system and opposed the forms of collectivization and so-<:a.lled planning but he still saw the system as demonstrating the
advantages of nationalization and planning. At that time, of course, no other
country had utilized those instruments, but he did not tease out the nature of the
system coming into being. Logic would have driven him into arguing that the
Soviet bureaucracy could neither use planning nor retwn to the market so that it
would be driven from pillar to post to fwd an inherently impossible solution, Indeed, I would argue that this position is the only one consistent with Trotsky's
theories.
For Trotsky the bureaucracy constituted a brake on 'the demands of
development', By the late 1930s development had ceased, leading to 'political
convulsions' and the purges.31 He therefore theorized the contradictions of the
system, but in an absolutist way, failing to say any more than the lnJism that the forces of production were coming into conflict with the relations of production, What
was missing was an explanation of the forms in which the conflict was taking place.
In his discussion of the market versus planning ltotsky argued strongly in favour
of the restoration of the market. 32 This misled Alec Nove and Richard Day into
believing that TIotsky argued for the market. This is absurd. TIotsky argued quite
clearly that in a transitional period between capitalism and socialism there would
have to be a market. Nonetheless the market is not on the side ofsocialism, it is the
enemy and would have to be phased out in the transition period. Thus,
The rouble will become the most stable valuta only from that moment when
the Soviet productivity of labour exceeds that of the rest of the world and
when, consequently, the rouble itself will be meditating on its final hour. n
And again, Trotsky basically repeated Marx when he said:
In a communist society the state and money will disappear, Their gradual
dying away ought consequently to begin under socialism. We shall be able to
speak of the actual triumph of socialism only at that historical moment when
the State turns into a semi-State, and money begins to lose its magic power.
[He then added]: Money cannot be arbitrarily 'abolished', nor the State and
old family 'liquidated'. They have to exhaust their historical mission, evaporate and fall awayJ.4
1rotsky was only following Marx's critique of political economy, in highlighting
the contradiction between exchange value and use value. Only the reformist
Stalinists and social democrats argued otherwise. What Trotsky was saying was
that money and the market must continue to be used until the demise of the transitional period to socialism. They have to wither gradually.
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How can the proletariat use the market, either under the best or the worst conditions of the transitional period? The latter was the case in the USSR, alone in the
capitalist world and with an economy that was both backward and in ruins. In the
first case, the proletariat could be assumed to be strong enough to deal with the
problems which would arise out of a market economy. Tbeywould begin to phase
it out from the first day of taking power, even ifit took some time to completelyex·
tinguisb the market. In the case of the USSR, however, the local market would iQevitably link to international capitalism and therefore constitute a political enemy.
Furthermore, the small size of the proletariat (a tiny proportion ofthe population)
would make it easy for the growing market seclor to displace them from power.
That would be the political problem, which indeed Trotsky had pointed out much
earlier when he made it clear that lhemarket was essential for all countries undergoing a transition to socialism. At the same time he declared that it was the use of
'methods and institutions of the capitalist system' which would be phased out as
quickly as the new socialist methods of planning, centralization and accounting
could be introduced.3.S And then at the 12th Party Congress on the Scissors crisis
he pointed out that there was an impossible conflict between the market and planning. There be described NEP as 'our r~tion of a legal order for the arena of
struggle between us and private capital'.
There was also an economic problem which would be eased in the case of an advanced country that was part of a wider socialist fraternity of nations by two factors: a high and rising standard of living and a high level of democracy. It would be
eased but not removed. Economically the market and planning are not complementary but undermine each other. This was the essence of Preobrazhensky's
argument and again it is a logical development of the contradiction between exchange value and use value carried over into the transitional period. The basis of
the market,sector has to be exchange on the basis of value, precisely what Trotsky
insisted was needed for planning in the USSR. 37 But, the basis of value is abstract
labour, whereas tbe basis of planning is democratic participation in decision
making by the associated producers themselves. These cannot co-exisl. The first
rests on alienated, controlled workers, whereas socialism requires free workers,
increasingly engaged in creative labour and whose interests as human being<> come
above production.
_
It follows that under the market (where value is the touch-stone), labour is
degraded, cheapened, or over exploited. Thus women's labour is degraded or
worse paid because of time off to have children. From the point of view of the
planned society, however, women's interests are primary, with production itself
coming secondary. Ultimately women's labour will be much more productive
under planning. but in the transitional period it would take some time to manifest
itself. In like fashion, mining is an inhuman fonn of labour and the planned sector
would have to automate it to the maximum degree or phase it out. On the other
hand, the market sector might find it highly profitable to use cheap peasant labour.
The proletariat would have to remove crucial aspects of the law ofvalue on taking
power: that is, unemployment and with it the reserve army of labour, and introduce a minimum wage and standard of living. Consequently, workers in the
market sector would have less incentive to work hard, since they could not be dis-
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missed or would easily find another job. The quality of goods did indeed drop in
all sectors after the revolutionar as compared with the same fIrms under Tsarism.
Preobrazhensky's plain£ive cry that we have neither the advantages of capita.l.ism
nor of socialism would be an inevitable concomitant of any transitional period
The kind of problem faced by co-operatives in the USSR is also inevitable.
Where do supplies come from for the different sectors? They cannot be self-suffi·
cient. If the market sector needed machinery from the planned sector, it would
have to conform to the planned form. That is, it would have to put in its orders to
the central planners, in accordance with the planned economy's needs. Under
conditions of shortage the planned sector could not rely on the wholesale trade or
some spontaneous factor to fulfil its demands. Yet the planned sector could make
enormous demands of the market sector at random. There would have to be
planned co-operation. The market sector would then chafe at the difficulty in obtaining supplies and in selling to the state sector. The state sector would find, in irs
turn, that the market sector would charge it whatever it could get. If the market
fum was a monopoly it could overcharge the planned sector while if there were
competition, the monopoly ofthe state sector would permit it to squeeze the
market sector.
The whole question of pay would be enough to lead to a revolution. The private
sector would be based on profirs and the managerial staff would be very well off,
but in the planned sector, based on need, managers would be less well paid be·
cause their wages would be dependent on the needs of further investment. The
result would be an increasing animosity between workers and the private sector
managers, supervisors, skilled workers etc. Indeed the workers of the private sec·
tor would be bound to strike for higher pay, better conditions and more
democratic participation in management. How could they be denied them?
These problems are inevitable and have no solution. In a developed society the
market sector would be quickly reduced in size and scope, but in a backward
society this was not possible. Trotsky faced these problems which were indeed
raised in the twenties, but saw them only in the most general class form. Alone
point, he saw Stalinism as the expression of the bureaucratic apparatus, which
found itself in conflict with its erstwhile allies, the growing petite bourgeoisie of the
twenties. 38 From this perspective it would be clear that socialism in one country is
nonsense.!t also follows that Stalinism did not tum against money and the market
by accident. NEP was only a holding operation and could not possibly have lasted
very long. Logically, the Stalinist economy, which arose from the failure to introduce tbe planned economy, had to follow. But the planned and market economies
could not co-exist under existing conditions in the USSR.
Trotsky failed to foresee that the Stalinist economy could last some time, although it was not a mode ofproduction and did not have classes. Nonetheless, it is
possible to understand Stalinism using TI'otsky's method and initial starting point.
That is, a Stalinist regime is necessarily non-market and non-Socialist. Reform is
impossible. It must either disintegrate and be overthrown or go back to capitalism.
The USSR had a limited life based on the expansion of the absolute surplus
product and it bas exhausted it.
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Letter from Johannesburg

INSIDE THE ANC CONFERENCE
Bram Fleish
I'm still recovering from the ANC conference. We worked until 5.30 in the
morning on Sunday to get through all the business and that was followed a few
hours later by a major rally in Durban. The cumulative effect of caucusing
every evening until two in the morning, then getting up for breakfast at 7.0 am,
plus aU the tension and excitement has left me totally drained. Despite my exhaustion, I must write while it's still fresh.
I was elected by my branch to go as a delegate to the first ANC National Conference to be held in the country in tbirtyyears [Durban. July 1991J. For the pas!
months we had been preparing for the conference, running workshops on the
ANC's constitution, on land, economic and education policy. After the branch
discussions members anended regional workshops where the issues were discussed by representatives from all the branches in the Johannesburg metropolitan
areas. We also bad three major regional meetings to discuss the ANC constitution,
the balance of forces in the country and the way forward. (That'S struggle talk).
Caucusing on the new leadership has been going OD for the past two months at
least. Surprisingly, there was a great deal of agreement about the top positions,
especially Mandela, Sisulu and the trade unionist Cyril Ramaphosa.
Disorganised as ever, I missed the bus on Monday, but got a ride down with two
journalists...It was difficult to concentrate on the conversation, a million thoughts
raced through my head, all my expectations about the conference, feelings of inadequacy, and the responsibility of being elected as a delegate. The idea that a
group of people would actually want me to go on their behalfmade all myoid feelings, inadequacies and insecurities more acute.
At the regional conferences there was an undercurrent of fear about going to
Durban. I heard a rumour that MK, the ANC's army, would be protecting the
delegates on the buses. One delegate from Vosloorus thought that a Zulu impi
would be hiding on the side of the road, waiting to ambush a bus load of ANC
delegates. For many, Natal was this strange violent place: the home of an evil, as
demonic as apartheid itself, the home of Inkatha and Buthelezi.
The buses from Johannesburg arrived after I did, safe but late, on Monday night.
From other regions of the country, the buses brought the diversity that is the ANC.
Rural chiefs from the Traru;ke~ old men with white hair and great dignity. From the
western Cape, the militant, politically sophisticated young comrades led by Trevor
Manuel, a 'coloured' man of great charisma. From the northern Orange Free
State, peasants and workers, few with higher education. While some had experience in large political conferences, for many others this was the first time in a
large city and on a major university campus.
The conference was held at the University of Durban-Westville, a large ugly
campus built during the period of high apartheid for the segregated Indian com-
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munity. On the summit of a hill about ten miles from the city centre, the campus
was relatively isolated from the community and from the outside world. Cut off,
that is, except for a huge conununication centre, set up by the ANC for the journalists with hundreds of computers, telephones and fax machines. The ANC is
beginning to realize that journalists are almost as important as the delegates to the
conferences.
The next morning we entered the sports centre, the place where we were to
spend most of the next week. The inside walls of the stadium were covered with
brightly coloured silk-screened banners with wonderful pictures and sJogans of
the Freedom Charter: 'the doors of culture and learning shall be opened', 'the land
shall be served by those that work it', 'the people shall govern', 'there shall be
homes, security and comfort', 'there shall be peace and friendship'. The delegate's
seats and tables faced the National Executive Committee (NEe] on the stage.
Above the platform a five high, five wide, stack of television monitors would
project superlarge images of speakers.
In true ANC fashion, things started late. By ten o'clock nearly all the delegates,
press and visitors, were seated, but the NEC had still not arrived. There was excitement and expectancy in the hall as the old NEC gradually took their places on the
stage. Last to arrive were Mandela and Oliver Thmbo. As the frail man painfully
descended the stairs the delegates broke out in songs ofpraise for Thmbo. The sick
old man is a symbol of unity, a leader above all debate, above all factionalism and
possible divisiveness. He represents the legacy of the oldest political movement in
Africa, the liberal traditions of Christian missionary struggles against the brutality
of a system his generation could never fully come to grips with. At his side was
Archbishop Trevor Huddleston who had returned after thirty years, the international leader of the Anti-Apartheid Movement (AAM). He'd been asked to say
the opening prayer, as was the custom at all major ANC events. It's hard even for
a moment to forget that theANC is basically a Christian movement. Despite all the
communists, its true character is never far from the surface.
After thirty years, President Tambo addressed his movement in his own country.
Slowly, and at times incoherently, he tried to explain what had happened in the last
thirty years, in life and work in exile. The conference listened with patience and
compassion to the stumbling words. At midpoint he stopped, begged the
conference's forgiveness that he had asked the deputy-president, Mandela, to
present the second half of the presidential address.
The theme of Mandela's speech was clear. The ANC had not defeated the
present regime., despite the fact that the government had been forced into negotiations. The struggle had just changed form. To achieve the central objective, the
transfer of power to the people, the ANC needed to win the struggle on a new terrain. To regain the initiative., and bring about change as soon as possible, the ANC
needed to go full steam into the negotiation process. For the first time, the idea of
a time-frame was introduced, a time table for a genuine interim government and
free elections.
In his view the National Party did not enter into negotiations (0 abdicate power.
Rather it was using the negotiations and the violence to prevent the genuine trans-
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fer of power. On the violence, a new analysis was being developed. As in
Nicaragua and Mozambique, violence was directed not just at opposition movements, but at the population as a whole. The people, it was believed., would become so tired of the terror that they would choose peace - surrendering the call
for a genuine transformation of society. In his words, 'the lesson from this must
surely be that as long as we make progress towards the achievement of our goals,
so must we expect that those who fundamentally disagree with these goals will
resort to violence and terror to deny us the possibility to move forward'. The
government wanted to carefully control the process of change, a process of which
they cannot and should not be in control. As they lose control over the process.
they resort to forms of 'counter-revolutionary' activities to restore their position.
Mandela accused Pretoria of having a double agenda: of talking peace while conducting war.
The implications are clear: on the one hand the ANC must attempt to defend the
communities against the assaults, on the other it must go full steam ahead in the
process of negotiations. Over and over again he talked of the speedy transfer of
power. The ANC must prepare itself now for the all-party conference, for the interim government and the elections for a constituent assembly.
What seems to be new about this analysis is the recognition that the government
is not negotiating away its power, but rather negotiating to retain power. The ANC
negotiation strategy during the last year has been rather legalistic, attempting to
move step by step to ensure that the obstacles to negotiations had been removed.
The new approach it seems will view negotiation far more strategically, and begin
to play the game the way that de Klerk has done so skilfully until now. I don't think
that many people picked up on the shift in Mandela's position. It needed to be
fleshed out and discussed more thoroughly in the commissions on strategy and
tactics, negotiations and the violence, that met the following day.
Thesday evening's session ended late, and already we were hours behind
schedule. The reports of the Secretary-General (S-G) and the TreasurerGeneral (T-G) bad not been presented, nor had we agreed on what would become the hottest debate of the conference - electoral procedure.
Wednesday morning was taken up discussing the reports oftbe s-G and the TG. I was amazed at the huge assets of the organization which included properties
aU over the world., houses and apartments in London and Paris, Bonn, Rome and
all over Africa and north America. The organization needed to find a way to realize some of these assets as most of the funding came from unstable foreign donations and grants. The old founders, the Soviet Union, the eastern bloc, and the
Scandinavian countries will inevitably reduce their support as time goes on and as
the ANC takes on a greater responsibility during the interim government period.
In the next few years an enormous amount of money will be needed to contest the
up-coming elections.
Until lunch time on Wednesday delegates on the floor seemed to be passive. The
direction of the conference had been determined by the executive on the stage. All
that changed dramatically. The issue initially seemed fairly straight-forward. We
needed to decide on a voting procedure for the in--coming NEe. The Women's
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League had initiated a campaign of affirmative action within the ANC, that is,
30% of all elected positions at all levels would be reserved for women. At the
various regional conferences, the rule had been agreed upon. In the PWV (my
region), it was passed after an intense struggle. But now the supporters of this
policy had to convince everyone, not just the most advanced sections. The discussion began with a bang. Suddenly the stadium was alive with debate. Women and
men rose to make impassioned speeches about women's oppression and the need
to make structured space for women's participation. Frene Ginwala, from Johannesburg, pointed at the stage and asked why were there so few women on the
NEe. There are two possible answers: either women are not as good as men as
leaders, or the organization and the tradition ofmale domination restricted access
of women to leadership positions. If the latter were the case, then whal was needed
was not another resolution about fighting for women's liberation, but concrete
steps within the organization to address the oppressive legacy. 'Terror' Lekota,.a
leading figure in the United Democratic Front (UDF), responded. He argued that
leadership should be elected on the basis of merit alone.
At a moment of impasse the singing began. Regions which supported the 30%
rule slood up and began singing a song associated with the women's struggle.
Some individuals in anti-30% regions stood up and joined in. If words could nol
sway, perhaps the men needed to be reminded about women's centrality in the
struggle through song. For half an hour the singing continued. Delegations made
and waved large signs of30% on pieces of paper.
After the singing died down, the debate continued. The argwnents continued in
the toilets, over a cigarette and outside during dinner. The conference had come
alive. The divide was clear. The delegates from the large urban centres tended to
support the percentage rule, the rural areas to oppose it. During dinner the
women called a special meeting to discuss the mauer. Rumour spread that they
would walk out if the vole went against them. When we reconvened the atmosphere in the hall was very tense. In the middle ofthe voting Mandela stood up and
asking that no vote be taken, called for a compromise which had been fonnerly
rejected by all parties. He begged for unity, pleading that this matter should not
cause division and damage the organization. As he spoke it became clear thai the
issue had changed. It was no longer a matter of affirmative action. We, as the
delegates of our branches, had chosen to vote on the issue. It was not for Mandela
10 force a compromise that no one wanted. Delegates responded with anger at this
intervention. ''lerror' came very close 10 accusing Mandela of undemocratic practice. The women stood up and called for a vote, arguing that the debate alone had
put the issue on the agenda of the ANC. Its rejection would send an important signal to the Women's League that such a decision could not be imposed from the (Op
down. What was required was political education at the grassrOOIS to explain why
the rule was so important for the movement. As the floor seemed to be moving
against Mandela he made a final impassioned personal plea, directed specifically
at 'Terror' and Andrew Mapeto, two of the most outspoken supporters for taking
a vote. Mandela left them little choice but to back down. A compromise was
grudgingly accepted. The vote was not taken.
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In many ways this issue reflected two very different conceptions of democracy
within the organization. Mandela and the old guard strive for a compromise that
would be worked out behind closed doors between the leaders. A younger group
wanted a participatory democracy in which decision taken by the majority were
accepted by the minority. 1b change a position, it was up to the minority to convince the majority. Only by the process of debate and engagement, of struggle with
the issue, would a decision be accepted by all. Compromise left the issue unresolved, and all sides would leave disillusioned or uncommitted. Following the
compromise, voting for the leadership took place on merit alone, with no special
provision for women. As it turned out,less than 25% of the nominees were women
and, in the final result, women filled nine [out of 50] positions on the NEe.
The argument had taken almost a full day, setting the conference agenda back
even Further. There were still two sets of commissions, and plenary sessions to discuss resolutions, pass a new internal ANC constitution and vote for ANC officials.
The voting for the top five positions was fairly straight forward. Mandela was unopposed as president. Sisulu was overwhelmingly elected deputy-president,
respected as an independent thinker and a person who could unite the organization. Cyril Ramaphosa, the trade unionist was well supported as SecretaryGeneral, Jacob Zuma as deputy $-G. Many were disappointed that there was no
good candidate for treasurer: leaving the old incumbent to be re-elected. The
most incredible thing about the voting was the excitement that it generated. For
most of the delegates this was the first free and fair election in which they had ever
participated. The process was overseen by liberal lawyers of unquestionable integrity. The legitimacy ofthe process was never in question. The delegates had
been democratically elected to represent their branches, and here they were
democratically electing their leadership. A strong culture ofdemocratic participation was beginning to develop, of vigorous discussion, of decisions to be made by
ordinary people, nol carefully orchestrated behind closed doors.
I had decided to participate in the commission on the ANC constitution. My
region had worked hard on the draft constitution and had come with a whole
range of [suggested) changes. In fact we were so well prepared that my region
dominated the proceedings. The main themes discussed were those of accountability, freedom of speech, and the development of structures that would encourage greater participation in decision making at the locaJ level. Every member
of the organization has to be a member of a branch, including the top leadership.
The overall emphasis was on building a strong organization from the bottom up.
Unforlunately I was not able to participate in the commissions on strategy and
tactics, negotiations and violence. From my discussion with those that did, it seems
that issues raised by Mandela in his opening address were taken up, aJthough the
calibre of discussion was very uneven. Regrettably there is still a great deal of
'emotionalism' and romanticism in the organization, angry rhetoric and fantasies
about the military wing. Despite this, a new approach was discernible. On the
question of the transition period, a more militant position was developed. Although the organization will move rapidly into discussions on an interim government and a future constitution, there was a recognition that this must be
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accompanied by deeper political understanding and grass root mobilization, and
far more accountability to local structures. The mass actions of the last year had
done little to educate people and had not been very effective in putting pressure on
the government. New creative ways of organizing communities around popular
demands are needed ratber than mass rallies. In a time when ordinary workers are
afraid of losing their jobs, the ANC cannot call people out on stay-aways or
boycotts that don't have very strategic significance. The unions need to be consulted in any grassroots actions.
I spent most of the last two days in a commission on education and helped in
drafting the resolutions. [n some ways the education policy document was one of
the weakest position papers. It did not really lay down policy options for a future
South Africa, but rather discussed the need to establish structures that would
develop these policy options. In the other commission discussions, on a future
constitution for the country, local government, economic policy, technology, land
and development, and social welfare, the tone was of moderation and thoughtful
and creative thinking. The constitution commission recommended that there
should be a house of assembly, and an upper house which would have a regional
orientation, both elected by proportional representation. The commission on local
government rejected the government's proposals which would involve maximum
devolution of power to the smallest unit, the neighbourhood. This system would
only entrench white privilege and not create a democratic, non-racial system of
local government. On economic policy, the commission discussed the principle of
a mixed economy, with state intervention to enhance growth and redistribution.
Looking through the discussion documents on these policy questions I was
slruck by how moderate and reasonable they are. If the militants have a clear role
in the negotiations and transition discussions, the moderates and the academics
seemed to dominate discussions of future policy. Perhaps this stems from failures
in eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. The communists in the organization
know how to conduct very successful struggles for power but are less well
prepared to contribute to discussions of what should replace the current position.
Nearly everyone stayed up late on Friday night discussing the nominees for the
NEC We had to choose fJfty people from a tist ofover a hundred and forty. Thetist
included radical crazies like Harry Gwala who stili defends Stalin to Sister Bernard Ncube, a rather daffy Christian lady. There were lots of people from the
UDP including leaders like 1error' Lekota, Popo Molefe and Mohammed Valli
Moosa. In the end I found only eleven people that I knew and thought were
good.The voting began early on Saturday morning and continued until4.0 pm. The
result was only announced at 3.0 am on Sunday. The two most popular nominees
were Chris Ham, head of the ANC army, and Thabo Mbeki the head of the international department. Many solid leaders got in including PaUo Jordan, Trevor
Manuel, Lekota, StofJ.!e, Molefe, 1Shwete, Albertina Sisulu, Raymond Suttner,
Albie Sachs, BarbaJ;"a Masekela and Mohammed Valli Moosa. I was not really
happy wilh the team, too many romantic revolutionaries. A number got on because of their involvement with a recent failed underground campaign called
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Operation VuIa. many with little political experience. The only trade union leader
elected was Ramaphosa.
On a more positive note, tbe group is very representative with seven Indians,
seven whites, four Coloureds, and a cross section of Zulus, Xhosas, Thwanas,
Pedis, Swazis and Thongas. Nobody will ever be able to accuse the ANC of being
an ethnic organization again. Perhaps the best thing about the Executive Committee is the large number of people from rural areas who will be able to redress the
overall urban bias of Congress.
Saturday was our longest day. Still at work at three in the morning. JU'it before
the new NEC was announced, Thabo Mbeki reported on the foreign affairs commission, Initially there was enormoU'i opposition on the floor to any change in the
hardline position on sanctions. The first sanctions movement [in the 1970s - cds1
followed a deeply racist and callous remark made by Jimmy Kruger, the bead of
the police, in response to ajournalist's question about the death ofSteve Biko. The
international community was outraged when this brutal man said 'it leaves me
cold', The outrage grew when the world saw police beating up school children in
198~, The anti-apartheid forces were able to rally massive force for sanctions
in that period. But now the world sees what seem like refonns when they see the
apartheid legislation disappear. It has become very difficult for the AAM to sustain the pressure. Then Thabo told a story about an Organization ofAfrican Unity
meeting in Nigeria where all the countries insisted that sanctions be maintained. A
week later the Nigerians and Zimbabweans were entering into trade agreements
with Pretoria. The USSR is opening an embassy in South Africa, Sanctions are
crumbling, Denmark was able to stave off a major shift in the European Parliament, but only for a short while. As Mbeki explained, either we maintain sanctions
and lose it as a weapon, or we seize the initiative and develop a strategic policy of
selective lifting of sanctions. As the transition occurs, varioU'i forms of sanctions
will be lifted until the frrst free elections. One simply spoken man stood up and
questioned him. For them nothing had changed, how can they give up sanctions
when their lives are as miserable as ever? Again Tbabo explained in clear and
simple terms. We need to be more strategic in our thinking. the world does nol
care about us, it does not act out of compassion, if we want to win we have to be
realistic about how the world acts towards us. We need to capture the initiative.
After an hour of intensely serious discussion the once hostile house had shifted
its position. By Sunday morning the new leadership had a mandate to develop a
new policy on sanctions. Fmally at 5.30 a rn, exhausted after close on twenty hours,
Mandela closed the conference and delegates, guests and journalists stood up to
sing Nkosi Sikelele Afrika, God Save Africa.
.
• Rulitywas more complex than ourconc:spondenl knew. Fear and manipulation were nOl absent,
Within a ~k of OflU)' MakgoaIe being elected as a delegate by ANe members in Germany, headquarters in JohalUlesburg is5ucd new roleswhich debarred him. Mr Makgoale, a fonnerdisiriCi commander of UmkhonlO in Luanda, was a leader of the armed mutiny in Angola in 1984. He selYCd
nearty fJ\le years in Quaero prison. (See IDdepeDdent on Sunday, 2 June 1991) Another delegale,
from Britain, described months before !he SoYiet coup as a 'Boris YellSin', by a conference COfIYenor,
decided 00110 attend. - Eds.

Documents (rom PoUce InJ'ormers Files

THE PAC CONFERENCE - 1959
In SearchlIght South AtrIca, No 7, we printed a review of Benjamin Pogrund's book on Roben
Manglliiso Sobukwe and the Pan Ahic:anist Congress, togerherwith Jack Halpern's account of
Ihe conference of the ANC in March 1958 when the split was imminent. Consequent 10 tha;e
ankles appearing Bob Edgar sent us copies of the following Ihree documents found in the Intennediate Arettivc$ Depot., Johannesburg under the heading: Johannesburg Non-European
AffailS Depanment, File 219/38, Africanist Uberation Congress A.L.e. (sic). Considering
their origin they must be treated circumspc:ctly. Nonelheless'They throw funher light on the
thinking of the founders of the PAC and will be of interest to those wishing to understand the
nalionalist movements in South Africa.

The Manager
Non-European Affairs Department
60 Albert Street
JOHANNESBURG
Movement' held al the Orlando Communal HaU _ 4th to 61h April
1959, and Ienmd the Af'rican1st UbtraUon Congress.

M~Ungor'The Mtkanist

I instructed Municipal Policemen, Isaac NA 64150 and David NA 64121, to
attend the above congress and submit a report to me on the happenings there.
Isaac was able to gain admittance to the meeting on the 4th, and the morning of
the 5th of April 1958, but was then excluded as he was not in possession of a membership card. David, however, blustered his way in on the last two days and as a
result was present, when the confidential agent was dealt with.
The average daily attendance at the congress was in the region of four hundred
people, of which only about fifteen were women.
I am enclosing copies ofboth Isaac's and David's reports, together with a copy of
the Agenda, the Manifesto, and the Draft Constitution of the Congress. A list of
the elected officials of the Congress is also enclosed.
E Aidaltal (11
Acting Senior Superintendent
ORlANDO

Recvd 7 April 1959

Report by Municipal Policeman DavidNA642141
Thegalheringat the hall called itselftheAfricanist Liberation Congress (ALC). The
membership consists ofsome former members ofthe ANC e.g. Mr Madzunya and
Sophukhue [Sobukwe].
It was felt that it was not enough for them to be mere helpers in as a movement,
but had to be actual drivers of the congress. Several pamphlets were dissipated
(sic) among the members, headed thus:11 Manifesto of the Africanist Movement (the Africanist Manifesto) Africanist
Inaugural Convention.
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21 Draft Constitution of the Africanist Liberation Congress.
(There were also two others which I missed.)
The Draft Constitution was read through and amended. A new copy would be
disseminated (sic) to different branches e.g. Cape Branch, Durban Branch, etc.
after printing.
The National Executive members were elected; they occupied their seats and
hereafter individual after another had to voice his opinion on what the ALC must
do. Their main objective to strive for recognition by different racial groups, and
thus treated equaUy as these. They want to be served and satisfied in shops in ex·
actly the same way a European would have been served. It was also stated that for
this reason, any shop that shunned this would be boycotted and only those shops
prepared to attend them as (hey do the Europeans, would be patronised. In
schools also, where the Govt prescribes a syllabus, teachers should try and give the
learner a little more than what is contained in the curriculum.
They planned to have as many layers of leaders as possible, so that when one
group of leaders is removed, another takes its place, and so on. Certain slogans
would be introduced like :AJ<uthengwa'i.e. we don't buy in the shops that do not
satisfy the ALe. They rejected being called names like John, Nanny, Boy or Gir~
especially in public places and also aimed at being extremely sensitive to oppression and misuse of any kind.
Report on the Africanist Inaugural Convention

Orlando Han

Date 4.4.69
lime2.p.m.
Attendance 400
QJainnan - Mr MOlhuping [Moloopengj

The convention opened with a national hymn - Nkosi Sikelele Africa, prayer
and preaching by Revs N B Tantsi, W Dimbaand, Rev Ngqoloma, while waiting for delegates from other places.
The chairman addressed the meeting saying that they are not African National
Congress CANC), they are Africanists. He said we are here today to discuss about
our freedom and our Africa, which the white man gained from us by bribery. It is
high time that we should shake ourselves up and freed ourself from the white
people. We do not want to be ruled by other nations any longer, three hundred and
seven years in which the white man kept us as slaves are enough. We want to
govern ourselves here in Africa because Africa is for Africans.
One of the speakers said that we have long been pleading for freedom from the
white man as though is our God today. We have come to the end of our task, and
we want freedom by force. 1959 is the year of African's freedom, we do not care
what might happen, we are going to die all for our Africa. Fancy 250 million to be
ruled by 5,(0),00) Europeans. God created an black and white people and gave
each and every naLion a country to live in and rule over it. Now the white people
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through their selfishness they left their country of birth to come and interrupt ~ in
our country. We are crimjnally oppressed men and sons ofAfrica are being forced
to carT)' passes wherever they go,j~t like a dog when is fastened a ticket [collar?]
on the neck. Still all they are not satisfied, they go on forcing women and daughters
of Africa to carT)' passes as well. which is a shame and a disgrace.
At 7.YJ pm the convention adjourned. The chairman said there will be a reception at 8.00 pm. The reception started from 8.00 pm to 200 am next morning.
On the 5th members of the Africanists were given chance to ask questions after
the opening of the convention at 930 am. At 1.30 pm lunch. At 2.00 pm the convention reswned. Only members of the Africanist, who have membership cards were
permitted to go in. The same thing occurred again aD the 6th, until the closing of
convention at 1.30 pm.
Isaac NA 64150.
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An Open Letler to the Investor RespomJiblllty Research Centre (IRRC)

SOUTH AFRICAN SANCTIONS: A PLEA FOR OPEN DEBATE
AND THE RIGHT TO DISSENT

Merle Lipton
Recently a copy of my paper, The Challenge ofSanctions, was sent to you. Publication of this paper was delayed by a dispute over its contents with my former
employers, the mRC, in Washington DC. After attempts, unsuccessfully, to pressure me to make certain amendments to the paper, IRRC refused to publish it as
part of the research project for which it had been commissioned. IRRC also opposed my attempt to appeal against this decision to its governing board and to the
University Consortium which bad commissioned the project. (This] appears to be
related to the political pressures that have hampered serious analysis of South
African sanctions, leading to attacks OD researchers who refuse to toe the 'politically correct'line.
A consortium of American universities and colleges provided financing of a
project I designed OD 'The impact ofeconomic sanctions on South Africa' and approved my role as the project's editor and as author of the lead paper. The initial
version of my paper...was warmly approved by IRRC's Director and by the head of
its South Africa (SA) section. With IRRC's a~proval, the paper was presented as
invited testimony at the September 1989 heanng of the UN Commission on Multinational Corporations.
At the UN hearings, the paper attracted attention from the media, including the
Financial 7imes, and elicited varying reactions from the UN's Panel of Experts.
Some panel members argued that I had underestimated the contribution that
economic sanctions were making to SA's economic problems and to changing
white political attitudes. But other panellists praised the paper for situating SA's
economic problems in a broader international context (for example, highlighting
the fact that S~s debt crisis was hardly unique and that, despite sanctions, SA was
coping better with the problem than many other indebted COWltries) and for placing {.urrent political development in an historical context which emphasised the
role played by long term internal forces in eroding apartheid and changing white
attitudes. The panel's chairman, Dame Judith Hart, described the paper as an important contributioll to the sanctions debate.
Some leading advocates of sanctions reacted angrily to my UN testimony. In
particular, the interfaith Centre for Corporate Responsibility (ICCR)in New York
circulated to Congressmen and others a damaging attack on my scholarship and
personal integrity, bracketing me with the 'racist South African government'. In
private discussions and correspondence with me and with the ICCR. IRRC's
directorate rejected these allegations as outrageous and groundless. However, the
leeR's hostility to my paper was shared by one of my colleagues within IRRC,
who lobbied against publication of the paper by IRRC. Soon after, IRRC reneged
on ils Wldenaking to me to respond publicly to the IceR's 'groWldless' allegations
on the grounds that they do not wish to stir up controversy but preferred 'to let
sleeping dogs lie'. This was followed by IRRC's une:tepected refusal to publish the
revised and expanded version of the paper, which they had recently praised, and
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which continued to elicit support from some within IRRC, as well as from the
three outside authors commissioned to write papers for the sanctions project.
lRRC denies that its conduct was influenced by political considerations, claiming that my paper 'does not meet IRRC's high standards of objectivity, rigour and
completeness'. But...their criticisms raises questions about their own objectivity
and rigour on lhis... issue. A central criticism was that my paper underestimated
the costs which sanctions had inflicted on the SA economy. IRRC therefore
pressed me to give more weight to these costs. However, IRRC also, inconsistently, wanted to remove evidence which included examples of costs that fell mainly on
blacks. Theydid not question the accuracy ofthese examples, but maintained they
were 'redundant'. This was puzzling, in view of the scarcity of evidence about the
specific effects of sanctions...due [0 the fact that the main impact has been general
and direct, via financial sanctions that slowed overall growth, rather than specific
and direct, as trade sanctions and disinvestment led to localised closures and job
losses. However, during my fieldwork, I came across some specific cases of closure
of factories and mines due to sanctions, particularly in Natal.
Unemployment in Natal...has a~avated the struggle for resources, such as jobs
and housing [and] fuelled the temble violence there, particularly between Inkatha
and the ANC. This... in tum, has delayed - [evenl endangered - agreement on a
post-apartheid settlement. Advocates and opponents of sanctions will, no doubt,
offer conflicting interpretations of any connection between any additional unemployment caused by sanctions and this violence. But there can be no question
about the need for researchers to record this information. Moreover, it is difficult
to see how one can argue that sanctions are having a major impact, while treating
as 'redundant' evidence of their consequences for production and employment.
Another disconcerting example of IRRC's approach was their objection to my
critique of the argument (by some leading advocates ofsanctions, such as the Hanlon and the Ovenden & Cole reports produced for the Commonwealth
Secretariat) that sanctions were stimulating labour-intensive industries in SA and
thus creating jobs. IRRC first [said] this was a 'straw man' argument,fbecause]
'most advocates of sanctions' had not adopted this position. But IRRC also, inconsistently, argued that is was quite conceivable that sanctions could have this
labour-intensive effect and urged me to pay more attention to this possibility.
Now some of us had argued that sanctions might push the SA economy towards
greater capitaJ-intensity...as the SA regime strove to become more self-sufficient
in products such as synthetic fuels, chemicals and armaments. This argument
received reinforcement from the research conducted by lRRC's sanctions proje<.:1
by Charles Becker of the Institute ofEc.onomics at Boulder, Colorado. Indeed, in
their press release on the sanctions project, IRRC gave pride of place to Becker's
arb'llment that sanctions had been very costly to theSA economy. But Becker's argument was that these costs weredue to die capital-intensive and inefficient policy
of import substitution which SA had adopted since the 19605 to counter the threat
of sanctions - a policy which had slowed the growth rate. This argument, if correct, means that the cost of sanctions fell mainly on black workers, who comprise
the majority of the workforce and who also (due to the effects of apartheid) lack
the skills required by capital-intensive industries.
There is room for debate, and for a range ofviews, on this question ...What is difficult to accept is the inconsistent, indeed contradictory, position adopted by
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IRRC, which pressed me, apparently as the condition for findingmy work publishable, to (a) give more weight to the costs of sanctions, as illustrated by Becker's
fmding of tbeir role in leading to capital-intensive import substitution, but (b)
refrain from citing examples of the specific impact of sanctions - at least in cases
where they added to black unemployment; and (e) refrain from criticising claims
that sanctions were stimulating labour-intensive growth. thus creating new jobs.
The result would have been a logically inconsistent and incoherent analysis

which magnified the overall impact of sanctions, while ignoring the practical implications of this impact whenever il adversely affected blacks. This is incompatible with the requirements oflogic and of respect for the evidence - let alone
of such lofty aims as 'objectivity, rigour, and completeness'.
[O]n a complex issue such as [the] assessment of the effects of sanctions, there is
no single 'objective and complete' analysis to which everyone can...subscribe.
What one can expect is scholarship: respect for, and certainly no suppression of,
the evidence, a striving for logical consistency, and avoidance of that arrogance
and delusion which leads some people to believe they have a monopoly of truth
and morality. Instead, researchers need to recognise that the only way to approach
the truth is via the partial truths that many people will contribute from their differing perspectives...the willingness to accommodate differing interpretations and to
respect the right to dissent. At this crucial moment in SP:s history, it is particularly
important that acadernicsand researchers set an example of the political tolerance
that they have (rightly) long urged on this violent and intolerant society.
IRRC was established in 1972 to promote the concept of 'corporate
responsibility', including greater accountability and openness by the managements of leading business firms to their shareholders, workers and consumers. Indeed, IRRC's own monitoring of the conduct of these companies has depended
on the willingness ofIeadingAmerican (and other) companies to engage in debate
and to operate in a more democratil; open and accountable manner.
II is ironic, therefore, that IRRC's management not only failed to publish my
fmdings and circulate them to subscribers, but also prevented me from putting my
case to IRRC's Board and to the university consortium which financed the sanctions study. They did so on the ground that this would infrin$e their management
prerogatives. They even threatened to take legal action...il I did not 'bring to an immediate halt... the slanders against IRRC', i.e. if I dared to voice publicly my
criticisms of their conduct. Meanwhile, in response to enquiries about myexpected paper, IRRC repeats its damaging and baseless allegations about my work.
My paper has now been published by the Cenlre for the Study of the South
African Economy at the LSE. This too is not without its irony, because the LSE
Centre was established by a group of Commonwealth countries strongly commined to sanctions. However, both the LSE and the Centre are committed to
open academic enquiry and free speech. This has ensured that the Cenlre publishes that wide range of analyses and interpretations which is the only route to the
'objectivity' and 'impartiality' to which IRRC lays such insistent claim.
MIIY 1991
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